
Section I - Completer
The total number of candidates who completed education programs within NCATE's scope (initial teacher preparation and 
advanced preparation programs) during the 2010-2011 academic year?

Please enter numeric data only.(Include the number of candidates who have completed programs that prepared them to 
work in preschool through grade 12 settings in the 2010-2011 academic year. They should include all candidates who 
completed a program that made them eligible for a teaching license. It also includes licensed teachers who completed a 
graduate program and candidates who completed a program to work as a school administrator, school psychologist, school 
library media specialist, school psychologist, reading specialist, and other specialties in schools. These include the candidates 
who have completed a bachelor's, post-bachelor's, master's, specialist, or doctoral program. The programs are not tied to a 
state license.)
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Section II. Substantive Changes

Describe any of the following substantive changes that have occurred at your institution or unit 
during the past year:

Section III. Areas for Improvement

Areas for Improvement related to Standard 2 cited as a result of the last NCATE review:

1. Changes in program delivery from traditional to distance learning programs in which more than 50 percent 
of the courses are not delivered face-to-face. 

No Change / Not Applicable

2. Change in control of institution. Please indicate any changes in control or ownership of the institution such 
as a merger with another institution, separation from an institution, purchase of an institution, etc.

No Change / Not Applicable

3. Increased offerings for the preparation of education professionals at off-campus sites and outside the United 
States. 

No Change / Not Applicable

4. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in budget

No Change / Not Applicable

5. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in candidate enrollment

No Change / Not Applicable

6. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in size of the full-time faculty

No Change / Not Applicable

7. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in significant changes as the result of a natural
disaster

No Change / Not Applicable

8. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in delivery of a program in while or in significant 
part by a non-profit or for-profit partner

No Change / Not Applicable

9. Addition or removal of a level of preparation(e.g., a master's degree). 

No Change / Not Applicable

1. The unit has not fully implemented an assessment system that collects, summarizes, and 
aggregates data.

(ADV)
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U S I N G  T H E  E V I D E N C E  provided (observations, work samples, discussions, etc.) and your professional 
judgment, select the description that best matches the candidate’s performance.  It is understood that most 
candidates will “Meet Expectations.”  If a candidate is “Unsatisfactory” or “Exceeds Expectations,” please note in 
the “Comments” section, the behaviors which justify this rating.  Additional documentation may be provided.   


T H E  P R O F E S S I O N A L  E D U C A T O R  A T  B O I S E  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y :  


 


1.  Subject Matter 


 
A.  Presents information and concepts that are accurate and relevant. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 


 


B. Develops and uses curricula that encourage students to recognize, question, and interpret ideas from 
diverse perspectives. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Selects and creates learning opportunities that are based on principles of effective instruction. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


Date:   


 
Candidate’s Name:   


 
BSU Student Number: 


 
School or Agency (i.e., Garfield Elem, Boise HS, etc.): 


 
School District:  (i.e., Boise SD, Meridian, Nampa, etc.): 


 
Evaluator (Mentor Teacher or University Supervisor ONLY): 


 
Evaluator (Mentor Teacher or University Supervisor ONLY): 


 
Evaluator (Mentor Teacher or University Supervisor ONLY): 


 
Semester: 


 


S E L E C T  T H E  C O U R S E  I N  W H I C H  


T H E  A S S E S S M E N T  I S  C O M P L E T E D :  


  ELEM  - BL 5 (Intern) 


  ELEM – BL 6 (ST) 


  BIL/ESL – BL 5 (Intern) 


  BIL/ESL – BL 6 (ST) 


  EC – BL 6 (ST) 


  SPED – BL 5 (Intern) 


  SPED – BL 6 (T) 


  SEC – BL 2 (Intern) 


  SEC – BL 3 (ST) 


  KINES – BL 2 (Intern) 


  KINES – BL 3 (ST) 


  MUS – BL 2 (Intern) 


  MUS – BL 3 (ST)  
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D. Selects and creates learning opportunities that are appropriate for curriculum goals. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
E. Selects and creates learning opportunities that are relevant to students. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 F. Integrates content representing a diversity of cultures, ethnic backgrounds, family lifestyles, and disabilities. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Understands the central concepts tools of inquiry, and structures of the 


discipline taught and creates learning experiences that make these aspects of subject 


matter. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


 


2. Human Development 


 
A. Assesses individual and group characteristics in order to design instruction that meets all students’ needs. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Identifies levels of readiness in learning and designs lessons that are developmentally appropriate. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 OVERALL RATING:  Understands how students learn and develop, and provides opportunities 


that support their intellectual, social, and personal development. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


3. Adapting for Individual Needs 


 
A. Makes adaptations and/or modifications to lessons for individual students. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B.  Uses information about students’ families, cultures, and communities. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Helps individual students engage in learning communities. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Understands how students differ in their approaches to learning and creates 


instructional opportunities that are adapted to students with diverse needs. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


4. Multiple Instructional Strategies: 


 
A. Evaluates methods for achieving goals 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B.  Uses various teaching strategies, materials, and technologies. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C.  Promotes the development of critical and creative thinking and problem solving. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 
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D. Facilitates learning through inclusive, interactive discussion. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
E. Continually monitors and adjusts strategies in response to student feedback. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
F. Clearly communicates goals and objectives to students. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
G. Presents issues with fairness and respect. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to develop 


student’s critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time  


 Comments: 


 


 


5. Classroom Motivation, Guidance, and Management: 


 
A. Establishes a positive and safe climate in the classroom. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Uses preventive, supportive, and corrective strategies for developing student self-discipline. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Maximizes class productivity by organizing, allocating, and managing the resources of time, space, 


materials, and activities. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
D. Proactively analyzes the classroom environment, making adjustments to enhance social relationships, 


student self-motivation and engagement, and productive work. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
E. Develops rapport with students and families. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Understands individual and group motivation and behavior and creates a 


learning environment that encourages positive social interaction and active engagement in 


learning. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


 


6. Communication Skills: 


 
A. Is a thoughtful and responsive listener. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Demonstrates the ability to communicate effectively in both speaking and writing. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Demonstrates sensitivity to cultural differences in communication. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Uses a variety of communication techniques to foster inquiry, collaboration, 


and supportive interaction in and beyond the classroom. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 
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 Comments: 


 


 


7.  Instructional Planning Skills: 


 
A. Creates effective short-range and long-range instructional plans that align w/ curriculum goals and 


objectives. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Uses information from students, parents, colleagues, and school records to assist in planning instruction. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Plans and prepares instruction based on knowledge of subject matter, 


students, the community, and curriculum goals. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


 


8. Assessment of Student Learning: 


 
A.  Uses multiple assessment strategies to determine students’ entry skills and establish appropriate 


curriculum goals and objectives. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Systematically uses assessment (formal/informal) data to monitor and adjust teaching strategies and 


behavior in relation to student success. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Maintains records of student work and performance, and communicates student progress to students, 


parents, colleagues, and others. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Understands, uses, and interprets formal and informal assessment strategies 


to evaluate and advance student performance and to determine program effectiveness. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


 


9. Professional Commitment and Responsibility: 


 
A. Develops professionally as a direct result of constructive criticism. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Uses self-reflection as a means of improving instruction. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Stays abreast of professional literature, consults colleagues, and seeks resources to support development. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
D. Engages in professional discourse about subject matter knowledge and pedagogy. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
E. Persists in helping all students achieve success. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
F. Acts as an advocate for students. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 
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G. Practices behavior congruent with the Idaho Code of Ethics. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time  


 Overall Rating:  Is an educator who demonstrates a commitment to professional standards 


and is continuously engaged in purposeful mastery of the art and science of teaching. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Comments: 


 


 


10. Partnerships: 


 
A. Actively seeks to develop productive, cooperative, and collaborative partnerships with parents/guardians 


and the community in support of student learning and well-being. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
B. Works with colleagues, other professionals, parent groups, and volunteers to improve the overall school 


learning environment for students. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 
C. Actively builds a collaborative professional relationship with the mentor teacher. 


  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time 


 Overall Rating:  Interacts in a professional, effective manner with colleagues, parents, and 


other members of the community to support students’ learning and well-being. 
  Exceeds Expectations    Meets Expectations     Unsatisfactory     Not Applicable at this time  


 Comments: 


 


 


 Overall Comments: 


 


 


 Evaluator Signature:  Date: 


   


 Evaluator Signature:  Date: 


   


 Evaluator Signature: Date: 


   


   


 Candidate Acknowledgement:  My signature below acknowledges I have read this evaluation 


and, not necessarily, that I agree with it. 


 Candidate Signature: Date:   


   
 
 





1.3c - Professional Year Assessment


2011_Professional_Year_InternSt

		SCHOOL or AGENCY		SCHOOL DISTRICT:		MAJOR		Course in which the assessment is completed: (BIL=Bilingual/ESL; ELEM=Elementary; SEC=Seconday)		SEMESTER:		1. SUBJECT MATTER: Understands the central concepts tools of inquiry, and structures of the discipli...		COMMENTS:		2. HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: Understands how students learn and develop, and provides opportunities that su...		COMMENTS:		3. ADAPTING FOR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS: Understands how students differ in their approaches to learning an...		4. MULTIPLE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: Understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to...		COMMENTS:		5. CLASSROOM MOTIVATION, GUIDANCE, AND MANAGEMENT: Understands individual and group motivation and b...		COMMENTS:		6. COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Uses a variety of communication techniques to foster inquiry, collaboration...		COMMENTS:		7. INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING SKILLS: Plans and prepares instruction based on knowledge of subject matte...		COMMENTS:		8. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING: Understands, uses, and interprets formal and informal assessment...		COMMENTS:		9. PROFESSIONAL COMMITMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY: Is an educator who demonstrates a commitment to profe...		COMMENTS:		10. PARTNERSHIPS: Interacts in a professional, effective manner with colleagues, parents, and other...		COMMENTS:		SUMMARY COMMENTS:



												4 = EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS; 3 = MEETS EXPECTATIONS; 2 = DEVELOPING; 1 = UNSATISFACTORY

		Reed Elementary		Kuna		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		4		Keri exceeds expectations in this area.  She is continuously reflecting on student feedback and assessment and then adjusting her instruction accordingly.  She consciously plans for multiple needs within one lesson.  Keri is always in search of new ways to reach kids who are struggling, or who seem disengaged.  / During her integrated unit on nutrition, Keri differentiated both process and product.  She met with individuals, strategically assigned topics, created groupings, and provided varying levels of support depending on need.  The rubric she designed accommodated all levels.  Keri skillfully approached her planning of this unit with a particular student with significant behavioral and emotional challenges in mind.  She diligently adjusted her methods and strategies throughout, until she found a way to make the project important to him.  He showed improvement in behavior and genuine ownership in his project due to her efforts / 		4		Keri’s engaging lessons and thorough planning and organization serve to prevent many management problems.  Her students are busy and engaged and without much idle time with which to become off task.  When problems do arise, she deals with them efficiently and reflectively, with minimal disruption to learning. / Keri holds very high expectations for her students, but she supports them as they strive to meet those high expectations.  She does an amazing job of putting kids at ease to take risks.   / 		3				3				3				4		Keri demonstrates professional commitment to students as well as staff at Mill Creek Elementary through her punctuality, faithful attendance and daily enthusiasm and energy.  She coordinated a student book club, conducted research for a committee exploring Positive Behavior Supports and in general, has established herself as a valuable member of the professional community at Mill Creek.   /      Keri continuously looks for new ways to be effective and asks highly reflective questions.   / 		3

		Reed Elementary		Kuna		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4				3				3		4				3				4				4				3				4				3				Very strong teaching and leading abilities that consistently mature and become close to the level of an experienced educator.

		New Horizons		Nampa		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3		Laura's natural disposition is very calm and typically shows throughout the classes that she leads.  It would be beneficial however for Laura to talk more often while leading.  Explain what is happening and why to the children.		3		See comments above.		3				3				3				3

		Trail Wind Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Teaches with a good deal of enthusiasm .....creative in ways to develop math ideas.  		3		Has the ability to adapt lessons for differentiated students.  Takes care to see that every student has a learning opportunity		3		4		Has created games, power points, taken students outside and developed building ideas.  Uses every chance he can to engage students into discussion and practice of math skills. He uses competition, races, and makes the learning fun.		3		Students work together on some projects as pardners, some small groups, and some large groups.  some opportunities are given for students to teach each other.		3		Very confident.  Listens well...pays attention to students....writes legibly....has a good grasp of language and uses good grammar		4		is prepared every day for every class.  always has the materialss ready.  Lessons have been very creative and attempt are made to give every learning style and ability an equal opportunity.		3		has used group and individual grades.  There have been tests, quizzes, projects, relays, games and lots of variety.		4		Very committed.  Clearly seeks a career in education.		4		Mike is teachable.  He seeks out ideas, advise and is unafraid to try new ideas.  He also is really good about altering plans when something doesn't appear to be working.		Mike has developed into a very fine student teacher.  He is ready and anxious to have a classroom of his own.  He is going to be an excellent teacher.

		Eagle Hills Elementary		Meridian School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		A good deal of experience in most facets of theater.  Well prepared in her knowledge base.		3		Great progress in developing the ability to work with all talent levels.  Understands kids and provides a variety of opportunities.		4		4		Used everything from individual, small group, large group, class, technology, acted out plays a, roled played.  many chances for every one to learn.		3		Safe, secure, fun, challenging..terrific variety...had the ability to use the many facets of theater and make it look organized and well rehearsed.		3		feels with her students,  listens well, excellent presenter.  attentive to detail and taught with energy and enthusiasm		3		used short range and long range plans.  used staging that was very creatively drawn up.  Involved other classes and parents. / Students seemed to learn a lot and enjoy the learning		3		lots of presentation grades, some written grades,every student was permitted to show what they had learned in a variety of ways.  Included some writing, self teaching and learning from critique from other students.		4		very responsible, committed to being a teacher  and being the best she can be.  Great work habits.		3		teachable.  sought out help, went to outside workshops, visited to observe a variety of other classes and other schools.		Amber has worked long hours and has realloy developed her skills.  she has been a very positive influence in her classes.  She is committed to being a teacher of excellence.  She is ready for her own classroom.

		Eagle Hills Elementary		Meridian School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		has worked hard and is knowledgeable about his subject		3		as an intern mostly followed mentor		3		3				3		Talked well, was motivational, and seemed to develop a good professional rapport with students		3		Confident, effective at using the language, used good grammar,  effective at oral instruction		3		was an intern so followed mentor plans		3		used mentor strategies		3		has set his goals at being an educator...seems willing to pay the price for his goals		NA		has some very strong skills.  seems to have  a strong idea of what he wants to do and how to arrive there		Would like to student teach at a high school level.  Seems anxious for the older students.  Has had some experience and it shows...very strong skills.

		Eagle Hills Elementary		Meridian Joint School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Very well prepared.  Studies the lessons to be sure and she is right with the teacher in developing lessons appropriate for the students.		3		Developed good professional rapport with students...but, mostly follows the lead of the mentor for lesson plans.		3		3		In her teaching Cassie has adapted her teaching to accomodate students.  She has developed strategies and has not been afraid to alter the plans to get better results.		3		while much of the motivation has come from Mr. Chandler, Cassie has worked with individuals, small groups, and when she has taught she has been enthusiastic and has taught with energy.		3		Very capable teacher....uses the language well, listens intently, and is sensitive to students and colleagues.		3		As an intern has followed the planning of the mentor.		3		After conferences with the mentor has adapted lessons, but has mostly followed the lead of the mentor.		3		Committed...eagerly seeks after a teaching career.......teachable....many skills for education 		3		Seeks advice and suggestions and then tried to improve.  Has an excellent attitude about working with students.  She and mentor have a very good professional rapport.		Cassie has been a strong intern.  Good work habits.....She is ready to student teach....Will be an excellent student teacher.

		Star Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Able to use district, state and national standards to develop lesson plans and activities.  Seeks answers when questions arise with these standards, or classroom expectations.  Frequently asks students questions to tie back to previous learning/lessons taught.  Able to take them beyond the basic understanding of a concept, and expose them to higher level thinking/vocabulary that really helps to create deeper understanding for students.  Uses real world examples & hands on learning in order to engage/incorporate students in each lesson taught.  Wonderful rapport with students & a love for teaching that is very evident.		3				3		3				4		Always smiling & very positive with students.  Very able to see teachable moments in discussions and use them to expand upon a topic as she is interacting with students.   Is comfortable correcting students' behavior as needed to ensure the most productive learning environment is established.  Created a new seating arrangement for students and was able to notice problems in terms of student/classroom work space, and possible behavior issues, & made corrections in those areas of concern right away. Is comfortable having parents in the room, and is able to utilize their volunteer time as needed during her instruction.  Also does a good job at helping students make smooth transitions throughout the day.		4		She is able to easily and professionally communicate with parents, other staff members, and students.  Takes an interest in students' personal extra curricular activities,interests, and problems and uses this knowledge to help guide interactions/lessons.  Asks questions thoughtfully and with best interest of staff, parents, and students in mind.		3				3				3				4		Has created a wonderful relationship/professional partnership with mentor teacher (and great relationships with other members of staff as well).  Goes above and beyond in order to help students in any way she is able.  Willing to participate in outside school functions as needed.  Ensures great partnerships with school, college, home and community through frequent communication and willingness to share/discuss things openly as needed with mentor teacher.  Always keeps student information confidential and understands the importance of confidentiality in other areas (such as professional relationships and peer interactions) as well.		It has been an absolute pleasure to have Ashley as part of our classroom this spring.  I cannot give her enough praise for the job she has done/is doing.  She is enthusiastic and eager to be the best educator she possibly can be, and is willing to put in the effort needed in order to ensure her success.  Her willingness to work hard in all areas of her life are a great indicator of the person that she is, and her commitment to this profession.  She is going to be a phenomenal teacher!  

		Paramount		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2		John is learning (as we all are) the structural components of the middle school math content.  He has a solid understanding of procedures to solve problems and is working toward supporting students' conceptual understanding and helping them to make connections.  He demonstrates enthusiasm for the subject matter.		2		John is learning that there are a multitude of ways that students learn.  This experience has taught him that just because he has "taught" something doesn't necessarily mean that it has been learned.  He is working at different strategies to reach a multitude of learners.		2		2		John has given a lot of opportunities after school for students to come in for extra help.  He is working on developing different strategies to engage students at this age to help them meet their diverse needs.		2		John clearly communicated his expectations to his class this semester.  He used corrective strategies to help students understand how their behavior disrupted the classroom environment.  He is working on building a positive environment so that students become self-motivated and self-disciplined and are able to work collaboratively in a safe and positive climate.		3				3				3				3				3

		Eagle Hills		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Dustin has excellent background knowledge of mathematics.  One area for continued attention is remembering to pull out students' prior learning about concepts.  Also, consistently making connections to real life applications of math in the world.		3		Dustin has done a good job of adapting tests to meet the needs of learners.  His ability to adapt lessons has been limited by the demands of EOCs and state standards.		4		3		See above--limited by demands of EOCs and ISATs. /  / Dustin is very consistent with emphasizing goals and objectives.  He adapts well to student questions and is able to offer alternative explanations of concepts to help students acquire conceptual understanding.		4		Dustin has gotten great control over time allocation in the classroom.  He moves through the curriculum as dictated by the district calendar but still manages to address student learning needs.  He has learned to use AVID strategies to improve student learning and self-regulation.  		4		Dustin has always had strong communication skills.  He has learned to be alert to the undercurrents of student conversations and interactions.  He has had the opportunity to make home contacts and has been effective in this work.		3		See above		4		Dustin has had the opportunity to learn standards-based grading.  He has participated in the Fairmont team meetings to evaluate and monitor student progress.  He has an excellent model to work from and has shown the ability to catch on quickly.		4		Very strong in self-reflection.  He has gone beyond expectations in developing a portfolio and a web-site that can be modified  for students.  He quickly adjusts to sutdent needs and the results of instruction.		4		Dustin has worked very well with the team and has secure professional relationships with all teachers. As a coach he has made connections with families and the community.  He has learned to work the phone well to communicate with families.

		Paramount 		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		NA				NA				3				NA				NA				NA				NA

		Eagle Hills		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				NA				2		3				2		Interaction with students is an area that could be improved.  In the hours that Mr. Edwards spent in my room, I rarely saw interaction outside of the teaching moments.  He may have felt different if he had a more active role in the room. I feel that given the accurate time in a room and creates more of an active role, this area will be improved. 		3				4				3				4				3

		Paramount Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Max teaches with a variety of strategies meeting student learning styles.  His knowledge of history is strong and Max has demonstrated an eagerness to explore topics.		3		Sets expectations, monitors and adjusts as necessary.		3		4		Max uses WICR strategies from AVID.  He uses a number of activities in each lesson and manages a complex classroom efficiently.		3		The juniot high setting is a challenge.  Max uses a variety of strategies to address different learning styles.  He has good rapport with students both in the classroom and during coaching.  Fairmont has provided opportunities for him to work with a diverse population with multiple needs.		3				3				4		Max has used a wide variety of assessment strategies.  His test writing has been successful.  		3		Max will need to spend more hours in planning as he has his own classroom.  He is punctual and professional in all school interactions.		3				It has been a pleasure to work with Max.  He has the makings of becoming and excellent teacher.  We wish him the best in his first teaching position (in Emmonak, Alaska!)

		Paramount		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Amy has a thorough grasp of the content materials to which she has been introduced while working in the kindergarten classrom as an intern teacher.  She is skilled in asking questions which are meaningful.		3		Amy has patience for her students and seems to understand the necessity of using different approaches and varying strategies within small groups and with whole group learning.		3		3		 She is able to use visual and auditory prompts and a variety of instructional strategies to keep students engaged.  This is challenging because of the short attention span at this age.  One of Amy's goals is to present more hands on tasks.		3		Amy establishes a safe learning environment.  She has learned to control classroom discipline concerns through proximity and has good student  management.  		3		Amy is interested in becoming a skilled practioner and confers with her team relative to her perfromance. 		3		Amy's goal for next fall is to develop curriculi which relates to students 		2				3		Amy reflects on her performance in both a.m. and p.m. classes.  As one might expect,  the two classroom each have their own personalitiy and style which makes instruction different.  Amy is very responsive to input. 		3		Amy has a positive relationship with her mentor teachers. She understands confidentiality. 		I enjoyed working with Amy. 

		Paramount		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Michael does a nice job of accessing prior knowledge for the subjects taught before beinning new lessons.  He encourages students to share what they know.  He spends time reviewing what they have previously done on the topic before building on the subject.  		3		Michael understands that not all students need the same thing and adjusts instruction accordingly.		3		3		Michael brings in manipulatives, hands-on experiments, and technology to reinforce his lessons.		2		Michael maintains good relationships with the studetns. Students trust him and seek to share their  ideas with him.   A goal for Michael would be to encourage students to be responsible for their own learning and make adjustement to behavior management strategies when when students are not responding well or are not on task.  He can work on developing a more specific plan for students when tasks are accomplished.		3				3				3				3				3		Michael participated in our weekly grade level collaboration meetings and attended RTI meetings on a regular basis. 		Michael has show much growth in his abilities with the students through this semister.  He plans interactive lessons and works well with students.  He would  benefit from refining classroom managment strategies as he goes into his Student Teaching.  I have enjoyed working with Michael this term and am confident he is ready to move on to his Student Teaching.

		Paramount		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Mike as a good understanding of the subject mater and is able to convey that knowledge to the students.		4		Mike has done an excellent job of adjusting curriculm to specific class dynamics.		3		4		Mike has implemented several different methods of teaching material.  He has used jeopardy, monopoly, consturction tools and methods, plus group activities to promote mastery of subject material. 		4		Mike has given up his lunch period and after school time to help students get assignments completed.		3				3				4		Mike has developed test, quizzes, and kept homework grading current.		4				4				Mike has done an excellent job of teaching and classroom management.  I have recommended him to both our High School and Jr. High principals if a math position opens.  

		Eagle Hills		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				2		Ms. Carroll is developing her assessment strategies at this time.  When she is in her own classroom and knows the curriculum that she is teaching, she will be able to better use assessments and adjust her strategies and maintain data appropriately.  		3				3				It is with great pleasure that I am writing these comments for Kelly Carroll.  She has student taught in my first grade classroom 2nd/4th quarters of this year.  During her student teaching experience she has demonstrated a commitment to excellence in every aspect.  She has endeared herself to me and my students.  Ms. Carroll has a natural ability and the personality that makes children feel comfortable, value and safe.  Ms. Carrol takes into consideration the many different learning styles and personalities when preparing lessons.  Ms. Carroll recognizes the importance of an organized, consistent classroom management plan based on routine, clear expectations and logical consequences.  She highlights positive contributions rather than negative behaviors.  I feel strongly that she will implement her own type of management plan that will foster positive outcomes.  I am proud to have had the opportunity to be a part of her professional development.

		Eagle Hils Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		John has an excellent command of the concepts and skills that need to be taught at the elementary level. He is able to break things down and differentiate skills for a diverse population of students. He gained a new awareness for dealing with the  large variety of ethnic and culturally diverse populations at Lowell.		4		John mastered the development of instuction to meet every type of student need. Lowell has a variety of populations that need to be reached: Extended Resource Students, Learning Disabled Students, English Language Learners, Gifted and Talented Students,as well as Regular Education Students. John is able to monitor and adjust as the need arises.		4		4		John was adept at trying all types of approaches to meet the needs of all students. He is enthusiastic and connects well with all students which helps him make learning relevant and meaningful.		4		John really enjoyed what he was doing and that showed in his rapport with the students. He worked hard to master and utilize all the elements of effective planning and instruction. He didn't hesitate to use technology to enhance his instruction. He is very proactive which helps him anticipate what might arise and modify and manage effectively.		4		John is an active listener. He respects others and strives to keep all lines of communication open.		4		John set personal and professional goals for himself. He strives to improve himself personally and professionally on an ongoing basis. He also helped the students set and achieve both short term and long term goals.		4		John was able to keep accurate information and data in all aspects of the P.E. teaching realm. He has a good understanding of the record keeping system used by the Boise School District.		4		John actively seeks to expand his professional expertise. He attends clinics and workshops to enhance his teaching and coaching assignments. 		4		John works well with others. He takes constructive criticism well and is open to ways to improve himself in all aspects of the teaching profession.		John was a pleasure to work with. He is a natural teacher and works hard to improve himself and his teaching skills at all times. My students connected well with Mr. Taylor and gained a great deal from working with him. I wish John well and will be interested to follow his teaching career. He has unlimited potential in my estimation.

		Eagle Hills		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Nate's understanding of science concepts is very strong.  He has been particularly good at trying to link science concepts to students' experiences. The quality of Nate's presentations is at a level that exceeds his experience.  His PowerPoints and the structure of his lessons has been that of an experienced teacher.		3		Nate's use of KWL and return to the questions students raised was particularly skillful.  Although students' questions may not be part of the district curriculum or standards Nate remembered to return to these questions to validate student thinking.		3		4		Nate has entertained and surprised us!  It's been a joy to see him use all sorts of technologies and hands-on experiences to deepen students interests, understandings, and questions about earth science.		4		Nate has developed a classroom that encourages questioning and interaction.  He has used building disciplinary procedures.  Has learned to use proximity and classroom seating to keep students focused on content.  Overall he has developed a management style that is beyond that expected of beginning teachers.		4		Nate has built a range of teaching activities that has encouraged a responsive classroom.  His writing, speaking, and listening skills are all very professional.		4		Nate's first question was for information about standards and assessments.  He has used these as a guide for instruction and shown critical analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of existing documents.  He also has been very perceptive about when adjustments to a lesson are needed and is able to make them quickly. /  / 		4		Nate has shown a great responsiveness in the area of formative evaluation.  He has used daily activities (often ungraded) to assess student learning and has made appropriate adjustments.		4		Extremely strong in self-reflection.  He is very open to constructive criticism and ideas and uses them well to modify and adjust instruction.		3		Nate has worked very well with faculty, mentors, and liaison.  He has had little opportunity to interact with parents.  Part of this is because he is handling activities and behaviors in the classroom so well that there have been no parental concerns.		Overall Nate has exceeded the expectations for student teachers.  He has great potential because he is self-aware and responsive to others' ideas.  He has a natural feel for the classroom.

		Discovery Elementary School		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		4				4				4				4				4				4				4

		Birch Elementary		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				2		3				3				1		Kristian's portfolio was returned to her for unsatisfactory writing.  It was poorly written and developed.  Kristian has a tendency to present herself as more knowledgeable than she truly is.		3				1		Kristian did not complete the assessment part of the portfolio, as she felt it was too short of time for any significant development to be seen.  She did not discuss this with her mentor teacher or university supervisor.		2		Kristian had to re-write her portfolio, which was acceptable the second time it was presented.		2		Kristian did establish a nice relationship with her mentor teacher.  However, she is still working to develop these kinds of relationships at school.		Kristian will need some experience and maturity to become the teacher that I think she can become.  She is very enthusiastic; she needs someone to help guide this enthusiasm.

		Desert Sage Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				4				3				3				3				3				3

		Boise State University		Meridian 		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4				4				3				3				3				4				3

		Hubbard Elementary School		Kuna School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3		Tonia was critical in forming and applying interventions for struggling learners this year. She taught her own Tier 2 Plus intervention group for a semester during the 90 minute reading block.		3		Tonia grew tremendously in this area. She learned how to develop a management plan and follow through on the expectations and consequences.		4		Tonia has wonderful communication skills and uses them with parents and colleagues as well.		3				3				4		I have been very impressed with the level of professionalism from Tonia. She was involved in several crucial conversations with management and student behaviors and she took every ounce of feedback and applied it to make her student teaching successful. Also, her committment to individual students and her passion for their learning has been inspiring to other staff members. I want to commend Tonia for not giving up on her intervention group and sticking with it until the end. She is very appreciated at Butte View Elementary.		3				Tonia has shown tremendous growth in all areas of teaching this year. She is coachable and willing to learn and listen to everyone on the team. Her strongest skill is her passion for children and her ability to help them learn through interaction. I am very proud of Tonia and her accomplishments this year.

		Desert Sage Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				4				3		3				4				4				3				3				4				3				It has been a pleasure to work with Megan Yarnell this semester. She has been reflective in her teaching by asking questions of herself as well as wanting feedback from her collaborating teachers. Megan has used a positive approach to discipline in the classroom and students have responded well to her.  Students have been willing to take risks during lessons to further their understanding of the subject matter. Megan has shown initiative during our time together. She has been eager to use the resources around her to come up with new ideas to teach content.  She has also done well with creating real world learning opportunities and helping students make connections across the curriculum. 

		Eagle Hills		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Mandi has a true passion for teaching and continues to demonstrate enthusiasm for physical fitness.  She demonstrates a great depth of knowledge regarding fitness concepts and designs her lessons to meet the needs of all students and their diverse learning abilities.		4		Mandi has a great ability to recognize the diverse learning abilities and levels among her students.  She often demonstrates her ability to adjust her instructional strategies to meet the needs of all students.		4		3		Mandi's instructional strategies are clear and concise.  Her approach to the lessons are engaging and innovative, which prompts students to truly think "outside the box."		4		Mandi's interaction and rapport with her students has improved drastically.  Her classroom environment promotes personal responsibility, hard work and committment, as well as inspires student growth within a safe and positive environment.		4		One of Mandi's greatest strengths is communication.  She communicates professionally to teachers, administrators and students on a daily basis.		4		Mandi is very organized and goal-oriented.  Her lesson plans are purposeful and take into account the needs of all students and every learning ability.  She demonstrates a great amount of "with-it-ness" as she is able to adjust her lesson strategies at the drop of a dime.		3		Mandi uses a variety of assessment strategies. She has utilized the opportunity to administer a pre and post test to collect data on student progress and she has taken the necessary time to access and communicate those results.		4		Mandi is continually self-reflecting after each lesson to see if there are any lesson adjustments that need to be made in order to meet the needs of each and every student.  She consults various colleagues for suggestions and continues to use the constructive criticism to improve her next class.		4		Mandi has shown a great interest in professional collaboration.  She is eager to build upon the knowledge she already has and contiues to seek out others for new and innovative teaching lessons and strategies.		It has been a pleasure mentoring Mandi.  She truly has a passion for education and I encourage her to continue her teaching profession at the high school level.

		Calileo Math and Science Magnet School		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Michele understands and teaches the curricula for physical education.		4		Michele strives to know her students learning styles and physical skills.  She does a great job of making individual contact with each student daily.		4		4		Michele is always adapting her teaching as the day continues.  She responds well to constructive feedback and is able to incorporate into her teaching immediately.		4		Michele has a commanding presence in the classroom.  She handles behavior and discipline with ease. 		4				4		Michele develops extensive lesson plans.  		4				4				4		Michele attended numerous basketball games, timed at the track meet and went to all meeting before and after school.  		Michele has done an excellent job in her student teaching.  Not only is she professional in her planning and teaching, but she cares about the student's success.  

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				NA		NA				3				3				NA				NA				3				3

		Trail Wind Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2		Katie is learning the subject matter for her grade.  The content matter which she teaches is accurate and relevant.  Katie set a goal to remember that when she is teaching a lesson to always have an opening, which states the purpose of the assignment, how they can use it and connect to the content personally, and ask students what they already know about the assignment. This is the bridge to link present content to previous learning		3		Katie is learning about how instruction is scaffolded to meet students needs.  She is able to see the importance of critical questions. Katie has worked with a small gorup of students in an area of need.  		2		2		As one might expect of an intern, there is still much to learn about critical thinking skills and how to incorporate them into instruction. Katie set up a goal to work on critical thinking or questioning during the meat of her lesson that pushes the students further and forces them to students digging.  		2		Katie says that she is still working on what works in the area for classroom management.  She says that she is working on patience with students who have difficult behavior.		2				2		Katie says that she needs to plan to always have a closing, just a final wrap-up and short review of what was learned. Student teachers are required to submit lesson plans mid-semester.  Katie submitted these.  She followed the format in the BSU Handbook Appendix.  Planning is very involved and requires that copies be run off prior to instructional time.  		2		Katie developed informal assessment for the Matilda unit she was teaching. At this time,  intern teachers are not responsible for formal assessments.		2		Katie is practicing self-reflection and she reports she is always trying to improve her teaching skills..  		2		Katie attends collaboration meetings but is quiet and shares little.  She respects the confidentiality of the students.

		Star		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		2		Continues to explore and consider learning opportunities for students....Does a nice job of observing new instructional practices and implementing those.		3				3				3				3				3				3

		Star		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				4				4		4				4				4				3				3				4				4				Erica is a very perceptive individual who thinks on her feet.  She has a calm, soothing way with children.  Her interactions with all students and staff are positive.  Erica has unique, fun teaching ideas and the children enjoy working with her.  

		Star		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				4				3				3				3				4				3

		Liberty Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3		Jayce is still developing ways to maximize the productivity through organizing and time management.		3				3		Jayce instituted a mini in-class assessment for each lesson to help give closure and assess what learning has taken place. He became very good at making adjustments to the lessons from one period to the next to make the lesson more effective.		3		Jayce used his mini in-class assessments for each lesson to help determine when the class needed additional help or instruction to ensure student success on specific topics.		4		Jayce uses reflection on every lesson and make notes how to improve the lesson or how to reteach as needed. He is very aware of the classroom environment and continually looks for ways to improve his teaching skills. He takes constructive criticism well and is willing to consult with colleagues in the math department to improve his teaching.		4		Jayce has been an excellent cooaborative partner within the 8th grade math department. He contributes to lesson planning and strategies with our group as well as helping develop common assessments within our department.		Jayce has developed the skills and knowledge to lead a classroom of students to success in math. His dedication is evident and is willing to go the extra to help students acheive success.  While he continues to develop his personal classroom management style he is very prepared and ready to open a school year with his own students.

		Christine Donnell School of the Arts		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3				3				3				4		Erika truly demonstrated outstanding qualities in her instructional planning that movitated and engaged students in the teaching and learning process. 		3				4		Erika demonstrated outstanding qualities in this area as she reflected in how best to enhance her pedagogy for improvment of her lessons.		4		Erika was at every afterschool function, parent conferences and even went Bogus Basin for a two night ski trip with students. She facilitated a Literacy story telling evening parental involvement event. She collaborated and sought advice from other teachers at campus. 		Erika entered well prepared but grew tremendously in her pedagogy and classroom management. She is cognizant of her teaching practices, students and colleagues. This imparcts her professional growth since she took steps to remediate and improve her pedagogy.

		Galileo Math and Science Magnet School		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				4		Kristi exceeds expectations in her skills with motivating students and creating a positive classroom climate. She eagerly accepts feedback both from her mentor as well as her students, and makes adjustments to her instruction and management to more effectively reach all learners.  		3				4		Kristi develops lessons with highly effective anticipatory sets that generate curiosity and create buy-in to her lessons.  She recently developed a science experiment and demonstration based on a student’s inquiry during a lesson.  By capitalizing on one student’s curiosity to extend an idea, she was able to increase the learning for her whole class.  She often taught lessons reflective of her efforts that go beyond the curriculum to develop concepts.  Kristi is able to effectively integrate curriculum, teaching resources and   personal innovation.		3				4		Kristi approaches her work as a student teacher with professionalism.  She actively seeks input from experienced teachers and administrators and then makes instructional adjustments based on the feedback she gets.  She willingly took charge of a student photography club.  Her attendance has been excellent and she is highly reliable.  		3

		Owyhee		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3				3				3				3				3				4		After each lesson taught, Taylor reflected upon areas of strength and weakness with me in a conference setting.  She chose to reteach when necessary, and extend when possible. Taylor spent significant time researching good teaching practices for remediation and the challenging students.  Taylor interned in a 4/5 combination classroom and needed to be confident and successful in classroom management and curriculum management for two grade levels.		4		Taylor was occasionally pulled by our administrator to "cover" classrooms for a few minutes when a teacher was in a meeting, out of the building, or otherwise absent from the classroom.  Taylor walked into those classroom confident and prepared to take on any level of teaching. / We asked Taylor to take on a small group EVERY lunch recess to prepare the kids for the "Idaho Histroy Bee".  Taylor researched, created materials, and lead this goup of 4th graders to be successful at the Idaho History Bee.		Taylor Hixon has the potential to be an exceptional teacher based on her internship.  With guidence and support she will master good teaching practices, be able to individualize instruction, and manage demanding students.  It has been a real pleasure mentoring Taylor Hixon this semester!

		Owyhee		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Mel has demonstrated the ability to create relevant activities for each student.  She demonstrates a high level of understanding when it comes to all subject matter.  She takes time and consideration in creating lessons that are based on distrct and state standards as well as curriculum.		4		Mel does a wonderful job using individual characteristics of students to establish and build a good rapport.  During her reading block she identified and utilized the student's level of readiness in order to implement instruction.  		3		4		Mel uses various teaching strategies when creating and implementing lessons.  She is highly effective in utilizing the multiple learning intelligences according to the needs of individual students.		4		Mel shines in this area!  Mel utilizes supportative and positive classroom management skills while interacting with her students.  Mel took constructive feedback from her mentor teacher to enhance her skill set.		4		Mel has strong and verbal and written communication skills which she has demonstrated in writing classroom newsletters.  She is very thoughtful in communication with staff members as well as community members and always carries herself in a professional manner. / 		4		Mel is very detailed and meticulous in her long and short-term planning.  When implementing her weekly lesson plans she is fluid in her response to student's success.  Mel utilized information from students as well as colleagues when constructing her instructional goals.		3				4		Mel has joined many professional associations such as, NCTM, MEA, IEA.  She acts and behaves in a very professional manner.  She is devoted to the profession in the achievement of all students. 		4		Mel works cooperatively with team and staff members, which has been demonstrated in staff and weekly collaboration meetings.  She is invested in the quality of relationship with students, co-workers and families in our community.  		Mel has demonstrated a high level of competency and understanding which an educator needs to be successful in the classroom.  She holds herself to a high level of professionalism and will be a true asset to any school setting. We are so glad to see Mel follow her dreams in taking the steps in order to become a teacher.  

		Discovery Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2		Carlos is working towards creating more  inquiry base, guiding questions lesson plans. He does integrates content that represents diversity. 		2				3		2		Carlos is evolving in this domain, but needs to clarify closure of lesson to ensure that key concepts are mastered.		2		 Carlos builds on positive and safe climate and is evolving in maximizing class productivity . 		NA				3				NA				3				3				Carlos is developing and meeting expectations as a Professional Year I candidate. He is evolving in the teaching and learning process. / 

		Discovery Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Rebecca very nearly exceeds expectations in this area as she is always willing to look up new information - in a timely/immediate manner. She goes with student needs and addresses questions thoughtfully and immediately. She has a good grasp of content necessary to meet standards and always prepares in a meaningful fashion PRIOR to teaching as well as during.		4		Rebecca's sense of individual students in her 2nd grade classroom has been phenomenal! She also responded well to 5th grade, recognizing its unique developmental context.		4		4		In particular, I'm impressed with Rebecca's ability to promote critical and creative thinking and problem-solving. She is incredibly patient with individuals, plans meaningful learning opportunities and consistently encourages interactive discussion.		4		Rebecca has a gift for cultivating a safe, caring learning environment where students are held accountable for their learning and behavior. She develops long-term relationships and shows genuine interest in every child, colleague and community-member.		4		Rebecca is the epitome of a thoughtful and responsive listener. She advocates for herself and students in professional ways and is incredibly sensitive to all.		4		Rebecca's planning and inquiry project demonstrate her desire to learn the best strategies for meeting all student needs. She carefully plans lessons and is already adept at remaining flexible to diverse needs WITHIN a lesson.		3				4		Rebecca is the consummate professional educator!		4		I am thoroughly impressed with Rebecca's ability to work well with multiple educators, parents, colleagues, and students/families in her Professional Year. Well done!		Rebecca is one of the finest teacher candidates with whom I've ever worked. I have enjoyed every minute of it and couldn't recommend her more highly as a teaching professional.

		Discovery Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3		Caldwell has a high Hispanic population. John did a great job of making all students feel successful.		3		3		Does a nice job of breaking down skills to make the whole  skill easier to achieve. Students know what is expected of them and were told of expectation often.		2		John is very passionate about his teachings. He wants all students to be on task and working hard all the time. His coaching background sometimes comes out to much in his classroom controll. He worked very hard to improve in this area of his teaching.		3		John found that with the his hispanic population you have to react and commuicate a little different. As he began to understand this, his relationship with all his students improved greatly.		3		Did a great job to adapting to limited materials and weather. 		3				3		John will be a great teacher because of his passion to make kids better in whatever they do. He is very open to new ideas and is always asking for feedback.		3				I truely believe that John will be a great teacher and a asset to the profession. His heart is in the right place and it shows in his students attitudes and hard work.

		Linder Elementary		Meridican		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Ashton demonstrates enthusiasm for the subjects she teaches. She is encourages all students and integrates content into daily life. 		4		She is very positive and upbeat at all times. 		4		3		Asthon has opportunities to work in small groups and engages the students. She uses creative thinking strategies and problem sovling skills. 		4		The students love Mrs. Bower and her postive demeanor. She builds a positive atmospher and learning environment. 		4		Ashton thinks and processes before she responds. 		3				3				4		She is consistently using self-reflection and developing relationships with colleagues to better her teaching. 		4				Ashton is going to be an OUTSTANDING teacher.  She is a super student and an amazing teacher.

		Maple Grove Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Steven is very very knowledgeable of the content of English studies. He is thoroughly prepared always.   He embraces inquiry as a curricular framework and knows how to teach procedures and strategies in a context of inquiry.  He is masterful at making teaching personally meaningful to the students.   Steven should continue to consider how to use frontloading for all units and for all challenging assignments.		3		Steven really tunes in to disengaged and disengaging students and addresses this personally, establishing relationships with several kids who might have fallen through the cracks.  He is very good about relating to students as specific human beings.  He is sensitive and responsive to emotional valence.  He is also sensitive to culturally responsive teaching. /  / Human development is a very complex issue and we encourage Steven to keep learning about adolescent development.		3		4		Steven is very good at soliciting and addressing student misconceptions. He has a wide repertoire of teaching strategies and understands the principles behind them and the situations for using them.   He is good at placeholding what has been learned and in setting the next appropriate challenges.  He is very communicative, learns from his students how to teach them better, and how to extend their learning.  He uses a variety of  strategies like "think-pair-share" so that he can hear from students what they don't understand and do understand.  		3		Steven is exceptional at establishing rapport.  He is proactive in addressing behavioral issues, and when he must respond he does so in a way that is respectful way.  His behavior management resides mostly in creating engaging instructional contexts and interesting and compelling activities.  He expects responsibility and helps kids to be responsible.		3		Steven demonstrates thoughtfulness. He seriously tries to hear his students.  He is exceptional at communicating with students in speaking, reading and writing. His students respect him and communicate freely with him. /  / We encourage Steven to be aware of the assumptions of the conservative, religious students in his classrooms.		4		Steven takes this very seriously and does an exceptional amount of thorough and thoughtful work.  We encourage Steven to make sure that he does not overwork and takes some time for himself.  He is very responsive to student interests and needs when doing his planning. He is willing to adjust his plans and is able to do it quickly.		3		Steven uses a variety of means to communicate student progress and assess it, and to communicate with parents in accessible ways.  Steven is good at using informal data. We encourage him to use more and more various formal assessments in ways that he thinks will contribute to their learning and lead to the next assignment.   Steven should think before assigning work what the deliverables will be and how they will be assessed in ways that contribute to learning.  Steven should think about ways to assess that are less time consuming and more simple.		4		Exceptional - this is Steven's soulwork.		4		Steven had a great relationship with his mentor, and with his supervisor, and with colleagues.   He actively maintained a variety of other relationships.		Steven is ready to go out and be a highly successful teacher!

		Whittier Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Jodi strives to include lesson topics that are relevant and appropriate for her students.  Students are assigned responsibilities that make a difference in our school, i.e., school recycling program.		3		Jody progress monitors her students to measure growth and identify strengths and weaknesses.  Curriculum and instructional decisions are adjusted to meet individual learning styles and needs. /  / Comment for Standard #3:  Jodi strives to provide support, instruction and feedback necessary for each student to make academic progress, and experience personal success.		3		3		Jodi participated in an effective instruction course last semester.  In math, Jodi employs progress monitoring goals.  Students reflect on lessons and Jodi adjusts lessons as needed.		3		Students have made excellent progress, ownership for learning and eagerness to learning are demonstrated.  Students with highest needs have made great progress academically and behaviorally.		3				3		Jodi takes great care in planning and delivering lessons that are effective and at an instructional level that is appropriate based upon current assessment data.		3				3		Jodi is passionate about teaching.  She is dedicated to her students and the professional community of our school.  Learning to effectively communicate with staff members is a skill that develops with experience.		3				Teaching in a small district demands responsibility and an atmosphere where one's educational skills are practiced and tested,  Jodi has demonstrated strong skills in all areas.

		Whittier Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4				4		Jason "reads" students well and is aware of individual needs.		3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Overall Jason has done a nice job in the classroom.  He has created a positive learning environment, builds and maintains good rapport with students.  He has great enthusiasm for the subjects he teaches.  He has done a nice job adapting or modifying lessons to fit the needs of the students in his class.  He also clearly states goals and objectives for his lessons.  One of Jason's challenges has been to set high standards for his students' achievement, and positive social interactions with one another.  He needs to continue to work on these areas.  Jason is eager and willing to try anything.  He has a great disposition and works well with students.

		Discovery Elem		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2		Stacie is developing in this area nicely.  We have been talking about how to better connect learning in the classroom to not only the students' experiences, but also to Stacie's own life experiences, so the students can see the real-life connections to what they are learning.		3		I see Stacie really coming along in this area.  She has made connections with several of my studens on a deeper level and has learned to use humor not only in her instruction, but also in her disciplining of students when they are not making appropriate choices.		2		2		Stacie has had the opportunity to teach in whole group and small-group settings and is developing her "ownership" of the role as teacher.  We have discussed the importance of checking students understanding and the student role in developing their understanding of the content they are studying.  She has enthusiastically embraced the use of the technology that I have available in my classroom and sees how it can supplement and enrich students' learning experiences.		3				3		In talking with Stacie, we agree that she is a thoughtful and responsive listener.  She is positive in her interactions with students and staff.  Her interactions with kids is always professional and shows concern for the students' sucess and self-worth.		2		We decided on this rating due to the limited amount of teaching that is involved in the internship.  The lessons that she has presented have been, for the most part, jointly planned or planned by me and taught by Stacie.		2		See comments above for instructional planning skills.		3		Stacie has been very open and responsive to any advice or constructive criticism that has been directed her way.  She has developed and refined her skills over the course of the internship and I have seen her develop more confidence in her interactions with the students.  She arrives on time and stays until it is appropriate to leave and takes on responsibilities without complaint.		3		Stacie has been very easy to work with and as enthusiastically taken on many different roles in the classroom over the past two months.  		Stacie began her internship later than other interns at Boise State and still has time to make up in the classroom.  

		Star Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3		Annie went above and beyond to help students that struggle, including before school tutoring.		4		Annie makes connections quickly with students and continues to build relationships. She analyzes the classroom and makes adjustments when needed. She motivates students and encourages student and class.		3				3				3				4		Annie consults colleagues on a regular basis and brings in resources from outside of Hillcrest.		4		Annie develops relationships with her students and colleagues quickly. Being approachable also helps students in their learning. She is well respected by students and staff. 		Annie had a very successful time while student teaching. She learned a lot about classroom management, planning, pacing, and student interaction. A very positive experience!

		Discovery Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		4				4				4				4				4				4				4				Michael has demonstrated a solid understanding of content knowledge and teaching fundamentals, and has used varied instructional strategies as a part of his teaching at Timberline and White Pine. He has a great attitude towards the profession and has developed excellent rapport with students. He will make a highly competent music director.

		ANSER Charter School		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				2		Andy is not yet confident in his ability to differentiate instruction to meet all students' needs. He tends to teach to the high students or the low achieving students.		2		2		Andy recognizes students differ in their approach to learning, but is still learning to gear his instruction to the diverse needs of the classroom. / Andy has made improvements in his ability to lead class discussions, but still has difficulty using students ideas to help guide learning. He also needs to continue working on summarizing information at the end of lessons and communicate what he wants students to learn rather than focusing on what he is teaching.		1		Classroom management is the biggest area of concern. Andy lacks the skills to manage a classroom where students are engaged, motivated and productive. He is still learning how to manage time, materials and activities effectively so he doesn't "lose" the class.		3				2		I would like to see Andy find ways to present material in a way that motivates and engages students, rather than threatening them. He is also working on using learning goals and objectives when planning shor and long range instructional plans.		3				2		I believe Andy uses self-reflection to improve his teaching practice. However, he needs to work on implementing and adjusting his new ideas and practices in the classroom. He has also made improvements in consulting colleagues and other resources to improve his teaching, but still needs to work on initiating that support and asking for help.		3

		Lake Hazel Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Rebecca is skilled at creating lessons that are engaging and fully developed from opening to assessment.  She is very open to feedback and actively seeks opportunities to improve her instruction		3				3				3				3				4		Highly reflective by nature, Rebecca consistently seeks to improve her practice.  She has proven to be a valuable member of the professional community, filling in many needs as they arise in the school.  She approaches each day with maximum effort, fully engaged for the duration of her day.		3

		Lake Hazel Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 5 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2				2				2		2				2				2				2				2				2				2		In May of 2011, a formal plan for improvement was activated for this candidate.  		In May of 2011, a formal plan for improvement was activated for this candidate.  

		Heritage MS		Meridian SD		Art		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Susan has been working with a strong mentor teacher who has supported her as she works on the content for kindergarten.  		3		Susan understands how students learn and ties hard to provide learning opportunities which support them.		3		2		Susan is learning the strategies that help students understand the curriculum.  		2		Susan is able to understand individual student’s behavior.  She is developing management skills but still at times misses individual off-task behavior. While her strategies are good she has not mastered the follow-through necessary to manage a classroom and complete the content in a timely manner.   		3		Susan is  working hard to master the intricacies of the English language.  She has improved her skills in giving directions. Susan listens carefully and wants to improve her skills. 		3		Susan is able to plan lessons that have all of the required components.  		3		Assessment at this level is largely informal.  		3		Susan is committed to our profession.  		3		Susan interacts in a professional way with students and staff.  She respects the confidentiality of her students.  

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Art		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Clara  understands the subject matter she is responsible for teaching.  She creates lessons that are appropriate for the grade level and curricular goals. The lessons she selects are based on principals of effective instruction.  		3		Clara  understands how children learn and likes those activities which are highly interactive. . 		3		3		Clara is able to design lessons that include the basic components. She enjoys the creativity of lesson design. She involves students at the board, through activities or through questions. 		3		Clara creates a safe learning environment. She is developing the skills to stay within the time frame allotted for instruction. She has greatly improved her skills in addressing problem areas when a child is off task or chatting.  She is gaining the skills to help student work collaboratively. Clara truly likes children.		3		Clara understands what needs to happen in each lesson and has learned how to tell children so that the steps  required are clear and succinct. She is a reflective practioner. 		3		Clara is able to create lessons which are at the appropriate level. 		3				3		Clara wants to do what is required to meet professional standards and be a good teacher.  She practices skills which are congruent with the Idaho Professional Standards.		3		Clara respects the confidentiality of the students.  She and her mentor teacher both worked together to meet the needs of this diverse group of students. 		Clara has had an incredibly good placement for her and a teacher who has the skills to foster growth; Clara has really grown in this setting. 

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian		Art		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Monica wants to work on knowing more about her Subject Matter. She wants to be able to understand everything that she teaches in more depth than what my students are supposed to know.  Activities to do this include research on subject matter that she is teaching and collecting as much background information as she can.  She wants to know how to connect to what the students already know.  A way to measure whether she is  meeting her goal or not is by reflecting on the students' grades and understanding of what she is teaching.  		3		I believe, based on lessons presented, that Monica understands how student learn and the importance of active learning.  		3		3		One of the strengths Monica has is the ability to plan lessons which encourage active learning. She has the skills to use technology to add to the power of her instruction. 		3		Monica has good classroom management skills and interacts positively with students. 		3				3				3		Monica is learning about assessment. She wants to learn what type of assessment is appropriate and how to use it.  A way that she wants to approach this goal is by observing how her mentor teachers use assessment.  Also, she wants to research more about formal and summative assessment and when they are appropriate to use.  One way to measure this is by assessing herself and evaluate how well her assessment is being used to monitor students' learning and progress.		3				3		Monica works well with her mentor teacher. 

		Gateway Elementary		Meridian		Art		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2				2				2		2				2				1		Sam will work toward communicating effectively regarding professional duties with his mentor, and his liaison.		2				2				3				4				Sam will continue to develop organizational skills necessary to become an effective teacher and will be more capable in the area of multi-tasking.

		Fairmont Jr High		Boise		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Tracy knows the content well and is able to integrate across the curriculum.  I have observed her repeatedly and she effectively links what she is teaching to students' lives and interests.  		3		Tracy finds way to motivate her students. 		3		3		Tracy clearly identifies her instructional objectives.  She uses discusssion effectivelyt and uses different strategies to instruct.  She accepts different ways of thinking.  		3		Tracy puts groups together and is working with these groups to maximize appropriate behavior.  I appreciate the way Tracy is able to scan the classroom to see who is off task.  She promptly attends to these off-task behaviors.  		3		Tracy responds to and listens to students and at the same time, knows how to redirects the student if necessary.  		3		While most lessons are planned by the teacher, Tracy comes up with and brings ideas to the table.  She supports the lessons through the things she adds.  		3		Tracy uses weekly assessments to determine student needs and focuses on these needs each week.  		3		Tracy is always asking how she is doing.  She is a very reflective practitioner.   		3		Tracy came in with good management skills.  She has gotten to know the students well.  		Tracy is committed to doing her best.  Her efforts have been appreciated.

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian School District		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Background information and knowledge on strength/conditioning is a excellent for student motivation.  The student's bought into his philosophy and teaching.		4		His strength training program is well designed which allows for individual student development.		4		2		Excellent communication skills that were passed on to the students through their individiual work out programs.		3				4		Communicated well through group discussions and work-out sheets		3		The Student's individual work-out plans were very effective and motivated the students to work hard.		3		Weekly workout forms allowed for students to adjust their goals and plans. The forms also served as method to  record grades.  		4				4		Continuous development of teaching strategies and classroom management skills.		Nate is an highly motivated individual that did an excellent job with his teaching experience. His organization and planning skills are off the chart. He has the making of an outstanding teacher. 

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4				4				3		4				3				4				3				3				4				4

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		see paper copies		3				3		4		see paper copies		3				3				4		see hard copy		3				3				3

		Lake Hazel Middle		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Janna did a wonderful job linking students' prior knowledge of material taught in World Civilization. She also structured the research paper with culture and ethnic backgrounds in mind. 		3				3		3				3				4		Janna listens intently on what is being discussed and she is more than willing to share her ideas and thoughts on any given topic.		4		Janna has a keen sense of awareness when students get or do not get a concept. She is quick to change her lessons when needed and necessary.		3				4		Janna's passion for teaching is clearly evident and she is constantly improving her strategies and instruction to be as effective as she can be.		4		Janna acts extremely professional on a daily basis.  She is building relationships daily, she speaks up for students and she remains confidentiallity as a professional should.

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		2		Chelsie is eager to research and find resources to help her teach concepts as needed (With more experiences she will easily gain knowledge for different age groups).		3				3		2		Chelsie is doing great so early in her training.		2		Chelsie has done a great job of observing my techniques, then adapting them to work for her along with her own strategies.		3				3		Chelsie contributes to planning and collaboration on a weekly basis. 		3		Chelsie has learned a great deal about assessments and how their results guide instruction. 		4		Chelsie is great at reflection and open to constructive criticism.		4				Chelsie has done a fantastic job. She is on her way to being a great teacher. I would welcome her to my team and enjoy working with her when she's a teacher. She will be a great asset to any school.

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Good integration of skills, background knowledge, and high interest subject matter.		3		Understands leveled groupings.		2		4		Consistent in lesson development in a variety of areas and models.		3		Follows existing plans for organizing, grading, behavior, and general management.		3				3		Good use of resources for specific lesson development.		3		Utilizes QSI, CBM, ISAT and other pertinent data to create/develop planning.		3		Katherine is committed and professional.		3		Katherine collaborates well with others, she is confidential with student info and focused on developing skills.

		Meridian Middle School		Meridian		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		When working with big content keep in mind connections to background.		3		Reilly does an excellent job adapting within small groups. Continue to consider adaptation, modification  and change within planning and large groups.		2		2		Be aware of scaffolding and presenting content and language objectives. Continue to work on being involved and interactive with class and individuals when independent work is going on.		3		Wonderful rapport with students. Needs to continue to work on being consistent with routines and expectations. Remember to set the tone for the students and always be modeling.		3				2		Reilly is very effective with short term, step by step, planning. With limited long range exposure remember the big picture and all the up front preparation that is needed to get there.		3		Reilly needs to remember to consider the goal of all work and assignments, how they will be used, and how they will be scored. Accuracy matters.		3				3		I appreciate the extended effort Reilly has given to support Jefferson and their families in our extended day activities.

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian		History		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3		Angie's classroom management has developed nicely over the quarter. She maintains great relationships with students and a positive climate in the classroom. 		4		Communicates effectively in team meetings, with parents as well as students in the classroom both written and verbally. 		3		Is great at adjusting plans to maximize learning. 		3				4		Reflects as necessary and changes lessons when needed. Consults with other teachers as needed and has become a part of our teaching team. 		4		Works well with the team. Collaborates in our professional learning community and provides valuable insight and information. 

		Heritage MS		Meridian SD		History		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Amber is well-knowledgable in the theater arts and expresses her expectations to students well. 		3				3		3		Amber does a great job of communicating her goals and objectives to the class. I would encourage her to engage in more class discussion that promotes critical thinking, using higher level questions as prompts.		2		Amber has great energy and enthusiasm for her subject matter and for teaching students. I would encourage Amber to be aware of those moments when she allows the class to affect her mood and attitude. I can tell when the class is stressing her out or when she feels uncomfortable with the class' behavior.  While Amber is great at leading warm-ups and giving example performances and brings a fantastic energy to such activities, I highly encourage her to bring that same enthusiasm to lecture/ verbal instruction and to class discussion.		3		While Amber does a great job of verbal communication, I encourage her to focus on her written communication, both to parents and with class handouts/ rubrics. 		3				4		Amber has a strong sense of where student achievements lie and knowing how her students are meeting expectations.  She is quick to grade and is therefore quick to give students feedback on their work. Great job!		3				3				Amber has shown a lot of growth as a teacher this year. She clearly has a wealth of knowledge on her subject matter and demonstrates her expectations of that knowledge to her students. She is prompt with feedback and grading, allowing students to constantly know where they stand in her class. She works hard to develop well thought-out lesson plans and to bring fun and creativity to the classroom. /  / Some areas for Amber to work on include energy levels at all times. Being a Drama teacher is a high energy committment and I encourage her to bring her positive energy to every moment of her teaching day. I would also encourage Amber to step outside of her comfort zone and to be more enthusiastic and open to teaching topics that she is not trained in (i.e. some elective teachers are asked to teach a class outside of their subject matter).

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		History		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Susan is enthusiastic about teaching and the content she is responsible for.  She uses the teacher's manual as her guide.  		3		Both Susan's mentor teacher and I think that Susan understands how students learn nad develop.  She follows the curriculum fro her district. 		2		3		Susan is able to work with students effectively in a smal group and leads discussions.  As is the requirement in her school,  objectives are written on the board and stated for students at the start of a lesson.  		2		Classroom management is the area where Susan has tried the hardest and made the most gains.  She does well with small groups. She has been learning how to focus on individual student behaviors while maintaining instructional focus on the whole group.  With over twenty energetic kindergarten students,  this has been a learning experience.     		3		Susan is a very thoughtful communicator, reflecting on her performance.  She is always willing to learn new ideas and to implement suggestions.  She is still working to master the intricacies of the English language. 		3		Susan's lesson plans are on target and she works to select activities which represent the age and interest level of her students.  		3		Susan, as might be expected in kindergarten, uses informal assessment for the majority of her assessments.  She is able to collect data and maintain these.  		3		Susan has worked hard in all areas to improve her skills. She is open to any suggestions for improvement and uses these ideas to develop professionally.  She participated in staff development times at her school.  		3		Susan worked with her mentor teacher to build a collaborative relationship.  She respects the confidentiality of her students. 

		Heritage MS		Meridian		History		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Kate excels in this area. She has a firm grasp not only of the curriculum, but of numerous ways to teach the material. 		4		Kate very quickly recognizes and adapts her lessons to the ability level of the group.  She then modifies further on an individual basis.		4		4		Kate uses various instructional strategies to include all of her students everyday.		4		Kate is a very strong classroom manager. She is able to have very efficient instruction due to her immediate response to classroom interruptions.  She succeeds beyond her years in this area, one that is very difficult for most young teachers.		4		The positive rapport Kate has with all of the students in her classroom is exemplary.		4		Kate is a thorough planner who plans her lessons well in advance.  She is not rigid with this plan, however, allowing for a great deal of flexibility in her day to day teaching.  This is a very important skill to retain.		4		Kate has used formative assessments to guide instruction.  Her summative assessment scores show a great ability to reach all students.		4		Kate is extremely dedicated and repeatedly has gone above and beyond her regular teaching duties. Her adoring students are a testament to this.		4		Kate became an important member of the school and community within days of arriving in Middleton.		Kate has done a superb job and will be successful in the field of education.  Her student teaching experience has been a huge success and I recommend her wholeheartedly.  She was a pleasure to have in class.

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian SD		Math		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				NA		NA				3				NA				NA				NA		NA		NA				NA				Cassie is going to be a great teacher.  She is only an intern so a lot of this evaluation is not applicable.

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Tracy clearly understands exactly what is included in the curriculum and what learning experiences are best for her students		3		Tracy is able to identify the learning readiness of her students and to provide those activities that are appropriate to meet their needs.		3		3		Tracy uses a variety of instructional strategies to keep students engaged.   		3		Tracy is learning how to manage her classroom.  		3		Communication with students is clear and easy to follow.  		3		Planning meets all requirements.  		3		As one might expect, assessment is largely informal, and occurs frequently.  		3		Tracy is committed to our profession.   		3		1Tracy is able to work in a collaborative relationship with her mentor teacher.  

		heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Math		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		 I love all of the different activities that Michelle develops.  She is flexible with students and is able to think on her feet so that student needs are met. 		3		Michelle has the ability to effectively manage student behavior in her 2nd grade classroom in a positive manner.  She does it quietly with respect.  She has good pacing.   Michelle has a goal for next semester to work on transitions. Her second goal is to learn more about different classroom management styles.   		3		Michelle communicates well with the university supervisor. She asks for information when needed. She is an excellent listener and pays attention to responses. She takes ideas for growth.  		3				3		Michelle is interested in learning more about the different types of assessment.  		3		Michelle has completed all activities and is responsible about being on time. 		3		Michelle has a good relationship with her mentor teacher.  

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Michael started out quietly and gained confidence in himself as he was given exposure and opportunity to work with the students.  He is able to use the curriculum he knows to get students to ponder and question.  Being more prepared is important to Michael so he will study the curriculum in advance and research content ideas to support instruction as he moves into the fall student-teaching semester..    		3				3		3		Michael has become more adept at outlining the instructional ojectives. He is good about remembering to ask questions. 		2		As is the case with many interns,  management is a work in progress.  Michael has good rapport with his students though and provides a safe learning environment.  He has set a goal is to work on and learn more about classroom management techniques by visiting  other teachers’ classrooms to determine successful strategies.		3		Michael is a thoughtful practioner. He writes well and I have enjoyed his weekly reflections.  		2		Michael is able to develop short range instructional plans which take into account the grade level content and students' interests. 		2				3		Mcihael is a good about reflecting on his teaching and takes input from his mentor teacher and me.  He seeks to improve through observations also. 		3		Michael has a positive relationship with his mentor teacher.  He respects the confidentiality of his students and is truly an advocate for them.  		I look forward to seeing Michael develop his skills during his student teaching semester.  

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		4		Luke not only knows the Algebra 1 curriculum but he has an excellent knowledge of the more advanced math courses.  He has helped tutor Geometry and Algebra 2 students this semester.		3				3		3				2		Luke's classroom control has shown improvement.  He has tried several strategies for  discipline this semester and has adapted them to fit his teaching style.  I have no doubts that he will continue to improve  in this goal.		3				3				3				3				3				Luke has gone above and beyond the requirements for Student Teaching.  He helped tutor after school and Saturdays and helped one of our coaches with basketball practices.  He has done an excellent job meeting deadlines for grades and reports.  He is open to suggestions and continues to work on improving his skill levels.  I believe he has great potential as an educator.

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		4		Laura uses a variety of levels of questions to address the needs of students across all levels.  She plans lessons so that children across the spectrum can be engaged.		4		Laura is very respectful of her students, and they are respectful of her in return.  Laura has high expectations of her students, and they rise to it.  Laura knows how to pace her voice so that students are able to follow along and process information.		3				3				3				3				4		Laura has been to all the collaborative meetings at her school, including those at the district level, which were not required.		Whenever I observed Laura, she seemed to be fully enjoying herself.  From the first time I met her, she was in full command of the classroom.  Laura knows how to use positive feedback along with other strategies to effectively manage a classroom.  I think she has great potential to be an effective early childhood teacher.

		Fairmont Jr High		Boise		Poli Sci		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Allison is learning about the content for her grade level.  She presents information accurately.  Allison is able to present instruction using strategies that are appropriate for her students and which pique their interests.		3		I have been impressed with Allison's ability to understand the needs of students.  Her Inquiry project was well-written and reflected the ideas she had to help a student focus in class so content could be mastered.		3		3		Allison has worked with hands-on atrategies to keep students' attention and improve their perofrmance skills.  		3		Allison selected a goal to do some more research into ways to help children who have ADD tendencies and maybe even try a few techniques with those students if they are in my class, to see for myself what might work and what might not work.		3		Allison is interested in building student rapport.  She is able to communicate with students honestly and cares about their input. 		3		Allison's lesson plans meet the requirements.  She wants to become more organized with each subject area and have a special binder for each subject area so that it is more accessible to me when needed as well as more lesson ideas for each subject area. 		2				3		Allison is interested in improving her skills.  She and her mentor teacher developed a two-way journal where they asked questions and answered on a daily basis. 		3		Allison developed a positive relationship with her mentor teacher.  She respects the confidentiality of her students.  

		Renaissance High School		Meridian		Poli Sci		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy		3		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy		3		see paper copy

		Fairmont Jr High		Boise		Soc/SS		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Meridian Middle School		Meridian		Spanish		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Allison’s use of her knowledge of content is evident and adequate.  It is at a level expected for someone of her education and experience.		3		Allison is aware of the developmental stage of her students and relates to them accordingly.		3		3		Allison is aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students and she adapts her instruction accordingly.Allison has shown a willingness and ability to adapt her instruction according to the demands of the classroom.  She has shown great skill at using what her mentor has given her and applying it in the classroom.  Allison has responded well to her mentor and university supervisor critiques.  		3		Allison is fair and pleasant in administrating her classroom management methodology.  NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Allison’s university supervisor.		3		Allison is precise and professional in her communications.  Her manner of speaking is natural and easy.  This is strong area for Allison.		3		Allison’s lesson planning is adequate and is at a level expected for someone of her education and experience. NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Allison’s university supervisor.  However, Allison did more teaching than the typical intern. This will server her well in her student teaching yet to come.		3		Allison showed evidence of her ability to adequately assess student learning.  NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Allison’s university supervisor, but her mentor felt she did well in this area.		3		Allison has developed professional and friendly relationships with her mentor teacher, university supervisor, and other members of the Lowell Scott staff. 		4		Allison is collegial in all of her relationships’. She always exhibits a professional demeanor in various interactions with staff, students, and community. /  / 		Allison has developed into an excellent candidate for placement in a student teaching position.  She benefits from having more teaching time than the typical intern.  Allison will continue to learn and improve because of her outstanding work ethic and attitude.  

		Renaissance High School		Meridian		Spanish		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				4		Lorena is receiving a degree in El. Ed and Spec. Ed. I feel this has given her a greater opportunity to recognize and identify individual characteristics and provide experiences both in the classroom setting and in the resource room setting that foster student learning, especially in the areas of reading comprehension, number concepts and language development. When I observed her lessons in kindergarden and the resource room, I was impressed with her ability to plan activities that demonstrated these strengths.		4		4		Lorena has a natural ability to ask questions of the students during their lessons that extend their thinking beyond the box. She exhibited this on numerous occasions during her lesson planning and execution in both the gen. ed and spec. ed classrooms. She used a variety of teaching strategies to help the students achieve the objective of the lessons and easily adapted her plans when learning took a new direction and and she needed to clarify concepts.		3				3				3				4		Lorena's dual certification again was very beneficial in this area. Because of her engagement with the resource room and the multiple assessments of the special ed program, Lorena was constantly assessing and monitoring individual students for both academic and behavioral progress. She had lots of guidance by her mentor teacher in this area and was able to develop some impressive records to discuss with parents.		3				3				Lorena demonstrates a high degree of thorough, organized, consistent planning guided by her competent ability to assess and monitor student growth and achievement. It is obvious from her lessons that she understands the content that she is teaching and she understands student development. She is able to design instructional strategies that foster learning and capably manages and motivates her students. She spends a great deal of time evaluating the strategies she uses in the classroom, and reflects on her practices to make sure they promote retention, help students make connections, pique student curiosity, and get students to challenge the obvious. She will be an excellent addition to the teaching community!

		Reniaissance High 		Meridian		Spanish		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				4		Ashton has "withitness" in the way she anticipates and communicates with her class of students.		3				3				3				3

		Meridian Middle School		Meridian		Theater		SEC - BL 2 (Intern)		Spring 2011		3		Sandra helped students make connections with vocabulary by bringing in pictures. She helped students see the need for editing by relating writing to real world examples.		2		Sandra helped plan small group instruction.		2		2		Sandra is aware when students need modifications and helps plan lessons to meet a diverse population. /  / Sandra enjoyed small group instruction. She needs to be prepared to modify lessons while teaching large groiups if students need additional clarifying information. 		2		Sandra came a long way in classroom management. She is much more aware of how proximity can be used to control behavior. This is an area sandra could use additional support and training to strengthen her skills.		3		Listens to student comments and questions. Sandra questions to help students think deeper than basic comprehension.		3		Sandra planned lessons based on district guidelines. She modified vocabulary lessons to ensure greater understanding. During her time of instructing students vocabulary quiz scores increased.		2		Sandra kept records of students' work. She is learning to use assessments to improve instruction or reteach small groups.		3		Sandra is a reflective practitioner. She wants to be the best teacher possible.		3





		Reed Elementary		Kuna		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Jolene went above and beyond to make sure that her lesson plans not only covered the required standards and curriculum, but to make them fun and engaging for the kindergartners that she taught.		3				4		3				4		From early on in my observations of Jolene, I was able to see that she had firm control of her classroom.  She was able to use a variety of strategies from humor, facial expressions, gestures, and verbal cues/reminders to keep her class in order.		3				3				3				3				3				Jolene demonstrated excellent skills and abilities when teaching in the classroom.  She developed a warm, professional relationship with both me and her mentor teacher, which served her well.  She was unafraid to ask questions.  She reflected well on her teaching, which helped to improved her already solid teaching skills.  Jolene will be a very effective early childhood educator.

		Reed Elementary		Kuna		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Bethany created and taught lesson plans that effectively created learning opportunities for her students.  When I observed her, Bethany was always very enthusiastic for the subject that she was introducing.		4		Bethany student taught in a class with very diverse needs.  Bethany rose to the challenge and was able to skillfully address the needs of these learners, whether it be emotionally, academically, or behaviorally.		4		3				4		Again, Bethany taught in a class with very diverse needs.  She employed multiple strategies to keep children engaged and on task.  This included selective ignoring, encouraging, one-on-one conversations, methods for getting the whole groups attention, and figuring out appropriate consequences and rewards.		3				3				3				4		Bethany was at school as much as her mentor teacher--some days this meant as late as 5:30.  Bethany looked to her mentor teacher and the other professionals around her for support and as role models.  As a results, Bethany continued to develop herself professionally.		4		Bethany developed a warm professional relationship with both me and her mentor teacher.  She was very easy to work with.		Bethany was a model student-teacher.  She worked very hard to meet the needs of her students and to gain all the information, experience, and skills she could during this eight week experience.  It is this evaluator's opinion that Bethany will make an excellent early childhood educator.

		Reed Elementary		Kuna		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Megan is a very enthusiastic student teacher.  She carefully connected student learning to concepts to which students had prior experience.		3				4		4		Megan was very skillful at presenting lessons so that all children could participate.  Megan also had the experience of working with children across the spectrum of learning.		4		Megan employed a variety of classroom management techniques, such as individual reminders to students, using routines, and methods for capturing the attention of the whole class.  Megan has a very calm demeanor.  She uses it to keep her classroom calm.		3				3				3				4		Megan is a very committed student teacher.  She constantly reflected on her teaching, especially in the moment.  She worked on ways to improve her practice through self-reflection and seeking the advice of others.		4		Megan developed a warm and professional relationship with both me and her mentor teacher.  Megan was very easy with which to work.		Megan was a model student teacher.  She constantly strove to make her practice better for the children in her classroom.  It is this evaluator's opinion that Megan will make an excellent early childhood educator.

		New Horizons		Nampa		Bil/ESL		BIL/ESL - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Whitney is innovative and engages students with her lessons.  She helps them understand the relevance of the material.		4		Hillside's population is diverse.  Whitney took into account students' learning style, learning needs, and differentiated her lessons. /  / Comment for Standard #3:  Whitney modified rubrics for students' learning needs.		4		4		Whitney understands how to engage different learners using diversity and technology.		4		Whitney immediately connects to students.  They respect her and learn from her.		4		Whitney has experience with both administrators and parents to problem solve student issues.		4		She uses manipulatives, uses group work/dynamics, uses innovative and relevant ideas in her teaching.		4		Everything from a pop quiz to an essay, Whitney was informed on how her students were performing.		4		Whitney is the most devoted student teacher I have ever met.		4		Whitney's devotion to her students shows in the positive atmosphere in her classroom.		Whitney is highly qualified teacher who will bring creativity and expertise to her job and school.

		Friends of Children and Families EHS		Lolly Wyatt Center  Garden City		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3				3		Sets up activities that are meaningful yet goal related.  Tries and offers variety of strategies and materials to capture the child's interest.		4		Communicates in two languages, switches between the two easily and uses inquiry to clairify.   Gets to know child and family and takes into account family structure and dynamics.		4				4				4		Asks targeted questions and uses the information/feedback and suggestions given.  		4

		FCF Early Head Start		na		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Candidate is able to apply concepts of early childhood development to the home visit model.  candidate was able to develop appropriate activities that are relevant to child's developmetal goals.  candidate was able to explain to the parents how the activity connected to the goal.  candidate was able to help parent observe child using developmetnally appropriate skills. 		3		Candidate was able to design activities that were relevant to parent's needs and child's developmetal level.		3		4		candidate was able to utilitze a variety of instructional medium in designing activities that were age appropriate and actively engaged the parent and child to faciliate parent/child interactions.  Candidate was able to interact with parents and discuss objectives and goals in an appropriate manner.  		3		this home visitor model does not utilize classroom intstruction.  candidate was able to facilitate a socializition for parents and children using existing lesson plans and adjust to the needs of the different ages of children attending.  		3		Candidate was able to develop rapport with parents and students.		3		Candidate was able to develop home visit plans based on parent input and child's goals; candidate was able to investigate resources on an as needed basis; candidate was able to help parents plan for future activities		3		candidate was able to assess child's development using the OUNCE developmental profile and the Ages and Stages Questionaire.  candidate was able to review results of those assessments with the parent in a professional manner		4		candidate demonstrates on a daily basis a profound enjoyment in the teaching profession and plans for striving to be the best she can be		4		candidate was able to develop and maintain a positive relationship with parents, greeting them in a warm way; candiate was always finding ways to ehance mentor's job and was always cheerful and sweet.		Kristian will make an outstanding teacher; her presence will bless any institution; parents will admire her honesty and integrity; children will be delighted with her style and senserity.

		Whittier Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Rose used examples from her BSU studies and information from the Early Learning eGuidelines to help with planning activities that demonstrated her understanding of central concepts of inquiry.		3		Rose was able to make groups and adjust instructions for the students needs.		3		3		During small group and whole goup instruction, Rose adjusted teaching stategies to keep students on task.		3		Rose had a good rapport with adults (parents and coworkers) and students in the classroom.		3		Rose used verbal cues, picture cues, and demonstration techniques for communication with students. 		3				3		Rose mostly used classroom observation to gather data to drive instruction. She looked at the different elicited task assessments that are used in the classroom at different times. 		3		Rose was receptive of constructive feedback and talked through her lessons with the mentor teacher at the end of both morning and afternoon sessions. 		3		Rose had a good releationship with all professionals in the building. She attended several staff meetings and committee meetings. 		Rose was thoughtful in her planning and interactions with adults and students alike. She will be an asset for any educational setting. It was a pleasure working with Rose for the past 8 weeks. 

		Boise Infant Toddler Program		xxx		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Rachel's Bowling Unit was expertly planned and organized.  Her use of assessments, teaching stragegies, and learning goals were effective and relevant.  		3		Rachel did an excellent job of developing activities and games that students enjoyed and were age-appropriate for engagement. Rachel's classes included several special needs students; of which, she adapted her curriculum/lesson focus to fit their circumstance/need.  		3		3		Rachel incorporated a variety of teaching styles to meet her instructional goals for specific activities within her units of teaching:  small group, large group, heterogeneous groups, co-ed groups, individual stations, etc.		4		Rachel's positive and encouraging personality is a magnet for developing an excellent rapport with her students.  She deomonstrates a genuine interest in them as individuals, and is consistently fair in dealing with them.  Her interactions represent sincere compassion towards their excellence, both in the gym/classroom and in character.  		3				3		Rachel's greatest strength is her powerful sense of creativity in organizing her lesson plans.  She is detailed in planning her activities and lesson focus, and is able to utilize her knowledge of child development to create instant buy-in with her students.  Her knowledge of State and National Standards are consistently included in her planning.  		3		Rachel utilizes current research-based methodology in her assessment techniques; implementing a variety of strategies within her daily lesson focus, as well as her complete unit focus.  		4		Rachel is driven to succeed as an educator, wanting to provide the best opportunities for her students to achieve and find self-worth.  Rachel exhibits a huge amount of POSITIVE energy toward the education profession.		4		Rachel relates well with her teaching peers; asking questions and gleening insight from their experiences.		It is my sincere pleasure to recommend Rachel Coffin for ANY teaching position!  It has been my pleasure to work with such an outstanding young woman!

		Christine Donnell School of the Arts		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Jennifer was able to follow District and State curriculum while planning lessons.		3				NA		3		Leveled reading and spelling groups were used in the 1st grade classroom.		3				2		This is an area that is still developing.  Jennifer will work on stating the directions clearly and answering questions before work starts.		3				3				2		Jennifer is still learning about what is expected in this area.		2		Jennifer is learning how to interact with other teachers through grade level meetings and staff level meetings.		Jennifer showed growth while in my classroom.  

		Polaris Learning Center		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				2		Luke is improving but is still developing the skills for maintaining classroom control.  He takes suggestions well and implements them.  This is definitely a high priority in our discussions and evaluations.		3				3				4		Luke is very thorough in evaluationg homework assignments, quizzes, and tests.  He works with individual students as well as adjusting the class instruction in response to their mastery levels.		3				3				Luke is well on his way to becoming a good teacher.  He is actively working on his weaknesses and continuing to improve on his strengths.  

		Christine Donnell School of the Arts		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Has been guided by the research based curriculum in reading and math, but, has developed and expanded resources in science and social studies.		4		Sherry is always thinking of ways to reach each child. She thinks on her feet and shows compassion and empathy for each student while maintaining their dignity with high expectations for behavior.		4		4		Sherry has been able to help us create and then taught our first Tier 2Plus reading group. Her perfection and energy has made this an unique experience for a small group of 2nd graders.		3		Sherry applies Love and Logic and is consistent andfair.		3		We have set a goal to slow down and give students more think time and help them expand their thinking before moving on. 		4		Plans are always highly thought out and conclusive.		3				4		Sherry has been one of my most improved and best student teachers I have evaluated. I am constantly impressed and excited by her instruction and enthusiasm as a lifelong learner.		3				Sherry is on her way to becoming a great teacher. Her only area that we are going to polish is communication with students. She has goals and action steps to help her with this. She will be taking over the class in April and I have full confidence that she will do a wonderful job.

		Lolly Wyatt Early Head Start		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		3				3				4				4				3				4				4				Matt continues to grow as an educator and I believe he is ready to take on his own classroom (yes, we still have 4 weeks left....)  I belief his strengths are tied in strongly with valueing the relationships with students.  He continues to reflect daily on his learning and lessons.  

		Whittier Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Tianna is knowledgeable about all subject matter in our classroom.  She displays a natural curiosity about subjects that is engaging to students.  		3		Tianna is flexible and patient with students of all ability levels.		3		4		Tianna questions and prompts students for deeper understanding and interactions.  She shows skill in connecting students with material, wait time, and closure.		3				4				3				4		Tianna has an instinctive understanding of a variety of assessments.  She presents opportunities for alternative assessments as needed.		3				3

		Owyhee Harbor Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Dee is able to present content that is accurate across the subject areas.  Content is not biased for gender or culture but is presented equitably.		3		Dee gives students time to work together so as to meet academic and social needs.		3		3		Dee is able to use high yield strategies such as practice, homework assignments and advance organizers to increase student achievement. 		3		Management techniques are designed to help students assume responsibility for themselves. 		3		Dee is able to communicate clearly and accurately.  She is sensitive to the cultural differences in her classroom.  I have enjoyed the sense of humor she displays during instruction; so have her students. 		3		Lesson plans are developed in advance, followed,  and materials are all organized in readiness. She takes into account students' interests. 		3		Dee has worked with the class to ensure that they are prepared for assessments and has given classtime to instruction in the format most frequently used in formal and standardized assessments. She uses startegies to inform instruction and monitor mastery.		3		Dee is committed to the educational profession.  Her work assignments for BSU were completed in advance of due dates.  		3		Dee is a partner with her mentor teachers. She is able to respect the confidentiality of her students.		Dee will work hard for any school in which she is placed. 

		Infant Toddler Program		Nampa		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Ashley is doing well in instructing in the lessons she is responsible for.   		3				3		3		Ashley wants to work on transitions. There is so much academic time lost while transitioning from one subject to the next.  I want to work on this so more time can be spent on the lessons and less time on switching between the lessons.  One way to do this is to always know what we will be doing next.  Another way to implement this goal would be to have the worksheets/tools or whatever you may need for the day at the front of the classroom. If everything is organized at the front there shouldn't be any time wasted searching for worksheets or whatever you may need next!   / 		3		I want to work on paying attention to students while teaching a lesson.  I have noticed that when I teach lessons I get so focused on the teaching part, that I miss little behavior issues that go on at the same time.  I want to try to work on being able to multitask; teaching the lesson, and doing a better job at monitoring behavior at the same time.  To do this I am going to make it a point to scan the classroom as much as possible while teaching.  I think after making myself scan the class while teaching it should come naturally.   / 		3		Ashley is a thoughtul and reflective practioner.  She cosniders carefully areas in which she can improve and is interested in doing so.  		3		Ashley has good written lesson plans which include all of the required components. 		3				3		Ashley is responsible for turning in reflections in a timely manner.  Her teacher can trust her to take over the classroom.  		3		Ashley works well with her mentor teacher 

		Christine Donnell School of the Arts		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Meah has learned and implemented content units in science but still needs the opportunity to implement instructional units in reading and math.  		3		Meah seems to understand students' needs and how they learn. Meah understands that students want to be actively engaged during instruction and is able to answer their questions or to say, let’s look it up” or even, “I don’t know.  This is a honesty and integrity to be admired. 		2		2		Meah is developing the skills of a professional through working with small groups.  She has been creating total units with the content objectives and activities in science. Meah has developed a goal to foster self-respect, responsibility, and empathy in her students.		2		Meah has good rapport with her students.  She is interested in improving her skills in management. 		3		Meah has excellent communication skills. She is a good listener.  		3		Meah has good planning skills. One of Meah's goals is to be able to spark enthusiasm for learning and creativity.		2		Meah is learning about ISAT testing and informal assessment but is interested in learning more next fall during her student teaching semester.  		3		Meah is able to reflect on her instructional skills and management.  She has the desire to improve and is an appreciated intern-teacher. All of Meah's assignments were done in a timely manner.   /  / 		3		Meah has a positive relationship with her mentor teacher. 

		Central		Nampa		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Amber pursues theatrical experience beyond the classroom and has even been hired by professional theater companies in Boise to work on their shows, giving her valuable knowledge that exceeds that of textbooks. 		3				3		3				3				3				3				4				3				4				Amber's learning curve as a student teacher has been off the charts! She will only continue to get better as she learns and grows in her own classroom.

		Early Head Start		Garden City		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Work with the curriculum and lesson planning is on going. Subject matter understanding will be evident in fall unit plan.		3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Taft Elementary School		Boise Unified School District		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				3				4		4				4				3				4				3				3				3

		Whittier Elementary 		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		3		Is eager to participate in Marzano's High Yield strategies training to develop student engagement.		3		Continues to reflect on and examine management techniques to maximize the productivity of the learning environment.		4				4				4				3				4

		Taft Elementary		xxx		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Courtney understands the use and implementation of state standards.  She understands the timeline of scope and sequence.		3		Courtney has worked with a wide variety of student needs, including: IEP, ELL, Emotional and physical abuse.		3		4				3		Courtney holds students accountable for their work and holds each student responsible for doing his/her best work.		3		 Courtney is very receptive to suggestions and criticisms.  She takes her learning and given suggestions to improve her teaching.		4				3				4		Courtney is continuously striving to update her own learning and apply her skills in various settings.		3

		Summerwind		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Rob’s use of his knowledge of content is evident.  He has demonstrated good knowledge and research in the area of his content delivery to his students.  Rob has a notable strength in his ability to teach writing.		3		Rob has applied his knowledge of the level of student development to his instruction.  He presents provocative material in appropriate manner.  He relates well to the typical high school age student.		3		3		Rob is aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students and adjusts his instruction accordingly when needed. Rob has demonstrated a willingness to use a variety of teaching methods so as to enhance his instruction.  His strength in this area is to further student understanding through a wide variety of real world connections.		3		Rob is consistent and fair in his classroom management.  He uses humor and personal anecdotal information that aids in student self discipline.		4		Rob is clear and professional in his communications.  He looks for opportunities to contact parents and fellow teachers in order to keep them aware of students’ successes and failures.  He made himself available literally 24/7.   		3		Rob’s written lesson plans are adequate and complete for his level of education and experience.  He will continue to improve in this area with more experience as a full time teacher. /  / 		3		Rob has used several kinds of assignments and tasks, both formal and informal, to adequately assess his students learning.  His record keeping of grades, attendance and other data is acceptable.		3		Rob has developed professional and friendly relationships with those he works with.  It should be noted that he worked very well with his mentor teacher.		4		Rob is very collegial in all of his relationships.  He particularly impressed the office staff at Centennial High School, staff in the English department, and parents.		Rob has developed into an acceptable candidate for placement as a full time teacher.  His maturity, life experiences, past work experience and willingness to learn from constructive criticism will help ensure his future success as a full time teacher.  His professionalism, caring, and willingness to go the extra mile for his students ensure whoever hires Rob will not be disappointed.

		Middleton Heights Elementary		Middleton		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Paige uses a transparent and wide array of strategies to include every student and engage critical and reflective thought in meaningful ways for her class.		4		Paige does an outstanding job of creating rapport with her students and making them feel valued while scaffolding instruction just enough to keep them motivated.		3				4		Paige was planning full units early in the semester and was lauded highly by her mentor for the quality of her work. I was also witness to this high quality.		3				3				3

		Roosevelt Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2				2				2		3				2				3				2				2				3				3				Stacie began her internship late in the semester and has been working to make up the required time. She is making significant progress and is very dedicated and reflective. I look forward to seeing meeting and exceeding expectations for her student teaching. 

		Summerwind Elementary		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				4		Taylor is very reflective in processing how she can improve lessons and make more meaningful learning experiences for her students. Her dress and demeanor are very professional.		4		Taylor is sought out by her teaching colleagues. Many colleagues request her help in their classrooms and she is getting a reputation for doing quality work.

		Parkview ECC		Nampa		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				4		Lindsie's experiences in the resource room have given her the opportunity to hone her recognition of student development. Because of the constant assessment and development of lessons to support student growth in the remedial areas, her ability to understand and create opportunity for all students in these areas has been fostered to a high degree.		3		4		Small group and individual instruction are Lindsie's forte. She provides a wide variety of strategies in her 30 minute lessons because she needs to reach out to the various styles of her learners in effective ways. She makes quick changes to facilitate learning and continually monitors and adjusts according to the students' responses.		3				3				3				3				3				3				Lindsie has blossomed this second semester. Her time in the resource room has given her an in-depth understanding of the need for assessment and how to use that assessment to monitor student progress and learning. She capably builds her objectives and instruction using this knowledge. She has a soft spot in her heart for the struggling learner and is effective creating an environment where they feel safe, respected, and valued. She uses humor and positive praise to encourage learning and it is fun to observe her using these techniques. She is ready to take on the challenges of the classroom!

		Roosevelt Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Summerwind Elementary		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		 Lynette has demonstrated outstanding qualities in effectively connecting disciplines and concepts with  what students bring into the lesson by building on students' prior knowledge. She scaffolds  and builds on what students bring into the teaching and learning process.		4		Lynette demonstrated outstanding qualities in this indicator since she would provide opportunities to connect to individual needs as she would go to students that she thought needed that one-to-one instruction.  This is how she would ensure that all students were understanding and learning concept being taught.		4		4		Lynette is very knowledgable in using various teaching strategies that provides opportunities for students to problem solving, critical thinking skills as demonstrated in science lesson about weather. Here the students were to describe and graph types of clouds as they observed when they went outside to see clouds. She ensures that at the end of the day she creates closure that will ensure that the goals being presented that day have been met. If this does not occur she revisits areas that need clarification or reviewing. She is concern that students have the time to absorb and get enough time to practice and appropriate the learning.		4		 When Lynette teaches a lesson students are provided with time to socialize in a very positive atmosphere, making sure there is respect with peers and adults, especially in a dual-language setting. 		4		Lynette has been very successful in her connection with parents and other teachers in the school due to her sensitivity and respect for others. 		4		Lynette is consistently connecting to short and long range instructional plans as she plans thematic units where concepts are applied weekly and quarterly. She knows when to adjust plans to maximize student learning. In teaching two languages she has to make sure that this is occurring. 		3				4		Lynette is outstanding in self reflection. She is constantly questioning her pedagogy in order to enhance and meet the students' needs. She is willing and ready to accept and implement new ideas from colleagues and peers; truly open-minded. 		4		Lynette had great rapport with parents, demonstrating professionalism and respect for others. 		Lynette has wonderful rapport with children and students respect her. They respond well to her management techniques. She works well independently and follows through to ensure that the job gets done. Lynette has several strenghts among those are her impeccable Spanish, her wonderful classroom management, her artistic talents, her amazing technological and computer skills, but most importantly her passion for teaching. She has a  sincere interest in students' learning. 

		Whittier Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Bethany has very good questioning techniques.  She has learned to have "wait time" to allow children to think and answer questions.  She also does a very good job of making connections to prior learning.  		4		Bethany has differentiated her lessons to accommodate different needs.  She has been involved in developing incividual behavior plans for two students in the class who need more support.		3		4		Bethany is very strong in her delivery of content matter.  She uses both whole group and small group strategies, partner work, individual work, etc.  She always posts the goals and objectives for all activities.  The students know what to expect and feel safe and supported in the class room.		4		Bethany has definitely learned a lot and shown a great deal of growth in this area.  I have a TOUGH class room of students, with wide academic abilities and many behavioral needs.  Over the course of the 8 weeks, Bethany's behavior management skills developed and improved.  It was a very difficult class to manage, and she did a good job.		3				4		Bethany quickly caught on to how do develop her lessons from our curriculum guides and standards.  She knew how to include quiet work time as well as active times with movement and energy.  She also knew when to readjust plans to fit either what she was seeing academically or behaviorally.		3				4		Bethany was always motivated to learn and improve in her teaching techniques and behavior management skills.  She was a very reflective student teacher and planned with the children in mind.  Bethany was always professional in both her dress and her demeanor.  She communicated well with all staff in the building and worked with several on designing support plans for a couple of our more needy students.		3				Bethany is a highly qualified "teacher-to-be"!  I have thoroughly enjoyed working with her and will miss the "teamwork" that we have developed in working with students in my class room.  Bethany has the desire, motivation, and abilities to become an excellent teacher.  I give her a very high recommendation!

		Whittier Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Whitney Elementary		Boise		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Nick did a good job learning the material and beyond in preparation for his lessons.		3		Comment for Standard #3:  Dealt with a student losing her mother and was sensitive to it this semester.  Changed her assignments, due dates, etc.		3		2		Needs to develop more of an "arsenal" of methods.  Class/Group interactive activities are needed.		3				3		Good at incorporating different presentation strategies.		2		Needs to improve at closure at end of period.  Rarely ends with extra time, but needs to plan in review/revisit to wrap up.		3				4		Excellent at being self-reflective and working appropriate changes/adjustments to his lessons.		3				Nick has successfully completed and passed his Block III Student Teaching.

		Summerwind School of Math and Science		Meridian		ECS		EC - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Samantha uses the third grade standard to guide her instruction. She sees the big picture and then creates lessons appropriate to the students.		3		Samantha has developed some smartboard lessons in spelling that had students engaged and were developmentally appropriate for third grade.		3		3		She worked with various levels of academic abilities in both reading and math. Small group instruction allows for immediate modifications and adaptations. Samantha used this to her advantage and adapted lessons to meet students' needs. /  / Samantha uses various teaching materials to teach concepts. In math she used hands-on manipulatives to teach fractions. She promotes creative thinking and problem solving during her lessons.		3		Samantha is very positive toward the students and always has a smile on her face. She is respected by the students and has great rapport with students from both third grade classes.		3				3		Samantha has developed both short and long term lesson plans using a collaborative model. She discusses her plans with her co-student teacher and both third grade teachers to gather new information and plan a unit.		3		Samantha has created pre and post tests for her fraction unit. She used this information to plan instruction and monitor growth.		3		Samantha uses self-reflection after each lesson taught. She is learning to not be so hard on herself. She problem solves and uses this to improve her instruction.		3

		Central 		Nampa		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		I have observed Dee in opening the class at the start of the day, during DOL, Math, Math workshop and Reading/Language Arts.  During those times, she has presented information that is accurate and which keeps the students interested. 		3		Dee provides the students opportunities to work individually and as part of a team.  Students are given choise.		3		3		Dee uses a variety of techniques to help students with content.  She uses effective questioning and problem solving. 		3		Dee is learning to create a learning environment which allows students to learn and assume responsibility.  She provides expectations and is willing to follow through with consequences so other students can learn. 		3		Dee clarifies through questioning.		3		Lesson plans are being prepared in a timely manner. Dee takes the time to review plans so she will be prepared and feel competent.		3		Assessment involves students. She works with students to develop process skills. 		3		Dee has attended grade level meetings.  She attends work days with teachers.  She covers early morning duties for the teacher.  		3		According to the principal, Ms. Eldredge is a valued member of the Central Elementary team. 

		Summerwind		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Lessons were relevant and appropriate for 7th grade PE.  Great progressions going from skill development to lead-up and modified game play.		3		Lessons met the needs of all students.  All students were actively engaged in the lessons and had numerous opportunities to practice and develop their skills.		3		3		Used a variety of instructional strategies such as whole group, small group, and stations.  Also used visual tools such as the whiteboard and student demonstrations.		3		Great interaction and rapport with students.  No classroom management issues as students were on task during the lesson's, and quiet anytime instructions were being given.		3		Great communication skills.  Instructions were always clear and accurate.  Always communicated with me ahead of time if there was going to be a conflict with his schedule.		3		Unit on floor hockey was well planned out and organized.  Lesson plans were well written and had good learning/instructional goals.  Equipment was always set up before hand in the gym.		3		Students took a pre and post test on floor hockey.  Used question & answer technique with students during both anticipatory set and closure of lessons.		3		Consistently self-reflected on lessons as well as with myself in order to try and improve upon lessons and make any necessary changes.		3		Jeff and I worked extremely well together.  He has great communication and intrapersonal skills and developed relationships with both the students and other staff members in the building.		Jeff did a great job student teaching this semester.  He instantly connected with the students, as well as designed and taught meaningful and relevant lessons.  Jeff is well on his way to becoming a great Physical Education teacher.

		Horizon		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Teachable, very willing to learn,  well prepared academically		3		Works with mentor to develop plans, good professional attitude		3		NA		mostly works mentor's strategies,  as an intern should		NA		mentor stays in charge...so ability of intern is not obvious		3		listens, learns, empathizes speaks well, accomplishes written assignment very well.		NA		follows the lead of the mentor		NA		corrects papers, but still is interning		3		great attitude, committed, follows university, mentor, and supervisor directions successfully and willingly		3		appears to be a team player.  Has the students best interest in mind all the time in classroom.		Even though it is just the beginning of her internship she is demonstrating willingness and skill levels that will help her be a strong student teacher.

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Does a very good job linking state standards to lessons.		4		Recognizes different learning styles and uses a wide variety of teaching styles to accomodate.		3		4				3		Did a good job developing rapport with over 300 students present in PE classes.		3				4		Excellent job with planning!  Assessments were meaningful and valid.		4		Used multiple assements at the beginning of a unit, middle and end!		3		Heidi is always asking, "how can I do that better?"!		3		Heidi did not have the opportunity to develop relationships within the community but did an excellent job building profesional relationships within the building.  She is very outgoing and caring!		It has been a pleasure to work with Heidi over the past 2 months.  She is developing into an excellent teacher and will have a positive impact on students lives. 

		Birch 		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				2				3				3

		Summerwind School of Math and Science		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		La Veny printed curiculum on her own, she researched and wrote lessons, and set individual teaching goals for her self and learning goals for her students.		4		La Veny addapted materials for different learners and motifide lessons		3		3		La Veny was stong at stating clear objectives and individdual student goals for a writing unit. She continually checked students' progress and kept them on task. 		3		La Veny used strategies modeled by mentor teacher. She took the initiative to take a love and logic skills class to gain knowledge and improve her classroom management skills. Parents enjoyed taking to her and the kids loved her.		3				3				3		La Veny used a performance based assessment that allowed the students to always know what they needed to do or change. 		4		La Veny took initiative to plan units, share materials, consult and collaborate with master teachers and other student teachers and was persistant in helping all student achieve.		3				La Veny worked hard this semester takng initiative to help each student grow. She is an energenic, caring person who was always eager to take on tasks.  La Veny did a wonderful job in first grade. She will be a hard working, positive addition to any teaching team.  La Veny will be finishing the remainder of her semseter in fourth grade.

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Mel has gone above and beyond in this area.  She works hard to pull in appropriate materials that tap into a variety of learning styles and diverse backgrounds.		3		Mel has a wonderful sense of her students and puts forth great effort in learning who her students are.  She knows that all students are different and goes out of her way to interact with each student at their own level.		4		4		Mel's own motivation shines through in fostering motivation for her students.  she strives to use instructional strageties that are appropriate for individual students.  For her writing unit Mel used many self monitoring learning strategies, as well as, individual conferences to assess student progress, needs, and understanding.  She also used whole class mini lesson to focus on specific areas of need and reteaching.  		4		Mel can into the classroom willing to bring in her own management styles of her own, as well as, take established methods on as her own.  She is stronge in using the Love and Logic program which is mainstreamed at Andrus and placing the responsibility on the students for self discipline.		4		Mel listenings well to constructive criticism and is always willing to try new things in order to enhace her teaching ability.  Mel writes her own weekly newsletters to the families to communicate class events and activities.		4		Mel does a wonderful job planning and creating lesson plans.  She has gone above and beyong with her weekly and unit planning.  She feeling this is an area growth will always continue in.		3				4		Mel has an instrinic motivation about her that allows her to strive for the best.  She works diligently to work with students, colleagues, and families to create an positive environment. She is a current member of the MEA.		4		Mel actively seeks out all opportunities to support and interact with the school community.  She works to help others in their professional and personal lives providing any materials or techniques.  		Mel is finishing up her experience in first grade and will continue in third grade for the remainder of the semester.  She is a wonderful asset to Andrus!

		Andrus Elementary		Meridian 		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Mr. Lewis is highly enthusiastic about music and sharing that enthusiasm with students. He works hard to make learning relevant and applicable for students.		3		Mr. Lewis's understandings of what is typical of middle school instrumentalists versus middle school general music students had grown significantly this quarter. He can plan lessons that are engaging for this age group of band students and anticipates areas where students may have struggles.		3		3		Mr. Lewis worked to adapt general music units to a format that worked for him and that kept students more engaged and active.		3		The students at LCMS have come to love Mr. Lewis. He interacts with them in a personable and caring way and maintains high expectations in their engagement during class and in the work they produce. An area that Mr. Lewis continues to develop is classroom management. He is working to manage more proactively and follow through when discipline is necessary.		3				3		This is an area of tremendous growth for Mr. Lewis this quarter. He has a more realistic sense of long-range planning as a result of his experience planning a hand drum unit and a guitar unit.		3				3		Mr. Lewis is thoughtful in his practice and reflective on his experiences. He thinks about ways he can do things differently or better to be more successful.		3		Mr. Lewis has built good professional relationships with other teachers, office staff and administrators at LCMS.

		Butte View Elementary		Emmett SD		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Tonia has done a nice job learning all of the 1st grade curriculum, including intertvention matierals and strategies. She has grown a lot in her understanding of a spiraling vs. mastery curriculum.		3		Tonia is progressing nicely with understanding what 1st graders can and can't accomplish with their developmental level.		3		3		Tonia has taken on a small group of struggling learners on her own. She has established several strategies and individualized techniques to help these students learn to read.		2		Tonia has made some improvement in the last week in this area. She is learning that fair, consistent, and tight expectations and consequences are a must in order to maintain calmness and clarity for all learners.   / Tonia does a wonderful job with positive motivation.		3				3		Tonia is well planned out and will begin writing full week plans for the remainder of the semester.		3		Tonia has attended our bi-weekly data meetings and sees the importance of using data to make instructional decisions.		3		Tonia always asks her cooperating teacher about activities and reflects on student and her own progress. She shows a strong committment to her students and to improving her own skills.		3				Tonia has grown a lot this semester. She has become an integral member of our intervention team.

		Andrus Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				2		Tonia is contiuing with her classroom management goals.  I have seen good growth using the discipline strategies she has been trying.  The children are responding well and this is allowing good learning to happen.  Tonia uses good motivators to get the students to work hard and she has developed a good rapport with the students.		3				3				3				3		When I make a suggestion to Tonia she is always willing to try it.  She asks good questions.		3

		Andrus Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Rose was more than competent in completing the expectations of this experience.  She made a positive impact on the children with whom she worked.

		Butte View Elem		Emmett School Dist		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Sarah is an excellent musician as well as a very creative thinker.  She has a unique ability this early in her teaching career to consider the basic musical concept and then create an engaging way to present it to the students. 		3		Sarah is good at recognizing that not all students or classes will respond to the same approach.		3		4		Sarah created some wonderful, exploratory, visual art lessons for our students around the musical selections that were to be presented in the Boise Philharmonic Children's Concert.  These lessons involved critical thinking, evaluation, and creation on the part of the student. /  / If a student did not understand something, Sarah was very quick in finding other ways to explain the concept.		4		Again, Sarah's classroom management skills were far superior to a typical beginning student teacher.  She was firm but kind, never resorted to shouting to control chaos, carefully thought through a lesson process and specific instructions to prevent such chaos, and did not seem intimidated or frustated by some of our more challenging students.  She developed a very positive rapport with the classes and used our system of positive acknowledgement well.		3		Sarah is skilled at communicating verbally with students and fellow colleagues.  She uses appropriate vocabulary and tone with each different grade level.  She will want to be careful with written communication and always proofread, or check spell check, for spelling errors.		4		Sarah had a major part in planning and carrying out our fifth and sixth grade program, Rhythms 'Round the World.  We worked together on formulating ideas for performance that would meet grade level curricular goals and involve conceptual learning in preparation for the performance, rather than just a thematic hodge-podge.  She excelled once again in creativity, beyond what is typical of a beginning teacher.  Her choreographed dance was a huge hit with both students and audience.		3				4		Sarah's strength, one of many, is self-reflection.  She thinks deeply about her teaching and strives for perfection in the art of working with children.		3		Sarah participated in after-school tutoring of a band student and in an evening event at our school, one not related to music.  She enjoys being a part of a learning community.		Sarah will make an outstanding music educator.  She is an excellent musican and enjoys working with children. Most importantly, her love of music and passion for teaching is apparent to her students.  It was a pleasure for me to watch and work with her.  I wish her the best of luck in her promising future.

		Butte View Elementary		Emmett		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		In her lessons she would share and ask students how the information would apply to the real world.  She shared that it was difficult to teach some of the lessons when planning because she didn't know what they had previously learned so we would go over it.  In one lesson their was a story about Citizenship and she had a student share his experience of going to a naturalization program.  She demonstrated enthusiasm by finding and creating lessons that were meaningful.  She would take the district curriculum and enhance it with outside materials such as those found on the web.  She made sure that lessons fit the curriculum.		3		She did an excellent job of creating lessons that were appropriate for fourth grade abilities.   We have already discussed this, and a goal would be prepared that as she works in an earlier grade for her student teaching she will be working with students that are less independent as the students in our class take on a lot of ownership for their learning.  We have had her go to a first grade classroom to see what student abilities are like.        		3		4		Monica excelled with incorporating a variety of strategies to teach her lessons.  Examples included doing small literature circles and sometimes doing whole group instruction.  She would look for strategies and lesson ideas before hand that were often varied and these taught students not only the different concepts, but also taught them skills that would benefit them in their future learning.  Throughout lessons she would check student understanding by using student's self assessment, small assessments in the middle of the lessons, and teacher observation by moving around the classroom.  I liked that she incorporated the different strategies that she has been learning in her methods classes.  We use a lot of technology in our classroom such as student response clickers, document cameras, and a Mobi interactive writing tablet.  She was willing to learn how to use these and then incorporate them into her lessons.  Students enjoy using these so it helped continue student engagement.  		4		For her classroom management methods class Monica had to pick a student to create a plan to help them.  She was able to identify a student very early on who needed this assistance.  One thing she did was help this student create an organizational plan.  This helped the student and he was able to utilize it while she wasn't there.  It will help him in the future.  I like that she was proactive in creating a positive learning environment.  We have one student who doesn't have the best situation outside of school and she made a connection like reading with him during recess.  She took the time to get to know the students, their interests, and their abilities as the examples above show.  Students often approached her to share things.  She was a subsitute and the students looked forward to having her as she had become their teacher.  Three students tried to test her and after discussing it was clear that she had corrected the behaviors to maintain the classroom.		3		She maintained levels of conversation with students that were age appropriate.  She listened to the things that I would share with her about teaching.  She was very professional in her interactions with other staff in the building.  I asked her to share information about our classroom with parents and she did this through email and our class newsletter.		4		Monica used our fourth grade level curriculum calendar to teach her lessons that ensured that the curriculum was being met.  She would often plan out the entire day for Mondays and Wednesdays.     She demonstrated her understanding of the students aptitude of learning very early on.  In the first couple of weeks I asked her to group the students into mixed learning groups that were balanced.  She did this on her own demonstrating that she had an early understanding of our students' abilities.  She would often go out and research ideas to find lessons that were engaging and interesting to kids.   She would find teaching materials that helped support student learning.  An example was going to a fifth grade teacher to find whiteboards that also included a coordinate grid so that each student could practice during her lesson.   She also created and utilized graphic organizers or information that helped students with the learning activities.		3		She used formative assessments to assess whether or not further lessons and practice were required.  An example is that she graded a variable practice sheet on a Monday and realized that a majority of the students were struggling with a specific area.  She informed me that they needed extra work the following day so I went over it since Monica didn't do her internships on Tuesday.  This helped prepare them for the lesson that she was teaching on Wednesday.  She would also evaluate student learning during and immediately after lessons by walking around the classroom and observing things like math on whiteboards or using student clickers to guage progress.   She would enter the grades into the District grading program and also entered data into our School's Accelerated Reader Program.  A goal for her student teaching would be to establish a way to communicate to parents student progress.		3		Monica was very willing to take suggestions and implement them into subsequent lessons.  She started teaching lessons immediately upon starting and did very well.  Her first lesson went very well, but at the very end the student downtown was a large amount of time.  We discussed it and the next time it wasn't a problem for the remaining intern experience.  This is but one example of her being open to constructive feedback.  She would often share her reflections on how things were going so we could discuss them.  I encourage her to utilize her fellow staff when student teaching and teaching and she is already starting to do this.		4		I benefited from Monica interning in our classroom.  She was inquisitive about the teaching profession and we had many discussions about it.  Together we collaborated on ways to help students learn by discussing students and creating meaning learning activities.  We have weekly collaboration meetings as a grade level team.  Monica was a member rather than an observer by offering information such as ways to assist students and things that she had learned in her methods class.   She was very professional in her treatment of student confidentiality and never had negative things to say about students.  When Parents entered the classroom for the first time she would introduce herself to them on her own accord and then maintain conversations upon subsequent visits.  She has volunteered to help out at our school Walk-a-thon.  She also has shared that she will attend our fourth grade field trip and district Rendezvous even though she will be done with her semester.		My students are very important to me.  I have a year to impact their lives.  I am very confident that if Monica was to take over for me for the rest of the year they would continue to have a strong learning experience.  Classroom community is very important to me and she continued to facilitate that by implementing her own ideas and strategies into the class while also using our existing routines.  Monica's role was more as student teacher rather than intern.  She would look at the curriculum calendar and plan for entire days and then was the teacher throughout unless she wanted me to teach a lesson or had questions of me regarding teacher practices.  I have no doubt that she will be very successful with her student teaching and professional career.  The fact that I improved as a teacher by learning new things is another highlight of her internship.  She was very professional in her role as an intern in finding ways to improve her knowledge of the teaching profession.

		Hillcrest		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3				2				3				3				3				3				3

		Hillcrest		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Mike Gebhart was effective in presenting information to the students, but he /  moved at such a quick pace that the students showed some confusion.   / Mike did not show he understood the curriculum goals for each grade  / level.  He mostly taught listening and instrument lessons because this  / is where he is comfortable.  When asked to create lessons with singing  / or concepts he was not comfortable with, he chose not to teach in those  / areas of the curriculum.  Mike has a way to go before he can effectively /  teach the whole subject of Music.		2		Mike Gebhart preferred students who could already read music.  This was evident in  / his expectation of what 1st graders.  When he introduced instruments, he /  wanted the 1st graders to do two parts right at the beginning.  He  / struggled with letting them learn just one part at a time.		1		2		Mike Gebhart was excellent working with the highly gifted students.  He could  / utilize all kinds of strategies and technologies when working with these /  students.  When he worked with "regular" students his strategies were  / less defined.  Mike also did not make the objective clear to the  / students.  Often this left them confused.		1		Relationships are critical to learning and Mike found relationships  / difficult.  He did not create a safe environment for children.  When a  / child was hurt or cried, Mike didn't seem to notice.  Mike did not seem  / able, either, to make adjustments if the class was not getting his  / concept.  He didn't seem to be able to "read" his audience and create an /  engaging environment.		NA		I never saw any written communication from Mike, so I can't comment on his ability to communicate professionally. 		1		When Mike was given the curriculum for the elementary grades, he never  / really consulted with the resource to create his lessons.  He asked for  / ideas and left the short-range and long-range planning to the classroom  / teacher.  Mike did not seem interested in makes those kinds of plans.		2		I was unaware of any strategies that Mike used to formally assess the students.		2		Mike found Elementary General Music to be something he was not interested  / in.  He didn't really give his full attention to how a person would  / teach these early grades about music.  He stated that he preferred  / students who already knew how to read music.		1		Mike never actively built any relationship with anyone in my buildings.  He  / never introduced himself to the secretaries, custodians, principals,  / teachers, etc.		I feel as though Mike has the potential to be a very good teacher of  / music, but not perhaps of the grades K-6, unless they have a background  / in music and already know how to read music, and perhaps have experience with instruments.

		Hillcrest		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		4				4				4				4				4				4				4

		Birch Elementary School		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Cathy was placed in the Nampa ITP with a supervisor who was not necessarily complementary of Cathy's skills.  Cathy worked with several professionals at the site.  When these other professionals where questioned about Cathy's skills and abilities, they had nothing but praise for Cathy.  They felt that Cathy was very professional in her work, was always prepared, and that Cathy had been an asset to the program.  They were especially impressed by Cathy's "huge heart and her compassion for the families in the program."  (Patty at Nampa ITP)

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3		Clara did a great job connecting with the students individually. I would like to see Clara feel confident in using her own style of classroom management to work with challenging behaviors. Clara was patient with students and treated them respectfully. A goal for Clara is to use transition times and other times where students are finished with their work as a time to continue learning. Students tend to visit and behavior issues may arise when there is down time with no set expectations. Clara put great thought at where students should sit in the classroom arrangement. She was always available when the students needed help.		3		Clara completed a part of the weekly newsletter to parents. She was also available to answer any questions when parents came into the classroom.		3		Clara really grew in her willingness to be flexible in our classroom. She is definitely a planner and with a third and fourth grade combination class she had to work to move the schedule around. It changed quite a bit and I believe that it really gave her the ability to be flexible.		2				3		Clara was very professional here at Summerwind. She would complete what she was supposed to complete for her class requirements. I would like to see her branch out of her comfort zone a little bit to try and take on something challenging for her. I think this would build her confidence in her teaching. She is a great teacher.		3		Clara consistently worked with other staff members in a collaborative model. She was always willing to get ideas as well as share ideas with other teachers.

		Summerwind School of Math and Science		Meridian School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Korrine has the work ethic to thoroughly prepare lessons she has the opportunity to teach.  Information presented is accurate and takes into account the interests of the students.		3				3		4		I have been very impressed with the authenticity of the lessons presented by Korrine.  		3		My goal is to try and implement the classroom management plan for the grade that I am in as described in the book, "The FIrst Six Weeks of School" by Paula Denton and Roxann Kriete.  It has a lot of community building activities and really gives a new teacher a step by step guide.  I would like to try it while I have a mentor teacher to help point out where I may or may not go wrong with this.		3				3		Korrine wants to develop a clear understanding of curriculum planning, not just for a week, but for the month, quarter, semesters etc.  I think I will be the best teacher I can be if I am prepared and sure of what I am teaching.  I do love natural teaching moments and when discussions with the students lead to enthusiasm and they ask questions, but I like to know the basic structure of the day so that I at least look like I know what I am doing 		3				3		Korrine is responsible about turning in assignments in a timely manner and done well.  		3		Korrine gets along well with her mentor teacher.  

		Horizon		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		The information Ashley presents is accurate.  I love that if she needs information, she asks.  		4		Ashley has a firm grasp on individual and group characteristics of students this age.  She designs instructions that meets the students' needs with accuracy and relevance."		3		3		Ashley exceeds expectations in some of the indicators, i.e., various teaching strategies, promotes creative thinking, adjusts strategies.  Ashley 'meets expectations' in the areas of clearly communicating goals and objectives.		2		Ashley has developed a rapport and positive relationship with the students.  She has shown the ability to use preventive student self-discipline and to encourage the students to assume responsibility for themselves.  Ashley is developing her ability to use corrective strategies with the students.		3				3		The lesson plans Ashley turns in are well-written.  		3				4		Ashley has shown to be consistent in her self-reflection and desire to improve teacher practices and maintain the classroom environment.  She has sought constructive criticism and instilled the corrections in her skills.  Ashley has consulted with her peers, her colleagues and the mentor teacher in an effort to improve her abilities.  Her behavior is always consistent and congruent with the Idaho Code of Ethics.		4		.  Ashley has actively and consistently worked to build a collaborative professional relationship with me, the mentor teacher.  She has been an advocate for the students as they have sought her out to voice some social and classroom concerns.  Ashley has thoroughly developed a collaborative partnership with her college, school, home and community relationships.  She respects the privacy of the students at all times. I have appreciated her desire to improve in all she does. /  /   /  /   /  / 

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Breanna understands the need to learn the subject matter across the content areas.  She is able to link what students know to what she is teaching.  Breanna's first goal for next semester is to get more comfortable in the classroom and feel more confident with my lessons and teaching skills. 		2		Breanna understands the importance of creating real world links that help students both academically and socially.  		3		3		Breanna is learning to help the students feel comfortable in the classroom environment and provide a risk-free space fro the children.  She remembers to involve her students when she teaches  		2		Breanna has worked to create a positive relationship with her students.  I want to find classroom management procedures that work for all the individuals in the classroom. I feel that a well managed classroom helps every other aspect of the classroom run more smoothly. It also creates a better learning environment for the students. I feel that the more classroom management techniques I can learn and experience will help me to have a classroom that runs smoothly when I become a teacher.		3		Breanna is a thoughtful practitioner and wants to be a good teacher. 		3		Breanna does lesson plans that include all of the components.  		3		At this stage,  Breanna is involved in working with small groups and individual students.  		3		Breanna turns in all work in a timely manner.  She listens to ideas for improvement.  		3		Breanna is a good intern for her teacher.  I have enjoyed working with her.  

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Mr. Thornburg creates lessons that follow state and district curriculum requirements. He uses appropriate resources, including those utilizing technology, to meet the needs of his students.		3		Mr. Thornburg continually reflects on lessons to ensure he is teaching at a developmental level appropriate for each student.		3		3		Mr. Thornburg has utilized a variety of instructional strategies. He is comfortable interacting with students in both small group and whole group settings.		3		Mr. Thornburg is developing a style of management that fits his personality. He fosters a positive culture, conducive to peer interaction.  Students feel comfortable taking risks with respect to sharing thoughts and opinions.		3		Mr. Thornburg's personality makes him very approachable for both staff and students alike.		3		Mr. Thornburg constantly refers to state and curriculum guidelines when generating lessons. He uses assessment data to drive future instruction.		3		Mr. Thornburg implements assessments continuously.		3		Self-reflection is one of Mr. Thornburg's strongest assets. He continuously works to improve his craft.		3		Mr. Thornburg has worked to form positive relationships with students, staff members, and families. His kind heart makes him an enjoyable person with whom to interact.		Mr. Thornburg has been a very dedicated student-teacher. I wish the very best for him as he begins a new career.

		Summerwind		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Brittney's unit is being used as an example at the Boise State Writing Project.  		4		Brittney has enjoyed junior high schools students and has fit well within the overall school context.  She has had the opportunity to work with a wide range of abilities/disabilities/backgrounds.  She thinks well on her feet and is able to quicly respond to events in the classroom or halls.		4		4		Was able to provide a variety of activities to help students achieve academic standards.		3		Limited opportunities for running the classroom.		4		Cares for students and wants them to do well.  When assisting in the classroom she shows skill in "guiding" students to the correct answer.		4		Limited opportunities.  So far it looks as if this is an area of strength.		2		Very limited opportunities to demostrate skill in this area.		4		Brittney has been a joy to work with.  She is organized and eager to collaborate with the entire Fairmont staff.  She has been a very good communicator with her liaison from BSU.		2		Limited opportunities.		Brittney is well prepared for student teaching.  She fits extremely well in the school climate.  Other staff members at Fairmont have commented on her approachability and eagerness.  We look forward to working together with her in the fall.

		Morley Nelson Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Has a strong grasp of the mathematics, and is able to adapt to students prior knowledge easily and efficiently.		3				3		3		Mike was open to using inquiry based practices in the geometry classes.  He values this experience and understands that it increases students problem solving skills. 		3				3				3				4		Writes and grades assignments and tests daily, he is very capable of determining what students know, and where they need to be to continue to be successful.		3		Listens and is willing to adapt to new and challenging classroom situations.   Mike is concered with becoming a better teacher and continuing to be prepared for class.		4		Has contacted parents, and works well with other teachers in the building.		Mike has demonstrated that he is a very capable educator, and will be successful wherever he finds himself teaching in the coming years.

		Morley Nelson		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		John does a good job of extending the subject concepts.  He has put together outside reading lists, encourages students to do outside research about questions that arise in class.		3		John's experiences as a parent and scout leader have helped him in this area.  He has grown to appreciate junior high students as a group.		3		4		John has really embraced using technology.  He has also developed some very interesting activities for students.		3		John has worked really hard in this area.  He has developed some good relationships with some of the "challenging" students.  		3				3				3		Many of the assessments used are "departmental."  John has had limited opportunities to develop his own assessment devices.  		3				3		John has had the opportunity to work with a team of teachers.  He has made valuable contributions to the team conversations.  But, has also taken an appropriate role as a student teacher.  He listens well and takes criticism/suggestions as appropriate.		John has worked hard to improve during his student teaching.  He has focused on moving around the classroom to monitor behaviors and relating to the students.  In both areas he has made excellent progress.  

		Birch		Vallivue		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Malia is strong in content knowledge.  She is also resourceful, and she will use reference materials, Teacher's Editions, and internet sources to supplement her knowledge.  Malia prepares diligently in both teaching delivery and content.  Malia knows the students well, and uses their background, culture, and social/emotional needs to help with planning lessons with particular appeal to our students.		4		Malia has learned to monitor and adjust her instruction according to the students' needs.  This included adjusting to students' needs as they mature and develop, and as their dynamic as the group changes.  As Malia's instruction and management strengthened, so did the students' response to her instruction.  		4		4		One of Malia's strengths is her resourcefulness.  She uses this skill to plan exceptional lessons by gathering from numerous resources.  She also utilizes learning activities that spark the students' creative thinking and problem solving.  Malia manages group discussion well, and she knows how to guide students appropriately to promote learning.  She also works with students needing additional help or extra practice to master a concept.		4		For a student teacher, Malia has exceptional management skills.  She sets a positive tone where high expectations are set for learning and behavior.  Students know what is expected of them, but they also know that they can ask questions and get extra help if needed.  Malia uses a variety of instructional and grouping strategies with students to create novelty, cooperation, and to promote effective learning.  Above all, Malia is well-organized, planned, and prepared.  She has materials ready, she gives clear directions to students, and she models expectations.   Malia's success in teaching is largely due to her strong management skills. 		4		Malia's communication skills allow her to work well with students, parents, her student teaching colleagues, school classified staff, and teachers.  She is clear in writing and speaking, and appropriate in all contexts.		4		Malia does an excellent job planning for instruction.  In the fall semester, she instructed based upon my lesson plans for the most part.  Now Malia is able to use curriculum, standards, objectives, and instructional materials to plan independently for  instruction.  This includes some long-term planning as well.  Malia also developed a science unit given only general standards and objectives, including vocabulary, content information, creative activities, and assessment.    		4		Malia is adept at using a variety of assessment for examining student learning.  She introduced me to several informal assessment activities, and the students enjoyed the variety and spontaneity of these activities.  Malia used the data from informal assessments to monitor and adjust her teaching, and to change the level of difficulty appropriately for future instruction.  		4		Malia is a reflective professional, and she uses all sources of feedback to improve her teaching.  She is constantly looking for ways to change instruction, directions given to students, or forms of assessment to improve student learning.  Malia works well with her colleagues, and she is willing to assist and learn from them.  		4		Malia is a true professional already, which is unusual for a student teacher.  She interacts with her colleagues, students, and parents in a consistent fashion.  Parents know that she will be fair, and that she will listen to their concerns.  Malia is an assistant track coach at Riverside, also.  This relationship has added another dimension to her positive relationship with Riverside students and families.  Malia takes the time to help students beyond regular classroom events, and students and their parents recognize and appreciate this dedication.		Malia is the strongest student teacher with whom I have had the privelege to work.  She is well-organized, poised, diligent, and personable.  Malia is an outstanding teacher, and she handles instruction and classroom management well.  She will run a positive, efficient classroom, and she will be open to ways to improve upon her instruction.  Malia will contribute beyond what is expected, and she will be an asset to any school staff as a professional.

		Riverside Elementary		Boise School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3		Kayla has grown a lot in understanding student behavior and adapting for individual students.		4		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Kayla has grown over the course of the semester.  She has become more comfortable with students and the curriculum.  She has been a valuable partner in the 9th grade team and is beginning to expand connections to the rest of the staff and faculty.

		Hillcrest		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3		A new student arrived at Riverside in November of this school year.  It quickly became apparent that this student needed some additional academic support to catch up with our class.  Miss Galloway became this student's tutor twice a week .   She developed lessons that touched on the key components of instruction that this child was missing. I was very impressed with Miss Galloway's insite into how to develop well thought out lessons that helped this child become academically successful, even though she had not been present in our classroom when these concepts and skills had been introduced.		3		3		Miss Galloway brought in some new ideas, like the Hot Seat, to our classroom that the students really enjoyed.  This particular activity brought a lot of discussion from the children that I hadn't seen in a while.  She also is always walking around the room working with kids and clarifying expectations.  She evaluates their work quickly and gets assignments back to the students the same day if possible.		3		Miss Galloway is always positive with the students.  She develops lessons that are well thought out and can make adjustments to grouping or academic expectations as needed.  		3				3		Miss Galloway took over my class right away after moving back from her first grade experience.  I felt comfortable giving her the curriculum and letting her develop lessons and activities that would meet the standards.  Miss Galloway did an excellent job developing and assessing units for math, reading, language, health, science, and social studies.  She also put into place a behavior management system that allowed students to earn tickets that could then be used at the end of he time with us at an auction.		3		This is one of Miss Galloway's greatest strengths.  She developed lessons, evaluated them and the students' work, and then either moved on or developed another approach to the lesson to ensure the skill or concept was mastered.  She evaluated continually and was very prompt about returning work to the students.		3		Miss Galloway is ready to take on a role as an educator in Idaho.  She is completely professional at all times and adheres to the Idaho Code of Ethics.		4		Miss Galloway has been an active member of our staff and is well liked by the parents.  She is respectful of the children and their needs and never talks about the students in a manner that is not positive or supportive.  She took on additional tutoring opportunities this year and never let these additional demands on her time interfer with preparation for our classroom. 		Miss Galloway has been a tremendous student teacher.  She is a pleasure to work with in all aspects.  She is committed to the education of these children and to the expectations of the parents and staff she has worked with this year.  She has that undefined quality that is in every excellent teacher.   

		Riverside Elementary		Boise School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3				3				3				3				3				3				3		Mr. Ledington has had the opportunity to work in collaboration with the special ed team, grade level teams, and the entire school staff. 		Mr. Ledington has completed a successful professional year in a deaf and hard-of-hearing classroom. He has planned multiple lessons for each session in order to meet students' diverse needs. He has made good progress in the areas of classroom management, student motivation, and understanding human growth and development.  

		Ross Elementary School		Kuna School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Jess’s use of his knowledge of content is evident and appropriate for his level of education and experience.		3		Jess has applied his knowledge of the level of student development to his instruction.  He appears to relate well to the typical high school age student.		3		3		Jess has been made aware of the learning plans and accommodaJess has demonstrated a willingness to use a variety of teaching methods so as to enhance his instruction. NOTE:  Minimal observation was done in this area by his university supervisor. tions required for some students. Jess has been made aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students. 		3		Jess has been observed as being consistent and fair in his classroom management.  NOTE:  Minimal observation was done in this area by his university supervisor.		4		Jess is clear and professional in his communications.  This is one of Jess's strong areas.  He uses his sense of humor appropriately in the classroom. 		3		Jess’s written lesson plans are adequate for his level of education and experience.  He will continue to improve in this area with more experience in his student teaching internship		NA		Not applicable at this stage of Jess’s internship.		3		Jess has appeared to have developed professional and friendly relationships with those he works with.		3		Jess is collegial in all of his relationships’.  Jess also participated in coaching, collaboration meetings, and visited a variety of classrooms and impressed those he worked with.		Jess has developed into an exceptional candidate for placement as a full time student teacher.  His willingness to take constructive criticism will help ensure his future success as a full time student teacher.

		Riverside Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Courtney has used a variety of strategies, including peer interactions, centers, whole class instruction in order to meets students' needs. 		4		Courtney has developed positive  relationships with students and uses this knowledge when managing the class. She is aware of the unique personalities and manages accordingly. 		4				4		A definite strength!!		3				4		Courtney has done a great job on self-reflection!		4				Courtney is a responsible, professional teacher who accepts all challenges and responsisibilites without hesitation. She has had an exemplary student teaching experience!

		Ponderosa Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Rachel uses smart board, powerpoint, centers, and hands-on activities to meet student needs. 		3				3				3				4		Rachel is strong in her abilities to take both formal and informal assessments and apply them to instruction immediately. 		4		Rachel demonstrates strong skills in the area of professional commitment. 		3				Rachel Basey has completed a very successful internship. Her strengths include her abilities to assess and adapt instruction to meet students' needs. 

		Trail Wind Elementary 		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Ashlee presents information that is accurate.  The activities she selects are appropriate and interesting to her students.  I have seen classes that were whole class instruction.  		3		A goal that Ashlee set for herself is to learn ways to explain feed back better. 		2		3		Ashlee is learning how to use a variety of materials and technologies.  Her mentor teacher has been wonderful because he uses some techonolgy and has worked with Ashlee to help her learn to use these strategies in the classroom.  		2		Part of motivating stduents is using materials thet they find interesting.  Ashlee was able to develop a psotive relationship with her students.  A goal that she has is to get different materials for students who need it, students in special education.		2		Ashlee has skills to explain her ideas in class.  She is working on making them clear in writing additionally.  		3		Lesson plans are appropriately written.  		2		As one might expect,  intern teachers use lesson assessment and she is now being exposed to formal assessments.  		3		Self-reflects and is responsive to ideas.  		3		Ashlee works well with her mentor teacehr.  She is an advocate fro her students.  

		Trail Wind 		Boise 		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				2		Austin tends to rush through things when explaing and questioning students.  The use of question and then wait time is something that will be very helpful for him in the classroom.  We did not get a chance to talk about this, so if it is possible to mention it to him, I think it woudl be helpful.		3				NA				3				3				Ausitn did a very good job in his block one work.  I think he will be a fine teacher.

		Butte View Elementary		Emmett School Dist		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2				2				2		2				2		This area is definitly a strength of Rachel.  She works to immediately create a positive relationship with the students.		2				2				2				2				2				Rachel has been a very active observer, making strong efforts to get to know the students.  I look forward to working with her as a student teacher.

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				3				4		3				4				4				4				3				4				4

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Tegan consistently goes above and beyond in planning and implementing the subject knowledge for this class.  She accomodates for the IEP and ELL as well as the GT students.		4		See 1 (Subject Matter)		4		4		Tegan used a variety of methods to develop interest and understanding.  Knowing that 75% of her students were tactile learners she developed hands on games that promoted deeper understanding and critical thinking.		3				3				4		Tegan developed plans that met multiple learning styles.  Knowing that each class was slighly different in needs and learning styles, she implemented lessons in different ways to meet each classes individual needs.		3				4		I cannot count the number of times that Tegan self evaluated her lessons.  Making notes on what worked and what could have been improved upon.  She took criticism and direction very well, always implementing the ideas that were suggested to her.		3				Tegan already is an outstanding teacher. She motivates the students to do their very best. She is an awesome role model and treats the students with respect and demands the same from them.  If discipline is needed she is fair and consistent.  She sets high expectations for herself and then procedes to surpass those expectations.  It has been an honor to be her mentor teacher.

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		JD’s use of his knowledge of content is evident.  This is one of JD’s strong areas.  He used the mathematical teaching method called MTI and was well versed in it’s application.  His enthusiasm for math is very evident in his teaching.		4		JD has applied his knowledge of the level of student development to his instruction.  He obviously relates well to the typical middle school age student and knows how to reach them.		3		4		JD is aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students.  He also showed his knowledge and use of differentiated instruction methods.  JD has demonstrated a willingness to use a variety of teaching methods so as to enhance his instruction.  This has proved to be one of JD’s strong areas.  His attention to learning styles is very evident. 		3		JD is consistent and fair in his classroom management.  His confidence and application of class management is enhanced by his past work responsibilities.		4		JD is clear and professional in his communications.  JD was a very active participant in weekly collaboration meetings and the discusssion of teaching methods and ideas with his mentor teacher.  His maturity and life experiences are evident in this area.  		4		JD’s written lesson plans are complete and clear.  His long range planning and deadline adherence are noted strengths that JD has demonstrated.		4		JD’s record keeping and variety of assessments for student learning were exemplary.		4		JD has developed professional and friendly relationships with those he works with.  Especially with his mentor teacher and university supervisor.  It is worthy to note that he is a self starter when it comes to his professional duties and expectations.		3		JD is very collegial in all of his relationships’.  It can be noted that he particularly impressed the staff at Lowell Scott.		JD has developed into an exceptional candidate for placement in a full-time teaching position.  His maturity, life experiences, past work experience, teaching experience and willingness to take constructive criticism will help ensure his future success as a full-time teacher.  Whoever hires JD for a teaching position will not be disappointed.

		Grace Jordan elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Tonia is very enthusiastic about teaching.  She uses many strategies to reach all types of learners.		3				4		3		Tonia has used her knowledge of the RTI process to adapt her lessons to help all students learn.   		3		I have seen great growth in this area.  She has developed a classroom management plan and knows the importance of this in order to be a great teacher.		3		Tonia has developed a good relationship with the students in our room this year.  She is sensitive to their needs and and what is appropriate for their age level.		4		Tonia has spent a great deal of time on her lesson plans.  They are very organized and are full of engaging activities that help with student learning.  She looks at data to plan for her lessons and is always trying new ways to motivate her students and keep them engaged.		3				4		Tonia has been open to suggestions from many people.  She always tries ideas that are suggested to her.  She reflects on her lessons and tries to improve each time she teaches.  She has been dedicated to our school and to the children she teachers.  She has been very appreciated by the staff at Butte View.		4		Tonia has done everything I have asked her to do and more.  She has been willing to come and stay late to help with special projects, grading papers, and getting prepared for the next day.  She shows compassion for the children she teachers and has their best interest in everything she does.  She is well repected by the staff at Butte View.

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Sherry learns the content explicitly and works to make it applicable to students' lives.		3				4		4		Shery was involved in designing, planning for, and implementing a Tier 2+ intervention group that she taught for 90 minutes per day. This group of students were either intensive or low strategic in reading and Sherry adapted the curriculum to fit their needs while maintaining appropriate communication with the entire 2nd grade team.		4		Sherry uses multiple strategies within one lesson. She far exceeds a typical student teacher in that her management is smooth and natural.		3				3				3				3				4		Sherry became an essential part of the 2nd grade team. She attended all grade level meetings and RTI when applicable. 		Sherry will be an asset to any grade level in that she is a lifelong learner, highly flexible, and has a passion for teaching. Her sense of humor keeps her grounded and her professionalism makes her unique for a beginning teacher.

		Gateway School of Language and Culture		Meridian School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				2		Will see more in Block III.		3		2		Will see more in mainstream in Block III, though some has been done in Lit. Lab.		2		Still a learning experience - will develop more quickly when students are consistently exposed to Justin. 		3				2		Will see more in Block III with his unit plan.		2		Will see more in Block III with the grading of lessons in his unit plan.		3				3				Justin is a wonderfully self-motivated intern. He's one of the few who just 'has it' and is comfortable learning how to teach in any situation (accommodated classes as well). I am truly saddened that he will not be my Block III next semester because he is one of the good ones!

		Riverside Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Carely presents information in concepts that are accurate and relevant and presents her units with great enthusiasm. Her anticipatory guiding questions leads to making connections to everyday life and global communities.		4		Carely differentiates her instruction to include group and individual characteristics. 		4		4		 Carely has demonstrated multiple teaching strategies that include hands-on learning, visual, technology and real life scenarios. 		4		Carely has demonstrated a capacity to create a safe learning environment where dual-language students take risks. She has created a learning community that enhances social relationships and collaboration.		4		Carely has demonstrated outstanding qualities in her ability to communicate in two languages and is a thoughtful and responsive listener. She communicates with her students at a level where communication is well understood by them. 		4		Carely creates effective and meaningful lessons and works extremelly well with team members. 		3				4		Carely exceeds expectations in her ability to self-reflect critically in order to develop lessons and enhance her pedagogy.		4		Carely is an outstanding team player and is well liked by the professional community at Reed.She is very respectful of others and advocates for dual-language students.		Carely has demonstrated outstanding professional growth during her professional year two that will enhance her ability to work with students and peers. She brought community (students and parents) and cultural respect into classroom environment with dignity.

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Chelsie worked very hard to meet the expectations of both her mentor teacher and her university supervisor.  Chelise was very receptive to advice and constructive criticism.  This eight week experience was very important to Chelsie--her skills in each of the above areas grew immensely.  This evaluator firmly believes that Chelsie has both the skills and ability to be an effective early childhood education teacher.

		Hillcrest		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Subject matter is Luke's strenghth. He understands mathematics and how to break it down for new learners.		3				3		3		Luke understands that teachers have to put in extra time and effort to get the job done. He often worked at Saturday school and helped students before and after school as well.		3		Management is Luke's biggest area of improvement. He has been learning how to be fair and consistent and how to follow through with his expectations.		3				3				3				3				3

		Riverside Elementary		Boise 		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3		Rose has utilized several different grouping strategies throughout her term in first grade.  It has allowed students to get differentiated curriculum.		3		Rose has tried several different strategies for management and is finding her own personal style.		3				3				3				3				3				Rose has done a wonderful job student teaching in First Grade.  She will do a great job in whatever grade level she ends up teaching.  Rose communicates well with parents and staff members.  She enjoys the students and is committed to helping them grow in their education.

		Butte View Elementary		Emmett School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Butte View El		Emmett S D		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy / 		4		4		Dru used multiple effective instructional approaches this semester. Math activities was one content area where she really shined. 		4		see paper copy / 		4		see paper copy / 		4		see paper copy / 		4				4				4				see paper copy / 

		Grace Jordan Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				2		Lurinda was quickly moving towards meeting expectations in this area by the end of her internship. We ask students to learn a great deal in th internship when they are only in the classroom part time. 		3		3				2		Lurinda was quickly moving towards meeting expectations in this area by the end of her internship. She taught whole-class instruction quite often, but not full time during her internship. She is sure to meet this expectation in her student teaching. 		3				2		Lurinda was quickly moving towards meeting expectations in this area by the end of her internship. We ask students to learn a great deal in the internship when they are only in the classroom part time. 		2		Lurinda was quickly moving towards meeting expectations in this area by the end of her internship. We ask students to learn a great deal in the internship when they are only in the classroom part time. 		3				3

		Boise State University		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Holly utilized district curriculum as well as mentor teacher materials to create and implement successful lessons. She went above and beyond to integrate her own lessons within a habitat unit. 		3		Holly worked well with the second grade classroom in implementing lessons and meeting students' needs. 		3		3		Holly worked hard to incorporate many teaching strategies within her lessons and applied many forms of technology to motivate student intrest. During lessons students were well aware of objectives and goals. Holly was strong in pulling additional materials to help students understand the concepts. 		3		Holly established and managed the classroom well she expressed interest in continuing her growth in the areas of classroom community and disipline. 		3		Holly has taken constructive critism positivly we have seen her implement many different strategies throughout her student teaching. 		4		Holly shown wonderful growth in short-term planning in the area of weekly lessons. With the oppertunities avaliable she has created effective instructional plans that align with the curriculum. 		4		Holly created entry slips to monitor where students' learning was at as well as utilizing many assessment strategies throughout her experience. 		3		Holly carries herself in a professional manner with students, coworkers, and community members. 		3				Holly demonstrated wonderful growth throughout her student teaching. She took on teaching responsibilities full force and implemented successful lessons to enhance student achievemet. Holly took constructive critisism well and I look forward to seeing her grow in her future career. 

		Boise State University		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				4				3		4				4				3				3				3				4				3

		Andrus Elem		Meridian 		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				4		Stephanie went above and beyond her professional responsibilities as a student teacher by managing a student club, leading a student ski trip and being a contributing member of a faculty committee researching Positive Behavior Supports.  Stephanie is valued and respected among staff at Mill Creek Elementary.

		Jefferson Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Whitney 		Boise Public Schools		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				4		Debbie consistently remains thoughtful and reflective in all interactions with students.  She consistently and skillfully upgrades her expectations of her students.  This is especially critical when working with the student population in the Learning Lab, as student needs change often.  She is very insightful as to what they need for to reach their individual goals.  		4		3				4		Debbie worked to develop strong rapport with all of her students.  She developed a number of creative ways to motivate kids and help them self-regulate their behaviors to meet behavior goals. She makes every student feel safe and welcome.  		3				4		Debbie is very structured and disciplined in her planning.  Her lessons are always well developed and ready to go.  She consistently looks back at previous lessons to reflect on the effectiveness of her instruction and then make adjustments accordingly.  She is able to implement scripted programs with fidelity and still add innovation and her own personality.  		3				4		Debbie is very structured and disciplined in her planning.  Her lessons are always well developed and ready to go.  She consistently looks back at previous lessons to reflect on the effectiveness of her instruction and then make adjustments accordingly.  She is able to implement scripted programs with fidelity and still add innovation and her own personality.  		4		Debbie is a valued team member at IEP and other special education meetings.  She offers input appropriately, efficiently and professionally.   

		Willow  Creek		Nampa		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		– Becca has an exceptionally effective way of reflecting on and adjusting instructional approaches to ensure that all students understand concepts.  She shows a dedication to her work that surely benefits all students placed in her classroom.		4		Becca appears to manage student behavior and motivate them to learn as skillfully as a practicing teacher.  She is aware of all areas of the classroom, even in potentially difficult to manage learning situations like literature circles and group projects.  Her quick pacing, engaging instruction  and superior planning function as preventive measures to keep the focus on learning. 		4		Becca is an exceptionally skilled communicator and her lessons are delivered with clarity and in multiple modes of communication.  Instruction with quick pacing and adjustments for individual needs proved to be consistently delivered in both 4th grade and 1st grade. 		3				3				3				3

		Garfield		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Title One School  is a very cultural diverse school		4		understands individual students needs		4		4				3				4				4		willing to change plans to accommodate changes in the different classrooms		4				3				4				Heidi has grown in every area of her development, both personal and professional.

		Owyhee		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				2				2		3				2				3				3				2				4		Morgan has collaborated with mentor teacher and grade level teachers. He has volunteered to mentor a child that needs special attention via a male role model. 		3				Morgan is developing and meeting  the expectations required in the areas that he will be incorporting and implementing in his Professional Year II. He did an excellent job in adjusting his understanding of Kinder children. This was a challenge that got him out of his comfort zone and did his best to understand it. 

		Owyhee		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Nicole was able to step in with ease to deal with our curriculum and goals. She is organized and eager to be involved in all aspects of our teaching day.  Nicole sought out suggestions for improvement and showed initiative to try new things.  She has shown wit, empathy, fairness and kindness.  		4		Nicole is always trying to do what is best for the students needs!		4		4		Nicole has used multiple instructional strategies to guide her teaching.  On a daily basis she ran a guided reading group and prepared lessons daily.  She has used wonderful problem solving strategies to make her lessons superb.  		4		Nicole has shown she has all the wonderful qualities needed to handle our twenty-two unique students.  She has tried several different, fun management tools and has been successful.  The students were very responsive to her tools.  		4		Nicole has been very open to try new things/ideas.  She has shown great communication skills and is always willing to go the extra mile.  She communicated through weekly e-mails and verbally when she needs assistance.  		4		Nicole always tried to find the best possible way to do a lesson.  She made sure it had a fun value along with engaging every student.  She learned how to model and adjust lesson to fit every child's needs and reflected weekly on her lessons.  		4		Nicole has used several assessment during her student teaching.  She used the assessment to guide her teaching.  She has all the skills need to run her own classroom!		4		She is organized and eager to be involved in all aspects of our teaching day and willing to do anything to make the students love learning!		4		Nicole communicated on a daily basis with parents and myself.  She respects and has shown empathy and wit.  

		Owyhee		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Jessica is developing in presenting and providing learning opportunities that are appropriate for grade level.		2		Jessica is developing in recognizing individual and group needs. 		3		2				2		Jessica needs to consider the teacher -student relationship as to where teacher can be a friend and when teacher needs to set rules. 		NA				3				NA				2				1		Jessica needs to be more proactive and help the school community. 		Jessica is developing in this profession as she demonstrates in lesson planning, adapting to individual needs such as second language learners; however, she is lacking initiative to interact with the responsibilites that connect with community of the classroom and school. She does show potential for growth in this area. 

		Maple Grove Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		4				3				3				3				3				4				4

		Riverside Elementary School		Boise School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Ashlee gave several classes that were relevant, accurate, and that met lesson objectives.  It was evident from the instruction that Ashlee thoroughly prepared for each lesson by considering the lesson goals, materials needed, and connecting all these to each student’s individual learning needs and background. /  / 		4		Ashlee was quick to assess the learning needs of all students and used this knowledge effectively when presenting lesson material or when working in both large and small groups.  She was assigned to work with a small group of students requiring intervention and she used her knowledge of each group member to meet their individual learning needs.		4		4		Ashlee did a superb job in providing both routine, as well as targeted instruction.  Ashlee also integrated available technology, to include use of a document camera, overhead projector, and web-based information to give instruction.   In one lesson on character traits she effectively used a U-Tube video clip to actively engage the students and to reinforce the lesson objectives. /  / 		4		Ashlee was quick to establish effective rapport with all students in the class.  She voluntarily gave up her personal time during lunch to engage in student conversation to learn more about each individual student.  Whenever she worked with students she created a safe and supportive environment while also maintaining effective student discipline.		4		Ashlee used her excellent communication skills to professionally interface with students, parents, and staff.  She adjusted her communication to the target audience to effectively communicate her thoughts, ideas, and instruction.		4		Whenever Ashlee gave instruction it was evident that she thoroughly planned her instruction to meet lesson objectives and the needs of her students.  Her instruction was meaningful, relevant, and she integrated real-world experiences to maintain student interest.  		4		Ashlee used all available assessment data to understand the students she was instructing or assisting.   She employed effective self-assessment and student feedback to gauge learning and the effectiveness of her instruction.		4		Ashlee always used self-reflection to not only determine if lesson objectives were met but also to refine her instructional skills.  Ashlee also received constructive criticism well and used this to guide her next instructional opportunity.  She routinely inquired about how to improve her teaching skills and her behavior was always in accordance with the Idaho Code of Ethics.		4		Ashlee was extremely effective in integrating herself within the classroom, interfacing with parents, or with the 5th grade team.  She contributed to our weekly collaboration meeting and always listened intently to understand issues and problems that were surfaced.  Even though aware of student issues, Ashlee always respected and followed student privacy and confidentiality policies.		Ashlee quickly became a Team member and integrated herself well with the Star Elementary Staff.  She quickly established rapport with the students and immediately identified their learning needs to help with intervention strategies and to assist the students.  She effectively organized her lesson materials and presented instruction that met curriculum requirements and student objectives. Ms. Maes will make a great student teacher for the next school year and would make an effective teacher once she graduates.

		Jefferson Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		4		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		4		see paper copy		see paper copy

		Andrus Elementary School		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Meadow’s use of her knowledge of content is evident and adequate.  It is at a level expected for someone of her education and experience. /  / 		3		Meadow understood the middle school age she was teaching and was appropriate in that instruction.		3		3		Meadow is aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students.  If necessary, she adapted her instruction accordingly. Meadow has shown a willingness and ability to adjust her instruction according to the demands of the classroom and/or content.  She has responded well to her mentor and university supervisor critiques.  		3		Meadow is fair and pleasant in administrating her classroom management methodology.  NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Meadow’s university supervisor.		3		Meadow is precise and professional in her communications.  Her manner of speaking is natural and easy.  		3		Meadow’s lesson planning is adequate and is at a level expected for someone of her education and experience.  Meadow’s written lesson plan had all the key elements included. She will continue to improve in this area.  NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Meadow’s university supervisor.		NA		Not observed and/or applicable at this time.		3		Meadow has developed professional and friendly relationships with her mentor teacher and university supervisor.		3		Meadow is collegial in all of her relationships’. 		Meadow has developed into an excellent candidate for placement in a student teaching position.  She will continue to learn and improve because of her work ethic, attitude and abilities.   /  / 

		Mill Creek Elementary		Middleton		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Jolene was skilled at understanding the subject matter of the topics/concepts that she taught while much of the time integrating curricular areas as appropriate.		4		Jolene was able to differentiate her instruction to meet the needs of higher acheiving and lower than grade level students.  She also curbed her classroom management and did various methods for certain students as necessary, taking into consideration their development.		4		4		Jolene demonstrated wonderful use of varying questioning strategies and techniques during her teaching experience.  She clarified ideas so the rest of the class would be able to understand what a peer may have shared and asked students to explain their thinking and reasoning.		4		Jolene implented a behavior managemtn idea during her time in the classroom.  Students were earning jelly beans for demonstrating appropriate school and classroom behavior.  The students were highly motivated and got to contribute ideas for a reward after they filled the jar with jellybeans.  This also made them motivated!		4		Jolene was strong in this area.  She is very appropriate with teachers as well as the young students she was working with.		4		Jolene planned during her weeks of teaching by using our grade level curriculum and added her own ideas and little "spin" on things.  She incorporated a great deal of movement.  She followed a skeleton of my weekly themes and concepts that were to be taught and planned on her own. This was impressive.		4		Jolene used teacher questioning to assess students' knowledge of content taught and used a pre and post assessment during her thematic unit.		4		Jolene is very professional and collaborates well with other staff.  Her planning was done ahead of time and she was organized and ready for her lessons.		4		Jolene had a great rappor with our parent volunteers while she was in our classroom.  She planned thigns for them to do and communicated with them well.

		Mill Creek Elementary		Middleton		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		3				3				3				3				3				3				4

		Mill Creek Elementary		Middleton		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Joanna worked hard to create inquiry and open-ended projects.		4		Joanna focused on the group and individual learners and how each would connect to the content. 		3		3		Joanna worked hard to mix up her lessons with games, group work, video and thematic projects. 		3		My class has been a challenge, but Joanna has come up with positive methods and a sense of community with class. 		4		Joanna was consistently patient and fair with the students, using sensitivity when needed.		4		Joanna did very well creating units and developing themes. She incorporated many activities and different types of instruction to reach the students. 		3		Joanna created many of her smaller assessments to evaluate exactly what she was teaching.		4		Joanna clearly is dedicated to her craft and the students. We reflected daily on the class and lessons. She poured over her work. 		4		Joanna did great meeting my expectations for family envolvement and community engagement. 		Joanna did well, as she got to know the kids and their families, to differentiate and modify instruction as needed. Joanna's effort put forth in her work is deeply appreciated by mentor and university liason. She will be a wonderful teacher. 

		Peregrine Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Kelly Carroll prepares for her lessons and feels comfortable with the curriculum she is teaching.  She spent many hours developing lessons and units that would be appropriate for all levels of learning within the classroom.  		3		During the course of her student teaching experience, Kelly was involved with the implementation of the IEP process.  She made modifications to her lesson plans which reflected the recommendations of the IEP team.  She was able to participate in parent-teacher conferences and review student achievement.		3		3		Kelly was able to modify and adjust her teaching to meet the students' needs.  She used the resources provided by the district and she also developed her own teaching tools using technology and the SmartBoard to enhance her lessons.  		3		Kelly communicates well with students, parent volunteers, and fellow colleagues.  She is a positive role model for her students.		4		Kelly's passion for learning is passed on to her students through her daily interactions with them.  She is an excellent listener, and she helps her students to feel comfortable with their own ideas and their learning styles.  Her positive comments during her lessons and class discussions help the students to believe in their abilities and become more active learners. 		4		Kelly drew from her experiences volunteering at Zoo Boise and The World Center for Birds of Prey to develop science units based upon Idaho's State Standards and our Boise School District's fourth grade curriculum.  She adapted lesons from Project Wild and Project Wet courses that she had taken through the Idaho Fish and Game Department to enhance her units on Idaho Biomes and Animals.  She presented, explained, and demonstrated the topics and skills within her lessons in a positive manner.  She encouraged students to ask questions and helped them to delve deeper into topics that she was introducing.  She monitored and adjusted her teaching based upon student performance during class discussion and evaluation.  		3		Kelly maintained records of student work and performance using Infinite Campus to record grades and build report card information.  She used formal assessments provided by the Boise School District and informal data collected during her daily lessons to modify and adjust her goals and objectives within her lessons. 		4		Kelly is open to trying new teaching strategies and shares her own thoughts and ideas with confidence.  She is a cooperative and enthusiastic teaching partner.  She works well with colleagues and seeks out new ideas and options that will continue to enhance her teaching skills. 		4		Kelly was a very positive influence in our classroom.  She met the responsibilities and adventures of teaching with enthusiasm.  She conducted herself in a professional manner and put the needs of the students as her first priority.		I would recommend Kelly Carroll as a positive role model and educator.  She is competent in the areas of classroom management, planning, instruction, and technology implementation.  Kelly is a caring teacher who enjoys and respects her students and the teaching profession.  In my judgement she will make positive and long lasting contributions to the teaching profession.

		Lake Hazel Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Todd successfully met all requirements of his internship program.

		Lake Hazel Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		After using appropriate structures to present material, Aundrea masterfully used a combination of practice techniques, including repeating, partner work, group work , a class game, and individual work and questioning for closure.		NA		With limited time in front of the class, I did not feel that Aundrea could support social & personal development consistently enough to be assessed.		4		NA		Again, in only 4 lessons at Meridian Middle, I did not think Aundrea had ample opportunity to be assessed.		4		In each lesson taught, Aundrea continued to keep large groups of students active, positive, and still under control.  Her ability to teach to a "loud" class of 31 students far exceeds introductory teachers.		3				4		Preparation came one week ahead of time consistently, with Aundrea using her own ideas for lessons.		4		Throughout the semester, Aundrea would grade(speaking performance) tests with me, side by side.  She consistently understood and accurately assessed not only mistakes, but the relative gravity of those mistakes as well.		4		Aundrea was extremely open to-- and better because of-- feedback and conversations we had as professionals.  She also showed great responsibility, acting proactively on all of her duties as a Block II teacher.		NA		Comments for Standard #3 (no space available above):  Aundrea consistently interacted with students of different learning styles, backgrounds, and behaviors.  The difference in her approach with each was obvious and intelligent, definitely exceeding a "typical" Block II teacher.		Aundrea is extremely ready for Block II.  I would argue, in fact, that she could have been a good student teacher this semester.  She will be a responsive and intelligent teacher when she has that chance.

		Whitney Elementary		Boise School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Brittany's background as an avid language student is evident in her presence as a language teacher.		3		Brittany consistently monitors student progress through both formal and informal formative assessments to adjust to the needs of students. /  / Comment for Standard #3:  Brittany's activites show an awareness of both learning styles and multiple intelligences.		3		3		Brittany's enthusiasm for the subject translates into a variety of creative activities which her students appreciate.		3		Brittany is one of the most well-received student teachers I've seen.		3		Brittany models visual, auditory, and kinesthetic communication for her students.		4		Brittany is an incredibly quick learner and was developing effective lesson plans starting her first week.  She keeps the lesson moving and keeps the students engaged.		3		Brittany used results from summative assessments to make decisions about remediation.  (See also Comments #2)		3		Brittany has an unusual amount of poise for her age.  She conducts herself professionally while maintaining positive rapport with her students.		3		Brittany is a very approachable teacher who works well in a cooperative environment.		Of all the student teachers I've worked with, I am most confident that Brittany will be successful in the classroom.

		Andrus Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Matt has strengths with Earth Science concepts.  He is developing subject matter for Life Science.		3				3		3				3		Matt adapts and adjusts to individual behaviors and concerns.		4		Matt called parents, administrators, and others as needed.  He communicates in calm, effective ways at all levels.		3				3		Matt has a good ability to use formative assessments to evaluate student levels.		3		Matt is a team player.		4		Matt is a wonderful advocate for his students.		Matt has made phenomenal growth during the semester.  He has many strengths, especially his tenacity to follow through on any task given him.

		Boise State University		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				NA				3				3				Mentor Teacher:  Tammie Ogden

		Endeavor		Nampa		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Kristian had high expectations for all learners and spoke Karen and Spanish frequently as the class had 6 ELL students.  She wrote frequent messages to the class to enrich reading along with helping the students develop a sense of humor by giving them jokes and riddles.		4		Kristian placed 21 students into teams of 3 and 4.  She continually celebrated positive behavior and learning.  She kept a nice pace and was interesting so the students were always engaged.		3		3		Kristian did an excellent job clarifying and summarizing key concepts she taught.		4		Kristian has a true gift of teaching 6 and 7 year olds.  She encouraged them to be kind and to work cooperatively in groups.  She allowed each group to name their team and then had them make a team sign together.  She created art and science lessons that were fun and brought quality work from the students.		4		Kristian engaged two of the students new to our country by allowing them to teach theirs.  She listened closely to the students' needs.  Kristian's warmth enabled the children to trust her.		3		Kristian brought science to the students through Powerpoints and integrated art.		3		Kristian evaluated four students daily that were on behavior plans.		4		Kristian always sought advice and was most respectful and receptive when ideas and strategies were shared.  She was very reflective throughout each day while she taught.		4		I had the privilege to have Kristian teach art last year with my students.  I admire the rapport she developed with my students.  Kristian has a rare enthusiasm that will serve her well in the teaching profession.		It has been my pleasure to mentor Kristian.  She brought many new ideas and techniques to me that I plan to implement.  This summer because of Kristian's influence I'll prepare an art curriculum for my students.  Kristian is a stellar addition to the teaching profession and will go as far as she desires.

		Frontier Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Jennifer has demonstrated a teaching quality that incorporates multiple types of learning.  She is always looking for ideas and activities to help students cement learning objectives.		4		In our building, as in many, our small group instruction will include all levels of learning coupled with serious problem behaviors.  Jennifer has done a good job with teaching and managing some of these groups.  It's a very challenging area at our school. /  / Comment for Standard #3:  Jennifer has consistently recognized and modified lessons, instruction and measurement for our special needs students.		4		3		We only do small group instruction with students and it is very difficult to pull in higher level activities.  Consistency and clarity are necessary.  She didn't have much opportunity for this.		4		Jennifer has been able to successfully motivate some pretty resistant students to work cooperatively in small group.  She and I produced behavior plans that give us some data for behavior improvement and also motivate students to take responsibility for their own behavior.		3		Jennifer has done a nice job interacting with teachers and other staff.  Again, the time for her to do this has been limited.		4		Jennifer is always prepared, always has built in, interest-based activities, and always considers who these students are.		4		She sets goals, measures goals, makes adjustments as needed and keeps accurate records.		3		Jennifer's personality seems to be very inquisitive and always wants to know how she can improve.  She is very conscious of the need to communicate effectively and wants to make any improvements needed.		3		Jennifer has been involved with daily collaboration with some teachers, has attended IEP meetings, staff meetings, and collaboration meetings.  I have been able to communicate student needs, staff needs, and my needs to her without any issues.		While Jennifer was interning here at Whitney, we had numerous schedule changes and activity changes.  She was wonderful at managing these changes and using quick thinking to be ready for students all the time.  I really appreciate her attitude.

		Jefferson Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				4		Catie willingly took over the 4 daily communication logs I have with parents.  She always talked to the students about where they were and set small goals for the next day.  Catie always used student data whether formal or informal to make decisions about the next day's lessons.		4		Catie is very reflective on her teaching.  She left a place for reflection on her lesson plans.  After she taught a lesson she would fill it out.  She talks with me daily about how she felt about lessons she taught.  She also talked with other 3rd grade teachers as she reflected on other lessons.  Being reflective is one of Catie's strengths.		3

		Adams Elementary		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Janelle is very knowledgeable in the many areas of special education and uses that knowledge to create individual plans for each student.		4		Janelle looks at each student and is able to see their unique needs and strengths and is able to structure their day in creative ways, so that each student sees success. /  / Comment for Standard #3:  This is the area where Janelle truly shines.  She is very creative in her approach and planning of individual needs.  She keeps in mind the background of the students.  She is able to set individual expectations that are high but attainable.		4		4		This is key to teaching in a self-contained special education classroom.  Janelle monitors their success well and is willing to persevere or change instruction to best meet the needs of each student.		4		Very creative in her ideas and sees the need to hold students accountable.		3				4		Again, Janelle knows when to adjust the goals, tasks, expectations of each student and uses daily feedback to make those adjustments.		4		Janelle uses the classroom team effectively to monitor student behavior and daily discusses what went well and what could be done differently.		4		Janelle doesn't just work the hours expected.  She puts in the extra time outside the school day to perfect the goals and expectations and to develop materials.		4		Janelle is a strong advocate for the students.  She has built very positive relationships with the parents and staff at Timberline.  She has wonderful ideas and is comfortable sharing and collaborating.  This is usually a daily occurrence.		Janelle is an amazing teacher.  She is well prepared and ready to take on the daily responsibilities of a classroom and a full time teaching position.

		Boise State University		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Michele does a nice job in this area- doing her homework preparing herself appropriately even for topics less familiar. I notice when Michele does relax, she allows herself to have fun and that 'rubs off' on the students.		3				3		4		Continues to use multiple assessments- peer evaluations and task sheets. Good use of teaching materials		4		Michele goes beyond most beginning teachers- she has attended several 'outside' school events (i.e., track meets, etc.) demonstrating to the students that she cares. She has developed a good rapport with the students in her classroom. Her management and 'teacher presence' in the the gym is evident. The students respect her.		4		Michele has consistently been a thoughtful and responsive listener. She has listened to her mentor teacher and has modified the level of language she uses with the students- using language they can relate to and understand. 		4		She does an excellent job researching and preparing for her unit/ lessons- her biggest challenge has been her flexibility; Michele is definitely more cognizant of this challenge and I believe is making strides to improve this.		3		Demonstrated through her use of both formal and informal assessments. She does a great job involving the students in this process as well with the use of peer evaluations.		4		This is evident just by talking with Michele. She is certainly dedicated to her profession by her self-reflection and her efforts in developing relationships with her colleagues. She modifies her practice based upon constructive criticism which is directly related to her ability to be a responsive listener.		4		Michele, in both experiences, has made attempts to develop relationships with principals, classroom teachers, and fellow PE teachers. She will be a great advocate for her students- this was demonstrated to me in one particular incident involving a student and personal matters that existed outside of school. Michele handled the situation professionally and appropriately.

		Garfield		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Kim  used NCTM goals and MTI methods to teach place value and story problems. She also taught several science lessons with inquiry methods. 		4		Kim understands that every child is an individual and learns at their own pace. She gently pushes them to strive for more. 		4		3		Kim taught our IRI reading Intervention class this spring. She also taught the Intervention for grade 3. 		3				3				4		Kim matched her lessons to National and Local Standards as well as the Meridian School Dist. Curriculum. 		3				4		Kim has taught 2 reading intervention groups, substituted in various grades at our school, and volunteered to help at a Summer Science Camp. 		4		The parents of my students trust their children with Kim and so do I. 		I believe Kim will make an excellent teacher. :-)

		Anser Charter School		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Jayme created many opportunities for students to see and respond to her lessons. Using the SIOP model, students were engaged in the lessons she taught.		3		I enjoyed watching Jayme's lessons grow as she began to understand how 1st graders learn.		3		3		In small group settings, Jayme always taught about "how" students learn, she always added new and different ways to interact with these skills. /  / Jayme taught both whole/small groups. She added smartboard technology, use of a digital camera, and word documents to instruct lessons. Jayme asked open-ended questions that allowed students to extend/summarize their learning. As Jayme continues to work with primary grades she will have a better understanding of the objectives and move to high thinking activities.		3		Jayme really became comfortable toward the end of the semester. She created a calm learning environment but just began to use preventative management skills. Her understandings of student responsibility is a positive.		3		Jayme's understanding of teaching the primary grades grew as she reflected on each lesson. She improved with each lesson. Jayme also collaborated with the 1st grade team, reading teacher, and support staff.		3		Jayme excelled in this area. As she created each new lesson. I saw meaningful reflection on the last lesson. She looked for new/different ways to teach/model each skill.		3		RW, SFA, check sheets, collaboration and groupings for ELT (reteach/extension) lessons.		3		Jayme is very reflective, always looking for and planning for the students' skill levels.		3

		Adams Elementart		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Sara has exceptional knowledge level of concepts which she applies in all subjects. Her enthusiasm and love of the subjects shines through for students.		4		Sara is exceptionally strong in content knowledge which allows her to spend more time developing individual instruction and the time to design engaging lessons.		4		4				4		Sara tried many techniques for grouping and classroom management. She relates well to the students which leads to a positive room. She was aware of the many relationships.		4				4		Sara made long range plans for math and other areas of instruction in class. During collaborative meetings she was able to suggest and plan according to assessment data.		4				4		Sara spent time preparing lessons, then discussing with the mentor teachers ways to change them. After the lessons she discussed ways to improve the lessons. She was able to see mistakes she had made and asked how she could improve them.		4		Sara was present at all collaborative meetings taking notes and participating with research and techniques. She sat in on leadership team meetings as as resource room meetings. She helped write notes to parents as well as be at and lead parent meetings.

		Hillcrest		Boise		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				3				3		3				4				3				3				3				4				4				Grace is a natural teacher. She understands children and treats them with kindness and firmness. She is reflective in her practice and well organized.

		Jefferson Elementary		Boise School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Able to focus on needs of student(s).  Also able to break skills down and work on individual steps as needed and then build practice experience up to gen ed expectations.		3				3		3				3				3				4		Does this as appropriate.  Able to differenitate the need for enrichment based on interest while still hitting the key skills.  		3				3		Constantly reflecting on methods, needs, or behaviors.  Able to take constructive criticism and respond appropriately.  		3				Lindsie is able to develop lessons that are easily adapted to meet the needs of individual students and group needs.  She plans lessons that are engaging, and meaningful  to the student while still being able to meet there instructional needs at their level.  She is dependable and able to be flexibile as conflicts arise.  She is commited to the students and their need academic, social and emotional needs.  She is willing to go above and beyond what is asked or required of her in order to serve the students needs for consistency and able to think about these needs in isolation as well as within the bigger picture.  

		North Elementary School		Mountain Home		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				3		Area of greatest growth.		3		3				3				3				3				2		Satisfactory but an area she is still working on.		3				3				Successfully taught two Shakespeare plays at the same time to different ability levels.

		ANSER Charter School		Boise School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2012		3				3				4		4				3				4				3				3				4				4				Heather is an exceptional student teacher who learns quickly, collaborates well with team members and takes an active participant in students' lives and academic success.  She goes above and beyond what is expected and is appreciated by students, families and staff alike.

		North Elementary		Mountain Home		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Lani brings energy and enthusiasm to the content that she teaches.  She inspires her students to want to learn and allows students to make and apply connections to their everyday life.  She is able to successful accommodate a variety of learning styles and provides necessary accommodations to students.  		3		Lani does a fabulous job of knowing her students and what they are capable of.  She is able to challenge them, but is intuitive to their frustration level.  Students love working with her both one on one and in a group setting.  		3		4		Lani is constantly reflecting on her lessons and looking for areas of improvement.  She does a great job integrating both hands-on learning experiences, as well as direct instruction into each lesson.  She is able to read her students very well, and is constantly monitoring student understanding, and asking for student feed back.  One of her greatest strengths is when she asks the students, "Give me a 1, 2, 3, on how you feel about this concept."  Students respond to her very well.  At the beginning of every lesson, I love how she verbally communicates the lessons goal, and then throughout the day does a fabulous spiral review of the concepts. 		3		She has excellent rapport with both students and parents.  The students love being around her, and her energy radiates through them.  Lani is very sympathetic to each students individual needs.  Lani's classroom management has come along great, and she is continuing to find different ideas and strategies that work with her pedagogy.  She does a great job of following the classroom rules set in place, but still finds ways to make it her own.  As she still works towards being consistent with all students behaviors, she sets a great example for students to follow, and holds all students accountable for their actions.  		4		Lani is an amazing listener, and is constantly challenging all her students to find different ways of solving problems.  She has found that with such a young grade level of it can be challenging finding ways to explain concepts at their level of understanding, but she never ceases exploring ways in which to explain complex content in a sophomoric vernacular.       		4		All of Lani's lessons are very well organized and carefully planned out.  I love how she gives students a strong foundation of content knowledge, and then slowly builds on these skills. Everyday Lani was fully prepared and had all her materials organized and ready to go for each day.  For her unit on plants, she always had student materials organized into their own separate bags, and never wasted precious, instructional time distributing materials.  She was always aware of her lesson objectives, and aligning them with the State Standards.		4		I loved how she always took our assessment data and grouped students according to their needs shown by the data.  She set up great intervention and workshop groups, and students benefited greatly, and showed great improvement on standardized tests.  		3		At the end of everyday, Lani would reflect on her daily lessons, and look for ways to make each lesson even better.  She is great about taking suggestions and applying ideas where needed.  She is very active in gathering materials, and goes out of her way to find challenging projects.		4		During parent-teacher conferences Lani was present, and on occasion offered great insight to parents, and communicated very effectively.  My students' parents have great respect for her, and interact with her very well when they come in and volunteer in the classroom.  Lani has worked side by side with me, and is always willing to try.  She has a great, positive attitude and really cares about each students education.  		Overall, I feel Lani is an exceptional teacher and any classroom would be lucky to have her.  I have really enjoyed working with her, and would love to have her as a future colleague.   She is always willing to take suggestions, and is a very pleasant person to be around.   

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian School District		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Charisse has constructed learning materials from content lessons that are relevant to the students which engaging their ineraction with each other and the subject.		4		Charisse had experiences in both primary and intermediate grades and made appropriate and successful adaptations.		4		4		She made seating arrangements and changes to meet both discipline and academic goals for students. She also used technology efficiently and creatively, managed separate reading materials, and guided students through rubrics appropriate to their projects. 		4		She has consulted with the school counselor and the appropriate teams for solving student issues, and has contributed to IEP meetings. 		4				4		Teacher created language/spelling/reading unit while aligning with grade-level curriculum. Very well presented and well-liked by students!		4		Learned district-wide report card program, assisted with parent-teacher conferences.		4		Worked with teachers in our hallway in planning lessons and sharing materials. 		4		Has been an asset to our school during her student teaching experience. 

		Linder Elementary		Meridian		Elem Ed		ELEM - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		This is Irene's strength.		3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				4		Irene listens well, accepts suggestions, and is a real team player.		Irene completed all requirements of her assistance plan, as outlined on document dated 2/28/11.  She meets or exceeds all teaching standards on her final evaluation.

		Whitney Elementary		Boise		SpEd		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Clara presents curriculum that is accurate and is enthusiastic about what she teaches. The lessons Clara plans are designed to get students to consider options and think about processes. 		3				3		3		The lessons which Clara designs are prepared to get students' attention.  She asks 		3		Clara has enhanced her classroom management skills and has found her own style of working with students.		3		Clara considers input in a positive way.  		3				3				3		Clara is willing to seek input and considers options in her techniques so as to challenge students.  		3		Clara has developed a positive relationship with her mentor.		I have been pleased with Clara's increasing skills and confidence. 

		Basin Elementary		Basin District		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		John does a decent job with the curriculum that he is given.  It is new to him and he is handling it reasonably well.  A future goal would be to learn the diverse ways in which students are able to solve problems and use them to make connections for the students so that they are able to use their prior learning experiences to build to more efficient methods.		2		John is working to meet all learners needs.  He is learning to understand that students operate differently academically, and socially and is attempting to make the environment beneficial for all.		2		3		John has clearly communicated his goals and objectives to his students.  He is continuuing to work on accepting that students may solve the problem differently than what he intended and is trying to be careful about not squelching student creativity while also keeping the class going at a decent pace.		3		John is continuuing to work on building rapport with middle school kids.  He has shown a lot of his personality and has not been afraid to be goofy with the kids while also maintaining an environment that is appropriate for productive work.  He has clearly communicated his expectations on his classroom environment and is working to trying to uphold those expectations.		3		John is an active listener and responsive listener.		3		John has adjusted his lessons according to assessment results and plans lessons according to the data that he has collected.  I have often seen him reteaching a concept that the students missed according to his assessment data.		2		John uses paper and pencil to assess students in a variety of different environments.  He also monitors the classroom and listens to student talk.  We will continue to look at more informal ways to assess students so that he can see a variety of assessment strategies.		3		John is open to suggestions and always acts as a professional when on the job.		2		John has attended our collaboration meetings and been present at parent meetings where we are discussing student progress.  He is always respectful of student privacy.  We will work with John in the second half on making parent contact and developing partnerships with parents to build those important relationships		 I have been impressed with John's willingness to take on the task of student teaching head on.  He has learned that it is a difficult and challenging profession.  Although the task has been tough at times for him, he has perservered. I am confident that John will emerge into a fine teacher.

		Whitney elementary		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				3		4				3				3				4				3				4				3				Kimberly is an amazing student teacher who often goes above and beyond in preparing and presenting instruction.

		Whitney Elementary School		Boise School District		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		La Veny did a wonderful job taking on the responsibility of creating, preparing and implementing a fourth grade solar system unit.  She also took the responsibility of preparing herself to implement meaningful lessons in all content areas.		3				3		4		La Veny utilized many different techniques in grouping students to complete activities, this included pairing, small groups, whole group instruction and individual.  Her lessons were creativie and often included many of the multiple intelligences to meet a variety of students' learning styles.  She initiated these styles within all lessons and on her own accord.		4		La Veny worked very diligently to build good rapport and positive relationships with all students.  She demonstrated growth and corrective strategies for developing discipline and management techniques.  La Veny's upbeat spirit provided motivation for the students to achieve the learning objective.		4		La Veny created wonderful parent newsletters that demonstrated open lines of communication.  Her lesson delivery was well understood by the students and learning objectives were obtained due to her ability to communicate well.		4		When creating the Solar System unit, La Veny utilized state and district standards as well as the district curriculum to guide her long term instructional plans.  La Veny was always very prepared with plans, materials and content knowledge to provide sound instruction to the students.  		4		La Veny used several pre and post assessments to guide her instruction.  Some of her assessments provided data to adjust her teaching strategy to see students become more successful.  La Veny utilized an exit assessment slip as a formative assessment tool during math.		4		La Veny holds herself in very high regard to professional standards.  She took constructive critism to improve areas of need.  La Veny used self-reflection to guide her instruction, classroom management and professional responsibilities.  La Veny attended regular staff meetings and collaboration times.		4		Everyone who worked with La Veny spoke of her professionalism and willingness to do anything that was asked outside of her obligations as a student teacher.  She conducted recess duty, proctored for ISAT testing and covered other classes in time of need. / 		All evaluators are very proud of La Veny's accomplishments during her year of student teaching.  She will be a wonderful asset to any staff.

		Whitney Elem		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3		Classroom management is Noel's greatest area of challenge. She was developing in this category for her primary grades placement, and met expectations towards the end of her upper grades placement. She recognizes this is a challenge and is considering substitute teaching for a while to refine her skills before she takes on a classroom of her own. 		3				3				3				3				3

		Peregrine Elementary		Meridian		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Ashley had spent limited time at the 6th grade level.  Her internship time was split between two different mentor teachers.		2		Based on only one observation so far.		NA		NA				3				2		Based on only one lesson observation.		3				NA				3				3				Ashley's time was split between two mentor teachers, giving her a broad overview of the social studies curriculum.  She passed all requirements for her internship.

		Owyhee		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Charisse is always well prepared for her lessons. She is good at using different ways to present the information.		4		Charisse is well acquainted with these characteristics.		4		4		Charisse used small group instruction to better differentiate for each group.		3		Charisse has a wonderful rapport with the students. Her demeanor is well suited to gaining trust for her students.		3		Charisse is a thoughtful listener. She is also good at speaking and writing very professionally.		4		Charisse works well with planning appropriate instruction for the benefit of the students. 		3		Charisse uses many strategies for assessment. 		3				4		Charisse is well liked by teachers, students and parents.		Charisse would be a very professional teacher working for the best for each of her students and parents. 

		Owyhee		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Andy is learning to not just simply jump straight into the assignment, but connect with prior knowledge by using an Anticipatory Set at the beginning of the lesson. Andy will get better and better at this. Charisma!		3				3		2		Andy is learning to use more discussion beyond the text or the assignment to connect students with ideas. He does an excellent job modeling assignments for learners. 		3		Andy struggled at first with managing student behavior, but he got better and better with discipline as she went along.		3				3				3				3				3

		Whitney Elementary		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				4				3				4				4				3				Ms. Ryan is incredibly professional and committed to providing quality instruction to students with special needs.  She maintains appropriate boundaries with students.  She plans activities that stick to the academic standards and educational needs while providing them the opportunity to learn through different modalities and have fun at the same time.  She provides structure and keeps the focus on the students learning rather than them forgetting the academic tie ins to what is taught.  She modifies instructions to meet student needs while still allowing them to participate with their peers.  She has got beyond the requirements of BSU in their expectations relating to time and work during the professional year.   She is dependable, responsible, and able to juggle home and school life amazingly well.  She will be a valuable addition to whatever school is lucky enough to get her.  

		Whitney Elementary		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Annie does a good job of varying activities to assure that concepts connect. This makes the learning fun for students and varies to meet the different learning styles of students.		3		Annie is beginning to develop ways to vary curriculum to meet all levels of learning.		3		4		Annie developed several activities to vary the instruction and help with student interaction within the classroom.		3		Annie has a good repore with the students, they are trusting of her. She is developing good strategies for classroom management.		3				3		Annie was limited somewhat in varying instruction due to District curriculum maps and calendars.		3				3				3				Annie is did a good job of following and teaching the curriculum. She used activities during workshop time to help engage all levels of learners. She was somewhat limited in varying during specific instruction time due to District Curriculum guidlines. She ended the semester with acceptable classroom mangagement, although there are some difficult students in the classroom that like to test continuely, and they can prove to be a challenge for anyone. This also was good experience for her and she dealt with it well.

		Whitney Elementary		Boise School District		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				2		2				2				2				3				3				4				4				Audra is a true partner in my classroom, but has such a teachable spirit about her that put her in a wonderful opportunity to learn this craft of being an educator. I love her attitude and willingness to do what needs to be done for the children at our grade level. Audra causes me to even be more reflective as I continue to grow as an educator. I look forward to working with her again in the fall. 

		Owhyhee Harbor Elementary		Boise		SpEd Op1		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		For the short time that she was here, she demonstrated a good understanding of the subject matter and how to present it to the students. She got better with each minute with the kids. 		3		Again, Mandi did a wonderful job of engaging the students. This will be one of her strong areas as she continues to teach children.		3		4		Mandi used direct instruction, peer teaching and the Sports Ed. model in 9 weeks. She did a wonderful job of varying her method of instruction. A definite strength!		4		Mandi lives in the neighborhood where the school is located. She not only got the kids to love her at school, she handled herself with care and professionalism after school. I have no doubt that wherever she ends up, she will get her students to achieve great things because they will trust, support and love her!		3		Mandi did a wonderful job handling the day-to-day responsibilities of communicating with parents, staff, and administration.		4		Plan a great unit. Mandi did a wonderful job of keeping track of where each class finished, so she tailor made each lesson to fit where the class was in the unit plan. It took a lot of work, but she did an amazing job!		3		Mandi did a good job of pre- testing and post-testing of her unit. She evaluated the student achievement and would undoubtedly have taught the unit a bit different after seeing the data. She expressed some really great ideas for assessing kids when she gets her own classroom.		3		Excellent in all areas!		4		Mandi did a wonderful job of handling the school life and the home life. Hidden Springs is a close community, with a local Merc where the kids and parents hang out after school. She did a very fine job of being Mrs. Horning at school, and then Mandi to all the parents and families. She really grew into a popular attraction with the kids, and she handled it well. /  /  / 		Mandi Horning did an amazing job student teaching for the kids at Hidden Springs. She did not have as much experience with the elementary age kids, so she really was a sponge. She quickly got the trust and affection of the kids, and then really taught some great lessons. She worked extremely hard to keep her lessons, units, reflections, and schedule up to the minute. She is an excellent planner, and I think would discovered that she liked teaching the younger kids. I know that Mandi will be an excellent physical educator for a long time. She is hard working and dedicated to improving. The school that gets her is going to be extremely happy with the physical education and the kids will love her as a teacher and a coach!

		Timberline High School		Boise		SpEd PB		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Nicole's experience in a first grade classroom has fostered her ability to use an incredibly wide variety of teaching materials, strategies, and instruction. She has developed a multitude of small group lessons using hands-on activities; she has become extremely adept at using SMART board techniques in both large and small groups; she spends a good deal of time creating a activities that reach the visual, kinesthetic, and auditory learners. In observing both math and reading lessons, I have been impressed with the vast variety of activities she has used to promote clarity and critical thinking in six-year olds.		3				3				3				3				4		Nicole continually searchers for new methods of making her teaching better for children. Her consistent consultations with her mentor teacher and with me, demonstrate her desire to find the best ways to reach each child in the classroom. Her weekly journal writings are strong evidence of her ability to reflect on the process and product of her lessons.		3				I am extremely pleased with Nicole's development this semester. She has become adept at developing and teaching lessons in language, spelling, reading, math, and social studies. Her classroom management is excellent, which is no small feat with wiggly and inquisitive six-year olds. She is respectful to students, and continually tries to make their learning positive and fun. Nicole has learned the value of movement and music in the classroom under the auspices of her mentor teacher. It has been great fun to observe her singing and dancing during transitions; both she and the students tune in and tune up to the many challenges of the day as they sing educational songs that inspire their brains to engage and their whole bodies to participate in the learning process.

		Meridian Middle School		Meridian		SpEd Op2		SPED - BL 6 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				NA				4				3				3				4				4

		North Junior High		Boise		Art		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				4				4		3				3				3				4				3				4				4				Comments posted in printed copy.

		West Junior High School		Boise		Biology		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				NA		2		Carrie has had limited opportunities for planning lessons on her own.  We believe she is strong in this area, but just has not had much opportunity to plan so far.		2		Carrie has done very well with the number of days she has been responsible for the classroom.  There are no problems--she just needs more time to develop.		3				2		Limited opportunities for planning this term.		NA				3				NA				For a block II student Carrie is doing quite well.  She appears to have all the skills and knowledge needed for successful student teaching.  She has shown some skill in both teaching and management.

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		Biology		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Jeannette worked very hard this semester to meet the expectations of both her mentor teacher and university supervisor.  Jeannette was open to both advice and constructive criticism.  This eight week experience was very important to Jeannette--she grew immensely in all of the areas listed above.  It is the opinion of this evaluator that Jeannette has the skills and ability to be and effective early childhood educator.

		Fairmont Jr High		Boise		Earth Sci		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Chayla understands the subject matter in third grade.  She designs learning opportunities which are grade level and ability appropriate using the district's curriculum. 		3		Chayla is sensitive to student's social adn academic needs. 		3		3		Chayla uses the district's required formula to present reading to small groups.  She summarizes focus points for students throughout instruction. 		3		Chayla is able to develop positive relationships with her students.  She has excellent skills in scanning students to see that they are on task and participating fully.  		4		Chayla is a reflective practioner.  While she works primarily with small groups, she does this efficaciously. Her written work is well done.  		3		Chayla's lesson plans for her reading groups were done according to the requirements and approved by Mrs. Fly.  The lesson plans submitted for university requiements included all of the required components.  		3		Chayla monitors the students' progress informally.  		4		Chayla is continuously involved in asking how to improve her skill sets and is able to reflect on her performance. The inquiry project she completed and submitted was one which was well-written and indicative of professionalism.  		3		Chayla attends staff meetings and grade level collaboration meetings.  		Chayla has been a pleasure to mentor for her teacher and for me as her university supervisor.  I hope to work with Chayla again in the upcoming semester.  

		Hillside Jr High		Boise		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Very well prepared academically..knows his math, know some strategies, and teaches with energy and enthusiasm.   John stays strictly in the curriculum guidelines.  He teaches, using practical exercises,  and uses for math.		3		John understands how students think..how they manipulate manipulatives, and how to keep them on task. His lessons are designed to help students with varying abilities and math skills.He is definitely not a page after page after page teacher.		3		3		Groups and challenges are frequently used to enhance communication.  Students teach each other.  Competition and dgroups are used to help students assist each other.  Plans are made to accomodate as many learning abilities as possible.		4		Excellent rapport has been developed. Genuine respect is apparent in the classroom.  Not, that here have no challenges.  What is outstanding is that John works them out...he cares.  he goes to sork on the solution.  He handles issues professionally and with respect for all parties.		3		Speaqks well, writes well, is sensitive to students. sometimes enthusiasm get him going a little fast but experience is the healer of this desirable attribute.		3		Plans are within the confines of the school and district curriculum.  John is prepared everyday for every class.  He developes lessons for differentiated learning styles.		3		Very aware of the business aspects of education so keeps accurate and consistent records.  He plans diversity in assessments so each style can demonstrate what they have learned.		4		Committed, dedicated to having a career in education.  Already has many professional qualities that will help him grow as a teacher quickly.  He has great work habits.		3		Very conscientious....teachable......willing to learn, adapt plans...get help ....and learn fdrom colleagues and mentor.		John has been a very strong student teacher.  He is well prepared for a career as a teacher.  He is ready and anxious to have his own classroom.

		Capital High School		Boise		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Ami is very strong in this area.  She has not yet had the opportunity to address the final indicator.		3		Ami has done a nice job of learning the ways of seventh graders.		3		3		Ame has shown a delight in developing lessons that bring in a variety of learning styles.  She has shown great promise in this indicator.		3		Ami's lessons have been complex and had potential for misbehavior.  However, she has structured them so that students stay on task and engage in the content.  		3				3		Ami has show strength in this area.  She has shown an ability to use the standards, textbooks, and other resources to develop lessons.  She also has good ideas for uses of technology with lessons.		3		Ami has helped with EOCs and is learning to use the standards based evaluation system.		3		Ami is open to ideas.  She is able to quickly change lesson plans in response to ideasn and student needs.		3		Ami's had the opportunity to work with a learning team at Fairmont.  She has worked with extra-curricular activities.  Her ability to interact with families has been limited.

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				3				3		3				4				4				4				3				4				4				Jessica is involved in all areas inside and outside of the classroom.  She is a positive roll model, and the students respond well to her teaching.

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Kristian had high expectations for all learners and spoke Karen and Spanish frequently as the class had 6 ELL students. She wrote frequent messages to the class to enrich reading along with helping the students develop a sense of humor by giving them jokes and riddles. 		4		Kristian placed 21 students into teams of 3 and 4. She continually celebrated positive behavior and learning. She kept a nice pace and was interesting so the students were always engaged. 		3		3		Kristian did an excellent job clarifying and summarizing key concepts she taught.		4		Kristian has a true gift of teaching 6 and 7 year olds. She encouraged to be kind and to work cooperatively in groups. She allowed each group to name their team and then had them make a team sign together. She created art and science lessons that were fun and brought quality work from the students. 		4		Kristian engaged two of the students new to our country by allowing them to teach theirs. She listened closely to the students' needs. Kristian's warmth enabled the children to trust her. 		3		Kristian brought science to the students through powerpoints and integrated art. 		3		Kristian evaluated four students daily that were on behavior plans. 		4		Kristian always sought advice and was most respectful and receptive when ideas and strategies were shared. She was very reflective throughout each day while she taught. 		4		I had the priviledge to have Kristian teach art last year with my students. I admite the rapport she developed with my students. Kristian has a rare enthusiasm that will serve her well in the teaching profession. 		It has been my pleasure to mentor Kristian. She brought many new ideas and techniques to me that I plan to implement. This summer because of Kristian's influence I'll prepare an art curriclum for my students. Kristian is a stellar addition to the teaching profession and will go as far as she desires. 

		Centennial High		Meridian Idaho		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		Considering the number of opportunities this semester for teaching and planning, it is hard to fully assess at this time.  April continues to learn these foundations and find opportunities to apply them in the classroom.  At this intern level, she is developing in this area as expected. 		3				NA		3				2		Begun work in this area, but with limited opportunities it is hard to fully assess.  April is able to reflect on her teaching and use feedback from mentor teachers to adjust and improve.  She is making progress as expected for an intern, preparing for full time student teaching.		3				NA				NA				3				3

		Hillside Junior High		Boise		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		see paper copy for comments		4		see paper copy for comments		4		4		see paper copy for comments		4		see paper copy for comments		4		see paper copy for comments		3				4		see paper copy for comments		4		see paper copy for comments		4		see paper copy for comments		see paper copy for comments

		Pathways Middle School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4		Kristy has excelled with her modified class, developing the content and the teaching strategies. /  / Comment for Standard #3:  Kristy designed an entire unit on a separate novel, "Bridge to Terabitha," for a student with special needs.		3		3				3		Kristy had some challenging situations with disruptive students.  She "rose to the occasion" and handled the difficulties very professionally.		3		Kristy has learned to give clear, concise directions to the class.		4		Kristy has always been prepared.  		3		Kristy tried a variety of assessments.		3				3				Her interactions with students are positive and encouraging.  She is aware of the need to balance her disciplinary strategies as she builds class rapport.  Kristy is enthusiastic and is willing to put in the time that it takes to be an effective teacher.

		Anser Charter School		Boise		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				4				3				3				4				3				Kris did a wonderful job student teaching.  She is motivated, caring, and competent.  Kris is professional and meets or exceeds all expectations.

		Meridian High School		Meridian		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Lacey has demonstrated competence in knowledge of the subject matters she taught.  She also demonstrated the desire and work ethic to continue to increase her knowledge of the course of the year.  She has demonstrated an ability to go beyond the curriculum when she has mastered the basics.  Her enthusiasm for learning and desrie to make it enjoyable and relevant to her students will lead her to continue developing her knowledge.		3		Lacey demonstrated an understanding of the need to vary instruction as she worked with different groups of varied abilities and readiness for learning.  She had the opportunity to teach students on grade level, an acclerated group, and a smaller below grade level group, all of which included several ELL students. 		3		4		Lacey used a variety of teaching strategies and materials, including the use of technology.  She demonstrated an advanced ability to use effective questioning strategies.  In every lesson I observed, Lacey's use of questions was exceptional.  She used questions to lead the discussion, guide students on a path of self discovery, informally assess learning, and to adjust her instruction.  Students were eager to participate and she followed up with additional questions regularly to take the learning to a higher level of thinking.  		3		Lacey had the opportunity to work in two very different classroom structures.  She adpated to both and worked well within those systems.  She maintained a good learning environment and was able to implement her own behavior management system effectively for several weeks.  She had the opportunity to refer a student to the RTI team and be a part of the process of developing and implementing a behavior plan for that student.   / 		3		Lacey communicted effectively with letters to the parents and with the already established weekly folder systems in each classroom.  She adapted her language to both age groups she taught.		3		Lacey's plans were thorough and professional.  She used the model created by her collegial team in her planning and also utilized the grade level instructional calendars to guide her pacing and curriculum alignment.		3		Lacey developed some of her own assessments as well as utilized district provided assessments effectively.  She maintained timely and accurate records of the assessments in her gradebook.  She also developed several creative informal assessment activities that she used to help students review key objectives and vocabulary in a fun and motivating way.		3		Lacey demonstrated professional and ethical conduct during her student teaching.  She was open to feedback and often sought input and ideas from her mentor teacher and collegial team.  She reflected on her own practice and worked to improve in areas we discussed.  She implemented the feedback given to her.		3		Lacey and her mentor teacher developed a good relationship.  They often shared resources with each other and discussed how best to implement new strategies or practices.  They worked together to implement the spelling adaptations from Lacey's critical inquiry project.  		There was no comment box for Standard 3:  Lacey's critical inquiry project was to develop alternative spelling programs to meet the varied needs of her students.  The work was exceptional and she successfully implemented the adaptations in her classroom. /  / Overall Comments:  Lacey demonstrated a reflective approach in her teaching experience.  She had good self-awareness of her strengths and weakness and regularly sought help or ideas from a variety of sources.  She showed great progress and growth in many areas.  She gained confidence and insight that will serve her well as she continues to develop her craft.  She already has many strengths and has the work ethic necessary to continue in her professional development.  She has demonstrated a true passion for education and an enthusiasm to be a part of the educational system.  She will be a great addition to the profession.

		Kimberly High School		Kimberly		English		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Bailey has used some clever lessons for presenting lessons on Brahms, dynamic levels and beat patterns, and a couple of pieces.  She has found ways to make the materials fun and interesting to the students.		3		Bailey has given some time and thought into individual and diverse learning needs and is sensitive to this.  She has had an opportunity to work with a student on the autism spectrum who is playing cello, and I think has been a great benefit to him.		3		3		I do not feel that Bailey is deficient in any way in this area, but this is a never - ending process with a teacher.  Bailey will gain strategies as she has more time and opportunity to teach and observe.  Developing your personal "bag of tricks" should be an on-going process, and Bailey has contributed several items to my bag this semester.		2		Bailey has made a lot of progress in this area.  She still tends to be somewhat soft-spoken, which is not always a negative.  I think she is in the process of learning to gauge the students' attentiveness and understanding, which is not unusual in a young teacher.  She is still concerned with her lesson and her presentation, and as she becomes more confident in what she is doing, she will begin to be more aware of the level of students' involvement and their mastery of the objective.		3				3		Bailey presented some lessons that she had detailed plans for, as well as some lessons that she had little notice, and did a very good job with both.  We discussed that it will sometimes be necessary to improvise, that the only thing you can plan on is the unexpected WILL happen. / 		3		Bailey had probably little opportunity for formal assessment of student progress.  As I mentioned earlier, she is developing in the area of assessing student performance during the class setting, which I think is a learned and practiced skill.		4		Bailey reflects a commitment to music education that I think indicates a high standard.  She is reflective, has valuable ideas of her own to share, and eager to engage in discussions about teaching.  All of this indicated, I believe, a future of success for Bailey.		4				I have enjoyed and benefited from having Bailey Burns with me this semester for her Block I experience.  I realize the challenges for her time-wise, being with a traveling teacher, but I hope that the diversity of my situation has also offered her a valuable experience.  I think that her commitment to become a music educator will ensure that she will become successful, as she is bright and enthusiastic and very capable.  Challenges that we have all faced as young teachers, Bailey seems willing to ask for help and most importantly she has the willingness to see them through.

		Riverglen Jr High		Boise		GC-Biology		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		4				4				4				4				4				4				4

		Riverglen Jr High		Boise		GC-Earth Sci		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				2		Mrs. Matier did a good job of meeting the individual needs of students on a one on one basis, though she initially struggled with reaching individuals within a larger class setting.   She worked at overcoming this by asking open ended and follow up questions to assess student understanding.  She also put students into smaller discussion groups and presented information in a variety of ways to reach more students.		3		3				2		This was possibly the area that Mrs Matier struggled in the most but also showed the most improvement by the end of the semester.  Mrs Matier struggled with maintaining order in the larger classes and monitoring student behavior.  During discussions students made inappropriate classroom comments that went unnoticed and behavior deteriorated.  She made some adjustments that aided in preventing these behaviors, such as walking around during discussions and referring to students by name.   /  / Another way that she adjusted her classroom management was by managing class time well and developing structured activities that involved students and decreased their ability to be off task. / 		2		Mrs Matier asked thoughtful questions and reworded questions and communication when necessary.  She should work to become a more thoughtful listener - pausing to fully consider student comments.		3				NA		Informal assessment was completed most days through conversations and in-class work.  No formal grading was completed.		2		Mrs Matier initially seemed resistant to constructive criticism however as the semester went on she reflected on her teaching and showed marked improvement. /  / Towards the middle of her placement, several students at different times brought to my attention that they had heard Mrs Matier criticizing my teaching style and classroom management.  While I never heard Mrs Matier make these comments, I addressed this as a concern with her.  She understood my concern and denied making any such comments.  After this conversation, there were no more issues.  /  / I believe that the root of the issue is that students might have misunderstood Mrs Matier's statements, however, I do have a concern that sometimes Mrs. Matier is unaware of what/how she communicates.  This first came to my attention when she described a class that I had taught as "mayhem".  After discussing this with her I became aware of the message she had intended to convey.  She has shown improvement in this area. / 		2		As mentioned above, Mrs Matier initially struggled with clear/professional oral communication, however, she was made aware of concerns and showed improvement. /  / Her electronic communication was clear and timely. / 

		Kuna Middle School		Kuna School District		GC-Eng		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				4				4		4				4				4				4				4				4				4

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian		GC-Eng		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				4				4		Courtney is a thoughtful and responsive listener. 		3				3				4		Courtney is able to reflect deeply about her lessons and interactions with students. She has been responsible and works outside of class time to improve her teaching practices.  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  / 		4		Courtney has sought out others to discuss issues of teaching and learning. She has worked well with the first grade team and other teacher candidates. 		Courtney has completed a strong internship semester. She has excelled in self-reflection, communication, and forming relationships with students and adults. 

		Treasure Valley Math and Science Center		Boise		GC-Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Krista’s use of her knowledge of content is evident and adequate.  It is at a level expected for someone of her education and experience.		3		Krista is aware of the developmental stage of her students.  She relates well to the middle school age student.		3		4		 Krista is aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students and she adapts her instruction accordingly if necessary.  Krista has shown a willingness and ability to adapt her instruction according to the demands of the classroom and content.  She has shown great skill at using what her mentor has given her and applying it in the classroom.  Krista has responded well to her mentor and university supervisor critiques.  		3		Krista is fair and pleasant in administrating her classroom management methodology.  NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Krista’s university supervisor.		3		Krista is precise and professional in her communications.  Her manner of speaking is natural and easy.  		4		Krista’s lesson planning is adequate and is at a level expected for someone of her education and experience. NOTE:  minimal observation in this area was done by Krista’s university supervisor.  However, it should be noted that she did more teaching than the typical intern.  This experience will serve her well in her lesson plan writing for her student teaching yet to come.		3		Observation in this area was done by Krista’s mentor teacher, Lisa Evans.		3		Krista has developed professional and friendly relationships with her mentor teacher and university supervisor.		3		Krista is collegial in all of her relationships’.  		Krista has developed into an excellent candidate for placement in a student teaching position.  She benefits from having more teaching time than the typical intern.  Krista will continue to learn and improve because of her outstanding work ethic and attitude.  

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian Idaho SD		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		John is knowledgeable and is using his life experienced to show examples of how math can be used.		3		Works hard to make education applicable.  Works in groups and approaches math as part of life and education rather that as an entity.		3		3		Mostly following mentor strategies and plans so is learning many strategies and motivational techniques.		3		Ovbious mutual liking and respect between mentor, student teacher and students. Students are on task and staying within the parameters set by the teachers.		3		speaks well, listens, uses strategies.  Uses senses of humor to real advantage.  Students enjoy having John as a student teacher.		3		follows the plans of mentor.  Will implement own as he progresses and gains experience.		3		story problems, small groups, oral, and quizzes.		4		Very committed, great attitude, and has an excellent work ethic.		3		Very good woring relationship with mentor.  I haven't observed working with parents.		Talented, skilled, experience will hone these abilities so John will be a very good math teacher.  He will be an asset to the school...in that he is concerned with the whole student(s).

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Brenda understands the subject matter she is responsible for teaching.  She creates lessons that are appropriate for the grade level and are motivating.  She selects instruction based on principals of effective instruction.  Brenda is skilled in asking questions.		3		Brenda understands the needs of ehr stduents and is able to make adaptations for individual students.  She pays attention to what students are doing and monitors to assist them so they can be successful		3		3		Brenda plans very effective lessons and knows how to utilize technology with all its bells and whistles to keep students interested.  She also changes strategies regularly to increase novelty and achievement. She moves around the classroom to monitor student work and behavior. 		3		Brenda has very strong management skills based on positive  and effective relationships with her students. She is learning how to develop a strong learning community from her mentor teacher. 		3		Communication is clear and positive with her colleagues, students and with me.  She takes time to let me know, in advance, about any scheduling changes and it is much appreciated. She takes the time to explain concepts to her stduents using real-life examples.  		3		Planning is good with all of the required components. Brenda takes the time to look at the materials and ensures that she feels comfortable with the material she is teaching.  		3		Brenda has learned about the types of instructional assessment used in her building and at the state level.  		4		Brenda is always trying to improve.  She seeks ideas and is willing to try any suggestions offered.  She reflects on her practices.  		3		Brenda has developed a very positive relationship with her mentor teacher and with the grade level team.  She plans with them and is open to ideas from them.  

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Jennifer knows the district and state curriculum and write plans which address these elements.		3		Jennifer has demonstrtated her understanding of students development by her lesson planning and the type of learning opportunities that she provides.		3		3		Jennifer has demonstrated her ability to use a variety of instructional strategies throughout this block.  Her activiites represent  different learning styles.		3		Jennifer has demonstrated her rapport with students. She works to create a respectful learning environment.		3		Communicates clearly in written and oral work. 		4		Incredible lesson plans.  Plans represent the essential questions and are varied.		3				3		Committment to her profession is evidenced by attendance and through her efforts to reflect and improve. 		3		Has built a collaborative relationship with her mentor teacher. 		Jennifer will be a very caring teacher based upon what I have seen.  Best of luck! 

		Fairmont Jr High		Boise		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		- brought in videos of children of similar ages; demonstrates enthusiasm for content; several instances I would hear reference to previous lessons (nice scaffolding)		3		Michele would recognize how each class was different, even if same grade level. She would also make changes/ adaptations for students with special needs (Comment for next section, although no space provided for comment).		3		3		ERROR:#NAME?		3		-definitely an inclusive environment, positive & safe; management of student behavior has been consistently good; motivate students to incorporate ideas from other units.		3		Michele is avery responsive listener; makes changes THE very next lesson.		3		Very through and complete in her planning		3		Not only includes teacher evals but teaches the students to use peer evals		3		Participated in after school activities (i.e., jump rope for heart- speed jumping); made her presence known the school, communicated with officer personnel		3		Again, Michele made her presences known in Seven Oaks. She communicated with the principal on several occasions and other classroom teachers. This was evident when I would go out to observe Michele teach. Through her reflections it is evident that she also acts as an advocate for the students, even those students that many might "give up on". 		Michele is well on her way- she is going to be a great physical educator out in the Treasure Valley!

		Fairmont Jr High		Boise		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Francy’s use of her knowledge of content is evident and has grown stronger because of her student teaching experience.  		3		Francy has used her knowledge of human development to prepare appropriate age level lessons for her students.  She relates well and understands the middle school age student temperament. 		3		3		Francy is aware of the learning plans and accommodations required for some students and she adapts her instruction accordingly. Francy also showed evidence of demonstrating differentiated instruction. Francy has shown a willingness and ability to adapt her instruction according to the demands of the classroom.  She has  created a variety of methods for the delivery of her instruction.  		4		Francy is fair and pleasant in administrating her classroom management methodology.  She employs a routine methodology which serves the students well.  Francy’s classroom is very well managed and controlled. 		4		Francy is precise and professional in her communications.  Her manner of speaking is natural and easy.  This is strong area for Francy.		4		Francy’s lesson planning is another strong area.  They are both detailed and practical.  The plans include all the essential elements that good written lesson plans need to have. Standards are often included. 		3		Francy has employed a variety of methods for assessing her students learning.  Including, but not limited to, daily written work, informal observations and traditional tests and quizzes.		3		Francy has developed professional and friendly relationships with her mentor teacher and university supervisor.  She is very respectful and professional.		3		Francy is collegial in all of her relationships.  		Francy has developed into an excellent candidate for placement in for a full time teaching position.  She has demonstrated all the necessary skills to have a successful teaching career.  Lastly, Francy will continue to learn and improve because of her outstanding work ethic and attitude.  

		South Jr High		Boise		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		4		Jacque will never rest until she finds a way to select appropriate and motivating instructional approaches for students.		4		Jacque has made tremendous progress in this area this semester. 		4				4		Jacque has made great progress in this area, particularly in planning with understandings of students in mind. 		4		Jacque has demonstrated abilities both formally and informally in assessing students, not only in what they struggle with, but why they do. 		4		Absolutely!		4		Advocates for students--100%!!		Jacque has just completed an exemplary student teaching. She has shown particular strength in: establishing rapport with students, meeting individual needs, collaboration, and professionalism. 

		Centennial High School		Meridian School District		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4				3				4		4				4				3				4				3				3				4

		Renaissance High School		Meridian		Hist/SS		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		  Michelle's communication with her students is friendly, while being very clear and precise regarding the curriculum. She makes connections between the students' personal lives and the lessons being taught. 		4		  Michelle possesses a clear understanding of the various stages of her students' intellectual, social, and personal development. This allows her to provide accurate empathy and guidance to all students in her care.		4		4		  Michelle excels in recognizing the individual and diverse needs of each of her students. She possesses a working knowledge of multiple instructional strategies, and applies those strategies that are customized to each student's particular and presenting needs. Her students are aware of the goals and objectives of each lesson. Michelle is continually aware of each student's connection to the broader curriculum, and provides clear links to what is being taught in the general education classroom.		4		  Michelle has very strong classroom management skills. Students in special education groups can be the most challenging students to manage. Michelle has established clear behavioral expectations in each of the groups that she manages. She has a nice way of providing redirections for specific students, at the same time keeping behavioral expectations high.		4		  Michelle has a clear and calm manner in which she presents information during meetings with parents and other school service providers. This manner conveys a level of confidence and professionalism to a degree that is rarely seen in student teachers. This level of confidence and professionalism is evident in both her verbal and written communications.		4		  I have observed Michelle make meaningful adjustments in her instructional delivery to students, based on emerging information from the students. This information is often revealed during a given lesson. Michelle exceeds expectations insofar as her ability to quickly identify emerging student needs and adjust her instructional focus as needed.		4		  Michelle is very competent in using standard and formal achievement tests, as well as the ongoing progress monitoring probes. She currently possesses the skills to conduct meaningful assessments designed to measure both weekly progress and long-term progress towards IEP goals and objectives. She is able to use assessment information to clearly communicate individual student needs to students, parents, and colleagues.		4		  Michelle has both confidence and humility regarding her professional responsibilities. She respond well to constructive criticism. She holds herself to the high standards that justify a rating of "exceeds expectations."		4		 Michelle's participation in the activities of our school are highly valued by her mentor teacher(s) and among the other faculty members. 		  Michelle possesses a degree of professionalism that is not necessarily common among veteran teachers, let alone a student teacher. She is respected and well liked by all faculty members. Our principal would hire her on the spot, if given the opportunity. Michelle will be a great asset to any organization committed to providing quality education at the highest level.

		Capital High School		Boise		History		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				2		3				2		Kimbra does an excellent job building rapport with students.  She will need to focus on developing classroom procedures and structure, and then maintain consistency throughout the year during her student teaching experience.  She will need to identify times of the day and during instruction when she will need to pay extra attention to management principles.   As her management improves, she will be more effective in adapting instuctional activities to meet the needs of individual students.		3				3				3				3				3				Miss Roche is a positive and enthusiastic intern. She has a heart and passion for teaching. Anytime advice is given to improve her teaching, she is receptive and quick to implement the new ideas. She did a great job planning and teaching a time unit. She was able to get the students excited about being scientists as well. Miss Roche is on her way to becoming a great teacher.

		Emmett High School		Emmett		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Very knowledgeable,  well prepared to teach		3		Works both with individuals and small groups.  Understands the different learning styles, works with differentiated learning to the advantage of his students.		3		3		Has developed power points, has created games and activities that accomodate, not only different styles of learning, but also different abilities. Has learned to teach all students.		3		Has excellent professional rapport with students and keeps them engages in learning.  Virtualloy no management difficulties.		3		Not only listens, but also hears what the students say and mean.  Very professional		3		Mike has utilized the  state standards, the district standards, the mentor's plans and has added to them his own creations.		3		Mike uses oral responses, group work, hands on activities, games, quizzes, tests and hjomework assignments.		3		sometimes is a bit hard on himself.  Is teachable, works with mentors and is unafraid to try new ideas.		3		Good relationships with mentors, school administration, and university supervisor.  I have not observed Mike with parents.		Has become a strong student teacher.  Will be an excellent educator.  Talented and mature.

		Emmett High School		Emmett School District		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Is very good at illustrating for students the root of the mathematical relationships in geometry.		3				3		3				3				3		He works well wtih the class as a whole, and is always working with students one on one whenever the oppurtunity arises.		3				3				4		Mike is very receptive to feedback and adjusts his classroom pracitce accordingly.  		4		Works very well with others being sure to value their input as well as offer ideas for improving student interactions and learning.		Mike is doing a great job as a student teacher, I have no concerns about his approach to education.

		Emmett HS		Emmett		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Seems academically well prepared.		NA		Limited access...follows mentor, as he should.		NA		NA		follows plans of mentor		3		good rapport.    students seem to respect intern and go along.  		3		good communicator....listens, responds to written assignments and does as he is asked.		NA		too early		NA				3		mature, responsible, teachable.  committed		3		has developed a good professional relationship with mentor		It is too early, 1/2 through internship.  Seems like a smasrt and talented intern.  I have no doubt he will finish strong and be an excellent student teacher.

		Emmett Junior High School		Emmett		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		2				2				3				3				3				3				3

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Luke understands the math content very well. He is continuing to learn ways to present and re-teach the content so students can grasp the concepts.		4		Luke goes out of his way to help students be successful. Some of these include: 1:1 time in class, before and after school tutoring, and Saturday school. Luke cares a lot about his students success.		3		2		Luke is learning how to develop plans for a variety of learners because of the mixture of levels that are assigned to his cooperating teacher. Luke and I have talked about exploring multiple instructional strategies that may be different than white board and lecture style.		2		Luke is still progressing with his ability to manage the classroom, be consistent with consequences, and his overall "withitness" during classroom instruction. Some steps I would like Luke to take are: following through with consequences and reduce the number of warnings, ask for students to raise hands and consistency with expecations, respond to inappropriate comments, and speak up and use an authoritative voice.		3				4		Luke is very well planned out and does an outstanding job of making sure state and district objectives are covered in his lessons.		3		Luke uses formal assessment very well. We have set a goal to work more on the informal assessment during the delivery of content.		3		Luke is well liked and respected by colleagues. He has done a much better job this semester of getting things completed by the deadline and responding to communication.		3		Luke was able to take over the class for 2 weeks while his cooperating teacher was out of town. He maintained all of the relationships and duties as a certified teacher would be expected to.		Luke has shown good improvement this semester. His work in management and motivation has been the most improved. 

		Emmett Junior High School		Emmett		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Michael displayed a high level of content knowledge.		4		Has excellent rapport with students.		4		4		In the 12 weeks that Michael was student teaching he was able to conduct various styles of music for rehearsals, concerts and festivals.		4		Michael's personality is such that students want to work for him.		4		Michael learned over 270 names in the first week that he worked with the students!		4		Michael came with written lesson plans each day.		4		At the recent festivals, all the choirs received superior ratings and Michael worked with every choir.		4		Michael responds well to constructive criticism.		4		Michael communicated very well with parents at conferences.  He also made friends with many of the high school staff members.		Michael displays confidence and eagerness in his approach to teaching.  He made my job easier with his skills and I personally enjoyed the experience of having him as a student teacher.

		Emmett Jr High		Emmett Sc Dist 		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Jeannette was very professional about completing her work and communicating with me.  Her portfolio was satisfactory and demonstrated that she had acquired the necessary skills of the Infant-Toddler experience.

		Emmett High School		Emmett School District		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		I teach a small math group and develop lesson plans based on their needs. I also know the standards that need to be met and plan accordingly. I also have taught small reading groups for on level and higher level students. With the higher level students I created a whole units and planned out everyday what they would be doing as well as assessments throughout the whole unit. 		3		I know that some students are auditory learners and some are visual and hands on learners. When planning lesson and working with students I try to incoorporate all of these areas so that each student can be successful at learning the material.		3		3		I will always review at the beginning of each lesson so that I know what they students know and what they dont so I can focus on what I need to work on with the students. I work a lot with small groups of students and plan lessons based on their needs to help them be successful.		3		I try to always be organized when it comes time to teaching a lesson. I feel that if I am not all that prepared then the students can sense that and then in turn it makes them maybe more at ease to become off task and I loose their attention.  / I like to have students work together as partners when it is appropriate because I feel they can learn more that way.		4		If a student comes to me with a porblem I am more then happy to sit down and talk to them about it and help them come up with a solution. I actively participate in weekly collaboration meetings with the other 4th grade teachers. I have sent letters home to parents telling them about what is happening in our small groups. I communicate with Jill trough a journal about 2 times a week of how I am feeling or just areas of where I can use some help with either planning lessons or dealing with students that may be struggling. 		3		I create all of my lessons based off of curriculum goals and objectives to make sure that I am meeting the standards. I like to also plan lessons based off of my students needs so that I can get them motivated and excited about the lesson. I like to get to know my students so that when it does come time to plan lessons I can try to find ideas that I know the students are interested in. 		3		I create formal assessments at the end of each unit to make sure the students have learned the material. Along the way though I do informal assessments so that I can see where I need to either go back over a topic or if I can maybe move on to the next topic. 		3		I am always reflecting on how my lessons went and how I can change them to make them even better. I am constantly journaling with Jill to see how I can improve or what I have done well. I am always seeking advice from others for how I can improve my teaching. 		3

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Brenda understands the subject matter she is responsible for teaching.  She creates lessons that are appropriate for the grade level and are motivating.  She selects instruction based on principals of effective instruction.  Brenda is skilled in asking questions /  / 		3		Brenda knows students want engaging instruction and she provides activities which keep students involved.		3		4		Brenda plans very effective lessons and knows how to utilize technology with all its bells and whistles to keep students interested.  She also changes strategies regularly to increase novelty and achievement. 		4		Brenda has developed a positive relationship with  her fourth grade students. She laughs with them and yet is able to get them back on task after an intterruption.  Students often work together for parts of a lesson and are able to do so quietly and productively. 		3		Communication is clear and positive with her colleagues, students and with me.  She takes time to let me know, in advance, about any scheduling changes and it is much appreciated. She works well with the grade level team and is willing to share ideas. 		4		Lesson plans are thoroughly prepared in terms of objectives, standards, materials and procedures.  Her planning from the rough stages to the final copy demonstrate an ability to plan with the students in mind.  		3		Brenda includes assessment as an integral part of her planning. She is able to use authentic assessment among other tools.    She was able to proctor ISATs also which gives her an idea of how ISAT testing is used within the school setting and how teachers prepare for these.   		4		Brenda is able to reflect on her practices and often sees ways she wants to improve.  She notifies me of any changes in her schedule.  Her portfolio was done well and in a timely manner.  		4		Brenda is professional in her relationship with her team and mentor teacher. She was observed by her administrator who has had good things to say also. 		Brenda is the caring and competent type of teacher a school looks for. Best of luck in your future, Brenda! 

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Jackie is a natural bringing wonderful lessons that meet our school's needs for culturally rich and relevant content.  We enjoyed the lesson on Chinese Dragons that was accompanied by a detailed powerpoint giving the history of many dragons. / Another fabulous lesson was a lesson about Indian culture.  The symbolism behind mendhi was the focus.  Watercolor paint was used to create beuatiful pieces of art.  All lessons had a great deal of research done to ensure accurate content.    		4		Jackie's lessons meet the needs for the students at our school.  She had each lesson differentiated for each grade level.  She paid more attention to those students with special needs.  Our school has a substantial population of ELL students, PBI students, and ERR students.   		3		4		Great use of technology and many forms of medium were a part of every lesson that Jackie taught. She was very quick to adjust when lessons seemed too challenging for her students.  Her words were kind and encouraging as the students progressed through their projects.  Her powerpoints were a needed visual for our ELL population, and they were challenging enough in content to expand all students learning.   		3		Jackie has a wonderful presence in the classroom.  She has developed a very positive rapport with the students.  Classroom management is great and will continue to grow.		4		Jackie's classroom is evidence of her strength in communication.  Her information that is written on the boards is well organized and easy to understand.  She has a command of the classroom when she speaks and the children are focused and able to follow directions because of this.  		4		Lesson planning is a real strength of Jackie's.  They are always completed in a timely manner.  The plans are very detailed and include differentiation throughout.  She has a command of the topics taught.  The plans were perfect for our school - Gateway School of Language and Culture.  Everyone focused on a different geographic location that really highlighted our school mission statement.  The students gained so much because of Jackie's plans and incredible preparation.		NA		As an intern, Jackie was not asked to assess student's work.  She sees every student at our school only teaching two days a week.  Adjustments are made regularly as she teaches the lessons.		4		Jackie is very resourceful and commited to bringing art to every student.  She listened to every idea and recommendation, and put them into practice.  Her effort to consult and work with fellow staff members was welcomed and appreciated.  She journaled how her lessons went and made adjustments as needed.  The amount of time spent preparing her lessons and collecting materials demonstrates her commitment.		4		Jackie is wonderful to work with.  She is very driven and independent.  Her desire is to have a positive impact on her students, colleagues, and our community.  At all times, Jackie showed respect for everyone that she worked with. 		It has been a pleasure working with Jackie.  She is a very talented artist that has the gift of teaching as well.  The art lessons that she taught were thought provoking and interesting for all students kindergarden to fifth grade.  Our school is lucky to have had such a caring, giving person share her talents. Jackie would make a wonderful teacher.

		Fairmont Jr Higfh		Boise		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				2		2		Misty does all of this with my guidance, and will grow with a bit more experience.		3		Misty will continue to grow in this area in her first couple of years teaching.		3				3				3		Misty will continue to grow in this area in her first couple of years teaching.		3				3

		Emmett HS		Emmett 		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Chayla designed appropriate lesson plans for reading intervention building background for students aiding in their ability to make relevent connections.		3				3		3		Chayla has had many opportunities with at-risk students in my class to develop instructional strategies benefiting their learning. 		3		Chayla is able to develop positive relationships with students in the classroom and in small groups during daily 30 minute reading intervention. She is a positive thinker and is in the process of developing corrective strategies to support student discipline during instruction.		3		Chayla works mostly in small groups and is able to listen effectively as well as speak clearly communicating responsibly with students and adults.		3		Chayla's lesson plans for reading intervention are clear and well developed. They are appropriate for the instruction given during 30 minute daily intervention with strategic students. She is developing the ability to modify and adjust instruction as needed and to develop strategies necessary to motivate and engage students in learning.		3		Chayla monitors the progress if students' reading fluency weekly and assesses comprehension through written and verbal communicaation. She uses this data to adjust teaching strategies and to modify and adust student instruction. She is able to communicate this information to me verbally and in writing (through student graphs, charting data, and collection of student work in reading, comprehension, and spelling), and in turn, I am able to share this information with home room teachers, who reports student performance to parents.		3		Chayla is continuously participating in self-reflection and in seeking feedback in order to improve teaching practices. She accepts constructive critism well and is actively engaged in building relationships with students, parents, and staff members.		3		Chayla attends staff meetings, inservice meetings, collaboration meetings, and other pertinent professional events in the process of actively building positive rapport with colleagues, parents, and other members of the community with the purpose of supporting student learning and well-being. She is respectful of student confidentiality and is an advocate for their academic success.		It has been my pleasure to mentor Chayla Smith for this spring semester 2011. She has been an excellent support to me in the classroom as I have many students with specific academic and behavior needs that benefit from her attention and direct assistance one-on-one and/or in small groups. Chayla has developed postive relationships with many students. Upon arriving, she quickly asked for and accepted opportunities to assess student learning, to pull students back individually to offer posive corrective feedback, and to provide service to students who are on IEPs with specific adaptations and modifications to instruction. Her positive approach, honest desire, and commitment to educating students has made my time in the classroom more effective and efficient. I have appreciated her support.

		Emmett High School		Emmett School District		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		In math Pam is still developing concepts, tools,and understanding. In Reading she meets the expectations and has taught highly effective lessons.		2		Pam is still working on how students learn concepts with the subject of math, but in reading and vocabulary she meets expectations and has given students opportunities to show their development.		2		2		Pam has done an outstanding job with reading and vocabulary.  She has improved a lot this semester.  Her lessons are creative and she has used several teaching strategies.  In math Pam still struggles with some of the 5th grade concepts.  She has had some lessons with different teaching strategies, but she still needs to work on extending the lesson or using another strategy when the students don't understand.		2		Pam is still developing classroom management when she is giving a lesson.  She has improved greatly, but sometimes the 5th graders can over power her voice.  She has created a trust with the students and most of them are willing to perform for her.		3				2		Pam has submitted lesson plans that motivated student learning in reading and vocabulary.  She is still working on some of her math concepts, but has offered some creative math lessons. She still needs to work on the adjustment of lesson plans in math when the students are not understanding the concept.		3				3				3				Pam has improved this semester with her lessons, interactions, and knowledge of the 5th grade concepts.  She worked well with her one on one lessons and small group.  She engaged the students during her reading lessons and was able to make changes to her vocabulary lessons to help motivate the students.  

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Sarah has demonstrated a great enthusiasm with the students that I have appreciated.  We have worked together as to what can be related back to previous learned subject matter.  		3		Sarah is personable and professional with students.  She has done a great job of keeping boundaries with students that often student teachers struggle with.  		3		3		Sarah has been open to trying multiple ways of teaching rhythms, notes, etc... and has been flexible when certain classes learn at a faster rate than others.   		4				3		Sarah has shown continuous improvement in communicating effectively with students what she is trying to have them do.  Over time they have responded better and better during rehearsals.  		3				4		Sarah has done a nice job of holding students accountable for information/passages that they were responsible to prepare for class.  She has worked to make sure that all students are responsible for learning.  		4				4		Sarah has worked very well with myself and the students.  I have not had an adequate opportunity to evaluate the college/home community at this time.  		It has been a joy to have Sarah out to Lowell Scott.  She is professional and courteous to students and staff alike.  Her maturity and overall musicianship has greatly benefited the community we have here at LSMS.  

		Emmett Junior High School		Emmett		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				4		4		Rocio exceeds expectations in this area in that she utilizes multiple teaching strategies to promote student learning. She utilizes varied group structures, innovative technology (SmartBoard) and effective communication strategies.		3				4		Rocio is able to communicate bilingually to promote second language acquisition in oral language developement. 		3				3				4		Rocio has been extremely dedicated to the dual-language program here at Reed and to the grade level team. This has had a / positive effect on student learning and professional relationships. 		3				Rocio is an outstanding teacher-candidate who is very focused on individual student achievement . She is very creative in lesson preparation and planning to create learning opportunities with high student engagement. She is very reflective and makes appropriate changes after critical thought on her teaching. She has the potential to become an incredible educator.

		Lake Hazel Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		In order for Bri to actually set discipline for a classroom setting, she needs to have established her own set of expectations so that the students can follow her lead.  She has much energy and is respectful to all students regardless of background.  		2		Bri has excellent ideas for activities that can cater to all learning levels.  Her ability to adapt for when things are going well or need to change is n area where student teaching will best help her grow.  Since it was her first lesson, there were some areas where her self monoriting could improve.   		3		3		Bri attacks the subject matter in a number a ways that helps students process language in a variety of modes.  She is very inclusive and interavtive in her instruction techniques.  Summarizing and clarifying instructions and lessons is an are for development that needs to be met.  		1		Bri certainly can develop good relationships with the students but this may be the one area that can cause her conflict as a teacher.  She is kind, polite, works hard to make the class work, and doe a good job maximizing her time, but If eel that the students may see her as one of their own, namely as a friend not a teacher.  She will have to work hard to establish a proper relationship for the students.   		4		Bri is exceptionally good at communication.  From emails to notes to questions, I have nothing that Bri can do to improve.  She is amazing at that.   		3		I place Bri on the higher end of planning.  She is not quite exceptional in the sense of knowing how to adjust for what works and what doesn't.  But her lessons certainly reflect her and her goals of student learning.  		2		Assessments feel random and students sometimes aren't sure of the "why" question as in "Why am I learning this?"  The focus of the students can help solve this.  		3		Bri is already ahead of others in this aspect.  She comes ready for the job and never ceases to strive to improve.  She is a pleasure to work with and is very considerate as a co worker and teacher for the students.  She dresses professionally and constantly seeks to improve.  		3		Bri is very cordial and respectful of all with whom she comes in contact with.  She collaborates when she can, advocates for all student growth and seeks to have good relationships with those involved.  		Bri is a good student teacher who has great potential.  She is very driven to succeed, (which is her best quality) causing her to constantly be self aware and seek to improve at her own expense.  I feel that, though there is much to learn, Bri will be a good edition to any faculty and staff for the betterment of that school and the students.  A good program for student teaching placement is what she needs to best become a teacher.  

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Malia has excellent background knowledge and does the preparation ahead of time to locate resources and study concepts in order to be able to create meaningful learning experiences for students.		4		Malia's inquiry project helped her to be keenly aware of students' varied social-emotional and academic needs no matter what the grade level or content.		3		4		Malia is meticulous about planning and creating learning experiences that will help ALL of her students access important knowledge. She carefully crafts her pedagogy in ways insightful for a novice educator.		4		Malia is a natural in front of the classroom and gained experience and confidence in holding students accountable and cultivating a safe learning environment where all students are valued.		4		Malia responds immediately to feedback and communicates well with students, colleagues and parents in both writing and verbal communication.		4		Malia has a gift in being prepared and finding resources and learning opportunities so that she is over-prepared for lessons and adjust accordingly WITHIN a lesson.		3				4		I am amazed at Malia's dedication and professionalism. I am thrilled to call her a professional educator colleague and would love to work on a grade level team or in a school community with someone like her.		4		Malia is intuitive and insightful in all working relationships, understanding student learning as the bottom line.		Malia is an exceptional professional educator. She is in tune with students and colleagues and plans according to the district instructional model, including standards, assessment, and outcomes. She remains flexible and persistent in helping all students achieve success.

		Emmett Jr High		Emmett S D		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3

		Emmett Junior High School		Emmett		Math		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Alyssa has done a wonderful job in this area!		3		Alyssa has shown great growth in really taking in understanding students' needs.		4		4		Alyssa adopted a created "learning center" for adaptation to meet the needs of students. 		3		Alyssa does a great job adjusting and modifying her lesson		4		Great speaking especially once she got more comfortable with the class.		3				4		Multiple assessment strategies were used and informal and formal assessments were used well.		4		Excellent reflection on herself. Adapted accordingly.		4		Alyssa was well liked among staffs at Hillcrest. She was very dependable and had a clear dedication toward the profession of teaching. She will be a wonderful teacher. The students and staffs loved having her here at Hillcrest!

		Collister Elementary		Boise		Music		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Bryan did a great job designing and implementing a unit of instruction in which he had no prior content knowledge.		4		Bryan did an outstanding job matching his instruction and activities to meet the many different learning level.		4		3		Bryan relied heavily on direct instruction.  This is acceptable for a novice teacher.  I encourage him to utilize and explore a wider range of instructional strategies as he continues his development (cooperative learning, guided discovery, task sheets etc.).		4		Bryan quickly established a positive rapport with students and maintained a positive classroom environment and management plan throughout his student teaching experience.		3				3		Although Bryan had no content knowledge of his unit of instruction (educational gymnastics) he did a good job of utilizing a variety of sources to design his unit.  		3		Bryan was 'spot on' when evaluating his students by using appropriate scoring rubrics.  I encourage Bryan to continue to expand his assessment techniques and strategies, and to always keep in mind that assessment guides teachers to improving education for their students.		4		Bryan was very good at self-reflection, was appreciative of feedback and was always professional and dependable.		3

		North Junior High School		Boise		Music		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Rose conscientiously plans lessons to be relevant, logical, and multi-level.		3				4		3				4		Rose is very organized.  From very early on in her teaching experience, she had gained control of the classroom.  She used many strategies, such as gestures, facial expressions, and verbal reminders.		3				3				3				3				3				At one of my observations with Rose, Rose received two unsolicited compliments--one from a co-teacher and one from a classroom parent.  Both expressed what a fantastic teacher they felt Rose will be.  

		Lewis and Clark MS		Meridian		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				3				3				Megan performed very well during this experience.  There were some tough challenges that the students presented, and Megan was up to the task each time.  

		Mountain Home High School		Mountain Home 		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Very knowledgeable in how to facilitate inquiry.		3		Great at working with at risk students		3		3		Came into the classroom with some great instructional ideas.		3				3				2				3				3				NA

		Horizon Elementary		Boise		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Very well prepared....has studied, is creative and knowledgeable		4		Lots of work designed for each student.  Takes care to include differentiated learners.  Classroom has utilized something for each student.		4		4		Facilitates groups, uses small and large groups.  Has used role playing, art, competition.  Has used positive reenforcement very well.  Excellent use of technology...uses public and school library.  Not afraid to move desks around, try new things and adapt to whatever the students in the class need.		4		very positive teacher.  Minimal management issues.  Any there have been have been handles professionally and with positive outcomes.  Students are learning and enjoying the process.		3		Speaks well, listens attentively to students, writes well and uses tech effectively.  Angela is confident and comfortable using good grammar.		4		Every class period, every day is well prepared.  Each lesson is designed to accomodate different styles and abilities.		3		Again, lots of variety.  Gives each student a real opportunity to demonstrate what has been learned. 		4		Committed and strong...very professional		3		seeks and accepts help and ideas. ... teachable		Angela has been a very strong student teacher.  Her mentor gave birth to a child a couple weeks ago and Angela has been the long term substitute.  Heritage provided an excellent support system...She has been very strong as a teacher.  She is ready for a classroom of her own.  She will be a very good teacher.

		Cynthia Mann		Boise		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				4		Tiffany’s communication style with children, peers, parents and other professionals is thoughtful and genuine.  She is an intuitive listener and is consistently respectful of others.  		3		Tiffany eagerly initiated ideas for lessons and pursued multiple resources when planning units. Her lessons were engaging, often including written activities, personal response and peer interaction. 		3				4		Tiffany is very resourceful and highly motivated to learn everything she can about curriculum, instruction and assessment.  She used constructive feedback to guide changes in her instruction or management techniques. Tiffany's reflective nature will be an asset as she pursues her teaching career. 		4		Tiffany recognizes the value of developing positive working relationships with colleagues, students and parents.  She collaborated very successfully with her mentor teacher and demonstrated potential to develop positive rapport with parents. Tiffany also  demonstrated, in several situations, her ability to respect privacy and confidentiality.		Tiffany's integrity, collaborative spirit and motivation to grow and develop professionally, will contribute to her success as a valued teacher and a respected colleague.

		Mountain View High School		Meridian		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Ana displayed outstanding qualities in lesson plan development that intergrated content to include diversity. She demonstrated enthusiasm in the subject area she taught and presented the information with most accuracy. 		4		Ana demonstrated outstanding qualities in her instruction design that connected to individual and group characterstics. 		4		4		Ana used a lot of teaching strategies, that incorporated visuals and hands on activities. She truly differientiated her instruction. 		4		Ana;'s rapport and positive relationship with students maximized classroom productivity, children were willing to cooperate. 		4		Ana is a very thoughtful and responsive listener, she demonstrated this during parent teacher conferences and with fellow colleagues. 		4		Ana used thematic units that connected all the disciplines in the teaching and learning process. For example, in her ocean unit she incorporated writing, math, reading and art that created a holistic perspective of the unit. 		3				4		Ana attended parent teacher conference where she demonstrated professionalism in her dialogue with parents and fellow colleagues. Ana truly practices behavior that is congruent with the Idaho code of ethics. 		4		Ana developed collaborative professional relationship with mentor teacher that was exemplary.		Ana has worked in a dual language school where she demonstrated personal growth and a pedagogy inclusive of two languages. Above all she demonstrated self reflective, critical questions that will enhance future knowledge of the teaching and learning process. Ana shows great potential in becoming an outstanding teacher! 

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				4		Amanda is positive and consistent with her expectations for classroom management. This fostered student success. 		3				3				3				3				3

		Timberline High School and White Pine Elementary School		Boise		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4				3				3				3				3				3				3				Ms. Murry has gone above and beyond what the requirements are through BSU.  Her lessons are well thought out and well rounded.  She is able to plan for and offer enrichment to struggling students that is both engaging as well as appropriate to instructional level, student needs, and aligned with the curriculum.  She also interacts with school staff, parents, and students in a way that is friendly and professional.  She is dependable and consistent in her expectations.  She is able to look at student needs both in isolation, as well as how those needs fit into the big picture.  She works to build relationships with students that are professional yet personable.  

		Maple Grove Elementary		Boise		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Kelly did a fantastic job planning and integrating lessons in her 4th grade classroom. She uses various instructional strategies and keeps students moving in both 1st and 4th grade so that they engage in learning in multiple ways.		3				3				3		Again, Kelly's careful planning and love of content in science and other areas has helped her to integrate big idea concepts throughout the curriculum. She attends to standards and keeps students moving so that her lesson outcomes may be met.		3				3				3				Kelly has been an excellent intern/student teacher. She has demonstrated a keen commitment to students and their learning as well as her own. She is incredibly receptive to feedback and will immediately make adjustments to benefit instruction and student learning. She thinks about individual students as she plans and gets excited about teaching and learning, all while maintaining a calm, safe classroom environment.

		Koelsch Elementary		Boise		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4				3				3				3				3				4				4				Aaron did an excellent job as a student teacher and I feel he is well prepared for a teaching career in music.  He shows maturity and responsibility in his assignments.  Aaron was very pleasant to work with and was willing to listen, try new ideas, and took my suggestions willingly.  

		Rocky Mountain High School		Meridian		Music		MUS - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Lots of enthusiasm and great ideas. Takes suggestions and integrates them in his lessons when appropriate. 		4		Very aware of the different age groups he is working with and is able to create lessons with that in mind.		4		4		Able to adjust lessons when need arises.		3		Isn't afraid to be firm when needed. Will get even better at this as he continues his career.		4				4		We didn't have enough time to work on long-term goals as much  as I would have liked. He was very good at using a variety of methods and instructional materials to make lessons interesting for a wide variety of learners.		NA				4				4				Michael is a very talented musician and teacher. It was a pleasure to mentor him. I know that he will be an asset to our profession.

		Paramount Elem School		Meridian		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				4		Calvin has high expectations for student behavior.  He uses classroom rules to guide students in a safe learning enviroment.  The enviroment he establishes also promotes student self management of behavior.He strives to be firm, fair and consistent so students can learn in a safe, postive classroom.		3				3				3		 		4		Calvin wants to provide the optimal learning experience for the students he teaches.  He will continue to seek out information from colleagues, mentors and even his own students on how to improve his teaching.  		3				Calvin has high expections for himself as a learner.  This drive is a key to sucess as a teacher. He stives to better himself which in turn gives his students a learning enviroment where they can learn at thier own level/pace while enjoying every minute of PE class.

		Liberty Elementary		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Nate used various teaching strategies during his elementary student teaching, including command, practice, self-check, and divergent styles. Some of these styles allowed students to cooperatively and/or indiviudally problem solve. He helped student process information via questioning and class discussion, which is sometimes difficult to do in physical education. 		3				3				3				4		Nate worked with his mentor teacher in assessing required skills for report cards. I think this collaboration helped as a real-life application to assessment.		4		Nate used feedback from his mentor teacher and university supervisor to improve his instruction and delivery. His improvements were noteable and positive.		3		I'm not sure about Nate's collaborative efforts with his school, parents, and community'; however, he had a wonderful working relationship with his mentor teacher.		Overall, Nate's growth in teaching children at the elementary level was evident. His classroom management skills and strategies became more automatic, and he demonstrated a positive presence (with-it-ness) in the gymnasium. As his management skills improved, so did his lesson delivery and instruction. He was able to positively interact and relate to his students in a way that was effective and fun.  His elementary student teaching experience was very positive.

		Liberty Elementary		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Nate was current with the information that he taught. He displayed enthusiasm that carried over to the students which encouraged them to learn.		3				3		4		Nate used a wide variety of teaching tools ranging from power point presentations that were displayed on the gym wall to personal/student demonstrations as well as photos that students could visually learn from.		4		Nate created a safe, positive environment for his students. He has a great presence of where to be while teaching while all along establishing a behavioral setting that encourages positive perfomance from the kids. He has a great rapport with the kids which is displayed by their positive attitude towards him. 		4		Nate displayed a positive relationship with his students. He is a good listener and has a kind, gentle demeanor.		4		Based on district curriculm needs Nate developed appropriate lesson plans. 		4		Nate developed his own assessment as well as followed district curriculum needs.		4		Nate was able to except constructive criticism which allowed him to create a positive learning environment. He displayed a professional setting.		4		Numerous times teachers and other staff members in the building made positive comments to me about Nate. 		Nate did a wonderful job of student teaching. He has grown in numerous ways. All one has to do is spend time around Nate while he is teaching to see the love and joy he has towards children and the teaching world.

		East Junior High		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Katie is well versed in her discipline.		4				4		4		Katie is very good at mixing it up. Rarely did we have a day that looked just like one before it.		4		This is one of Katie's strongest areas. She is very calm - always showing patience. She is positive and encouraging. She strives to make the gym a safe place for all students.		4		Katie was very good at communicating with me and our students as well as other people in the build. She is honest and direct.		4		Katie's unit plan was well thougth out and throughly planned. Yet, Katie still knew when things needed to change right away or for a particular class or student. Definite area of strength.		4		Katie used a variety of assessment strategies which made them new and exciting (novelty is an engaging quality) for the students.		4		Katie lives the lifestyle and is constantly searching for knowledge.		3		I would call Katie a good colleague and friend. Katie is all about kids and what is best for them. She is repectful in all her dealings with students, parents, coworker, administration, etc.

		Seven Oaks Elementary		Meridian School District 		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				2		3				3				3				3				3				4		Brienne (Ashley) is passionate about art education. Brienne is reflective about her lesson planning and instruction. She seeks relevant and "real world" applications to the study of art for youth while taking in their situational and developmental capacities to learn. 		3

		Riverside Elementary		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Liz is an extremely competent student teacher who designs instructional activities which are student-centered and linked to real life.  She displays enthusiasm for teaching students. 		3		Liz understands how students learn and works to provide an instructional environment which is nurturing academically and personally.		3		4		Liz consistently brings to the table new ideas and uses skills in technology which keeps students motivated.  She knows how to use questioning to involve students and to enhance learning.  Liz identifies learner and content objectives prior to each lesson.  		4		Liz has excellent rapport with her students.  She monitors effectively and intervenes so as to maintain student's self-esteem.  She helps students to work as part of a team.		3		Liz communicates in a respectful way, listening and thoughtfully considering input.  		3		Lesson plans are done as required.  Liz works with the grade level team to develop plans.  		3				4		Liz uses input to improve her instruction.  She actively seeks ideas.  One of the things which I appreciate about her is that she will take an idea or suggestion and implement it immediately.  		3		Liz has a positive relationship with her mentor teacher and team.  She is an advocate for her students.  		Liz is a very skilled professional and will be a benefit to our profession. 

		South Middle School		Nampa		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Mike shows excellent knowlegde of the material and is working on methods that will help students make connections with math outside of the text book.		3		Mike has displayed the ability to work with all ability levels of students. /  /  /  /  / 		3		3		Mike is currently working on teaching methods that will make math concepts more relavent for high school students.		3		Mike has excellent classroom management skills and is currently working on stratigies that will motivate students to get their work  completed.  He is having students attend lunch study hall and after school tutoring.		3				2		Mike is finding this the most difficult aspect of teaching thus far.  He is currently working on developing week long leason plans.		3		Mike has developed quizzes, test, and other activities to measure student achievement and effectively shown them their progress or lack of progress.		3				3		Mike has been involved with school activities outside of the classroom and shown support for student athletes.  Mike and I been able to work together very well.  We have shared stagies and ideas in order to improve student achievement.		Mike is a very effective teacher for only being in his third week of teaching classes.  

		South Middle School		Nampa		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		NA		Have yet to see him teach.		NA		Have yet to see him work with students		NA		NA				NA				NA				NA				NA				NA				NA				Intern was assigned belatedly.  Then, just when he was assigned, Mr. Axtell was involved in an accident so was not at school.  He called intern and advised him not to come.  

		Heritage Middle		Meridian		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3		Creates modifications for lessons when needed.		3		2		stong in teaching and reviewing all areas of a unit still developing blooms taxonimy questioning strategies.		3		Strong in areas of behavior and motivation still developing in area of time management. 		3				2		Working on creating and time managment of implementing a unit plan.		2		continuly Learning standards-based grading, as well as, implementing assessments for units. 		4		Holly is managing classroom roles as well as taking on responsibilities that include extra duties, commitiees, proctoring tests, and other tasks.		3				Holly has continued to develop as a teacher this quarter. She is continuing her student teaching in second grade. She is strong in professional commitment and responsibility. She has developed an eight week math unit plan as well as other subject lesson plans.

		Lowell Elementary		Boise Schools		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		has mostly observed but has indicated that he has the knowledge to teach art		3				3		3				3				3		confident, speaks fluently and with assurance   .......has a good grasp of the language.....speaks clearly		3		as an intern has followed the mentor		NA				3		has made a strong committment to being a teacher.......speaks about his life as a teacher....counting on a career in education		NA		has done a good deal of observation in places other than just this art class....has life experiences that will serve his well		ready to move to student teaching.......would like to be in a high school level situation

		Lowell school 		Boise 		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Brian knows the subject matter for first grade and presents learning opportunities which are appropriate for the instructional goals of the curriculum at the grade level.  He works to present activities which are meaningful to his students.  The activities he chooses keep most students engaged.		3		Brian has worked with his mentor teacher this semester to learn more about the special needs of a diverse group of students. 		3		3		Brian has done a good job with small groups within his classroom and his grade level.  He has been making the transition to whole group instruction while designing  and implementing strategies which actively engage students and extend their learning. 		3		Brian is able to understand individual student’s behavior.  He co-teaches with his mentor teacher to create a positive learning environment.  		4		Brian has good communication skills. He is extremely thoughtful. He uses communication which allows him to clarify.  He communicates through writing exceptionally well.  I have enjoyed his reflections and our conversations during Brian’s time at Morley Nelson.		3		Brian is able to plan lessons that have all of the required components. He works extremely well with his mentor teacher to see that instructional objectives are met. During instruction, he keeps materials nearby. 		3		As one might expect, assessment at first grade is largely informal. He has learned about informal reading assessments. 		3		Brian is committed to our profession.  Brian does what is needed to help his students succeed.   He has worked to develop positive relationships with the staff at his school. 		4		Brian interacts positively with his mentor teacher.  He is a good colleague and is willing to help when needed. He has had a co-teaching relationship with his mentor teacher and works to support students' learning. 		Brian will be a good team member for any school. 

		Seven Oaks Elementary School		Meridian School District		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2				2				2		3				3				3				2				3				3				3				Vickie shows great promise as a beginning teacher.  We will look forward to watching her grow next semester.

		Lowell School		Boise Schools		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Tianna knows the subject matter for this grade.  It is evident both from her lesson plans and from her level of comfort during instruction.  Tianna tried to make my lessons diverse and different in order to keep the students interest as well as meeting all learning styles and needs.		3		I saw Tianna's ability to provide opportunities offering different learning styles during her instruction. She feels that she did her best when trying to learn all the different learning styles.  Her future goals in this area are to take anecdotal records of each student in order to create even more diverse lessons.		3		3		The lessons Tianna plans include a variety of activities.  One of the best instructional strategies used by Tianna are questioning strategies.  These questions do promote critical thinking.  Tianna gets high engagement.  Her ability to close a lesson is excellent.  A goal in this area would be for Tianna to give directions more precisely and slowly.		2		Tianna gives very clear instructions which are clear and stated.  Like most interns,  Tianna plans on working on classroom management during the next semester.  Tianna would like to pick specific rules and procedures and be consistent with them.		3		Tianna has the ability to communicate clearly.  She is concerned about completing assignments accurately. 		3		All of the lesson plans which Tianna has submitted have been well written and include all of the required components and standards.  		2				3		Tianna is interested in improving her skills.  		3		Tianna intereacts with her mentor teacehr in a positiev way.  She demonstrated initative in asking about assignments and in starting her visits to other classrooms.  

		Hillside Junior High School		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Nate exceeds understanding and application of conditioning principles and strength training content		4		Nate has a wonderful understanding of high school athletes		3		3		The command style/direct teacher instruction was most relevant for the setting/classes Nate taught.		4		Nate is enthusiastic about the content and it shows.		3		Still working on gaining attention of all  students in the class when he is trying to explain/demo something.		4		The pre-planning that Nate did with the computerized conditioning program was impressive. That planning set the stage for his lessons.		4		Students were constantly recording results and individualized plans were maintained.		4		His interest and enthusiasum were evident; a true committment to conditioning and training.		4		Nate had a wonderful relationship with his mentor teacher, who allowed Nate the opportunity to try new things.		It is obvious Nate enjoys working with high school athletes. He had a great secondary student teaching experience.

		Rocky Mountain High School		Meridian		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Mr. Luna has an advanced background of skills and progression		3		Mr. Luna was able to adapt the levels of difficulty for skills		3		3		Teaching kindergarten is the ultimate test of instructional strategies, communication, and patience.  Mr. Luna survived		3		Mr. Luna does a great job at keeping kids active		3		The spectrum of needed communication for K-5 education is immense and Mr. Luna proved he could do it		3		Mr. Luna was creative here at Willow Creek Elementary		3		Mr. Luna used an effective rubric for one of his lessons		3		Mr. Luna showed up even after having his wisdom teeth out :)		3		Mr. Luna has a easy going personality		Mr. Luna will make a fine teacher

		Willow Creek Elementary		Nampa		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				NA		3				3				NA				3		Tiffany's best lessons were the ones that were most detailed and most thoughtfully prepared. As a new teacher, it's important to write out and think through every step and it's important to be over-prepared. At first, this type of preparation was occasionally lacking, but she improved tremendously by the end of her internship.		NA				3		Again, Tiffany was most effective at this when she was able to fully commit the time and effort to her internship.		NA				Tiffany was a natural teacher and exhibits great potential especially when she truly committed the time and effort. She had a lot of performances/other commitments during her internship, and this made it a little difficult for her to complete her hours. Reliability was a bit of an issue that hopefully will work itself out during her student teaching when she is committed to that and only that. She is such a great teacher already during her Block 1.

		Capital		Boise School District		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				4		Charlotte is willing and able to self-reflect as a means of improvement.  She listens attentively and actively incorporates ideas/criticism into her work.  She acts with integrity at all times and is a model of citizenship for students.  		4		Charlotte attended our department's weekly collaboration times and was interested in learning more about the work that goes into professional learning communitiesl.  She is genuinely interested in building partnerships.  She would be a pleasure to work with as a colleague.  

		Lowell Scott		Meridian		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Rebecca put a great deal of time into understanding the content to be presented in lessons she prepared and taught.  She readily connected learning to previous knowledge and showed a clear enthusiasm for subjects, content, and ideas.  Rebecca is adept at clearly stating objectives, assessing progress toward these objectives, and making necessary adjustments to meet students needs throughout lessons.  		3		Rebecca understands the need for differentiating instruction to meet the needs of both high, middle, and low learners on a daily basis.  		3		4		Rebecca engaged students in lessons using a variety of formats.  These included independent work, small group and partner work, whole class discussions, hands-on activities, etc.  The activities selected reinforced the learning objectives and promoted student success.		4		Rebecca worked to achieve a positive relationship with each student in the class.  She interacted with them personally as well as within the expected academic situations.  This built a trusting relationship between her and students in the class.  Rebecca understands the need for clear, high expectations and natural consequences where possible .  While in my class, she maintained a postive working environment and managed student behavior effectively.  		4				4				3				4		Rebecca is incredibly dedicated to developing her skills as an educator.  She is a reflective teacher and seeks input from trusted sources.  She readily responds to feedback by integrating new strategies into lesson planning, student interactions, assessment, etc.  		4				It has been a pleasure to work with Rebecca this year.  She demonstrates great initiative and I greatly appreciated her ability to jump in and do things without me having to direct her every move.  She is conscientious, responsible, and hard working. Rebecca will be a tremendous asset to any school or district for which she works.   

		Capital High School		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3		We have many students on IEP's, 504's and with accomodations, so Jocelyn has seen many ways in which to accomodate. We have also had many opportunities to talk to kids one-on-one and get to know their lives outside the classroom, which helps us understand them better.		3		3		Not only do we have the normal clasroom setting, but we teach Math Skills Lab, which is a class where many different strategies need to be used to help those students who struggle with mathematics.		2		Jocelyn continues to develop her skills in classroom management and maximizing classroom productivity time. She also is still working on her corrective behavior strategies for the students. She has made improvements over the last couple of months, and has tried to find her niche of classroom discipline.		3				3				3		Jocelyn has been quick in her grading and recording of the students' work, which helps her know right away what might need to be re-taught or addressed. This has also given parents and students quick feedback through the internet gradebook program. 		3				4		Jocelyn has been involved in multiple meetings including staff meetings, math department meetings, parent and individual conferences.

		Willow Creek elementary		nampa		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				NA				3		3				3				3				NA				NA				3				3				Nicole has taught several classroom lessons, been involved with teacher meetings, a parent conference, a meeting with the mentor teacher and an administrator about a child, and an IEP meeting.

		Paramount Elementary		Meridian		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		4		Tiffany has a great sense of pedagogy and planning. She prepares lessons that students will benefit from as she considers multiple levels of motivation and the importance of different learning styles and needs.		4		Tiffany has gained extreme confidence and ability in classroom management and motivation. She holds students accountable and has worked consistently to cultivate safe learning environments where students can learn and give their best effort. She is kind, caring, thoughtful, and rigorous in her approach to classroom management.		3				4		Tiffany spends a great deal of time planning meaningful learning opportunities for students, connected to learning outcomes, state standards, and student needs.		3				4		Tiffany has  a quiet way of making certain everything that needs to be done is completed in a professional and ethical manner. It has been a true pleasure to work with her this year.		4		Tiffany is flexible and professional. She understands the needs and importance of multiple constituents in classroom learning preparation and outcomes. She is an excellent professional educator!!		I am thrilled with Tiffany's performance and progress during her Professional Year. She has a long and fruitful career ahead of her in elementary education!!

		Morely Nelson Elementary		Boise		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Beth knows her content area well.		3		Comment for Standard #3:  Worked with small groups of struggling students, meeting individual needs.		4		3				3				3				4		Beth exceeded our expectations in this area.  She now has the skills to analyze, organize, and plan instructional strategies.		3				4				3				Beth meets or exceeds the teaching standards in all areas.  She was successful meeting all expectations from her original assistance plan, dated 2/25/11.

		Caldwell High School		Caldwell School District		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Krista did a great job looking at the curriculum, where we were in the year, what we had already covered, and designed appropriate lessons that she taught effectively.		3		Krista was aware of the accomodations needed for some students and the general flexibility in my classroom regarding work and late work.		3		3		Krista had a whole group lesson that worked well and then she had a small group activity/lesson that worked well. She did a great job at monitoring student progress and making sure they were on task and held accountable.		3		The students really liked Krista and worked well for her. She has a great demeanor towards the students and they appreciated it.		3		Krista responded to students orally in class and on written assignments she wrote comments regarding their work. This took a lot of time on Kristas part but the students really appreciated the feedback.		3		As described above, Krista did a great job impplementing interesting lessons and activities that aligned with our curriculum.		3		Kristas assessment was mainly on written work. She did not have the opportunity to give any tests or end of unit assessments.		3		Krista did a great job asking questions and openly receiving feeback. She is definitely in line with the code of ethics so there are no worries in that area at all.		3		Very professional in her relationship with the students, myself, and other employees at LSMS.

		Lowell Scott Middle School		Meridian Joint District		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Jason has a strong understanding of the curriculum and thoroughly researches and plans lessons to meet a variety of learning styles.		4		Jason is very thoughtful when planning learning opportunities to enhance students' strengths and allow them to work prouctively at their challenges.		3		3				4		Jason has great rapport with students and has worked to design and implement behavior modification plans.		4		Jason allows the students to collaborate in various settings to enhance learning. He explains material in ways that students understand.		4		Jason has modified and adjusted instruction  to accommodate learning styles and rates.		4		Jason is a master at using data to improve, reteach, or accelerate lessons.		4				3				Jason completed every task assigned to him and volunteered for more. He met the responsibility of teaching with confidence and enthusiasm. Jason is an outstanding educator.

		Hidden Springs Elementary School		Boise School District		P.E.		KINES - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				3				3				3				4				3				Taggart came to Maple Grove School at the beginning of our 4th quarter.  The choir, which is an extra curricular program, participated in a music festival that very week.  He observed one rehearsal, our evening concert, and went with us on our trip.  He volunteered to turn pages for our accompanist and was an immediate help keeping track of the singers throughout the day. /  / Maple Grove Elementary is a Kindergarten through 6th grade school.  The schedule is such that at least one class of each grade level comes to music every day.  This makes a very hectic schedule, switching from any grade level to another grade level every half hour.  Taggart jumped right in, assisting in some classes, and teaching others after seeing me teach just once.  He was an immediate hit with the students.  He is outgoing and friendly.  He is good with children, making corrections on behavioral choices and reinforcing rules when necessary. He used technology whenever possible, creating smart board and power-p

		Middleton MS		Middleton		Poli Sci		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				3				3		3				3				4		Stacie is exceptional at listening to students, which helps her detect confusion, or areas needing clarification.  She communicates well with parents, providing them with detailed information regarding classroom activities and student progress.  She demonstrates a natural ability to communicate with and support students with special needs.		3				3				4		Stacie has demonstrated an exceptional ability to integrate into the educational culture of Ross Elementary.  She pays attention to detail, consistently checks to make sure she is meeting or exceeding expectations, and she seeks out additional areas where she can be of assistance.  For example, she took on the project of enhancing the student portfolio project.  She demonstrated the professional commitment to spend the time necessary to produce a highly effective product that impressed the mentor teacher, and more importantly assisted students in meeting educational objectives.		3				Stacie has been an amazing student teacher. She has streamlined the classroom organization, designed a unit of study that includes reading, grammar and writing, and enthusiastically taught our classes for about six weeks. She went above the expectations I had for her by happily taking on our portfolio program and working with students to fulfill the writing requirements for this semester. She taught the fifth grade below grade level math class most effectively by assessing constantly and adjusting her approach to ensure mastery of basic skills for a diverse group of  learners and learning styles. She has been just excellent in every way.  Her colleagues, our students, our student families, and I value the time we have had with Mrs. Pollard and will miss her.

		Capital High School		Boise		Psych		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Understands the material and is working very well with the students		4		He understands how they learn and is helpful in moving the learning to a new level.		4		NA				4		From the first day Ephraim has been able to develop a solid relationship with the students. Adjusts well form class to class and with the differt grade levels.		4		Ephraim is a wonderful student of art and of Art education. Great communication skills and is very well spoken with peers and students.		NA				NA				NA				4

		Riverglen Jr High		Boise		Spanish		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		2		CJ has a passion for developing curricula that reflects district and state standards.   CJ has wonderful ideas on different curriculum ideas. 		2		CJ needs to develop a better understanding of the teenage student.  CJ too often designs quizzes and tests that reflect a higher educational position that 9th grade student possess. 		2		3		CJ has great curriculum ideas for her students. 		2		CJ needs to develop thicker skin when dealing with the teenage creature.  CJ needs to respond to the difficult student without losing her temper. 		2		CJ has the appropriate amount of technology, teacher-led lessons, student-led lessons, notes, labs, etc. 		3		CJ has wonderful curricula ideas. 		2		More assessment needed for each unit.  More quizzes and individual chapter exams. 		2		CJ is developing the skills necessary to present the  curriculum standards. 		NA		Not enough data to support or not support this category. 		CJ's strength are curricula based.  CJ incorporates technology into her lesson plans, and has a passion for diverse and interesting lessons.  CJ needs to develop personal skills in dealing with teenagers. CJ tends to become frustrated as the day proceeds , and often loses her temper with the latter classes. 

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian Idaho School District		Theater		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		As Amber gains experience she becomes better.  She is a strong student teacher in theater.		3		many appropriate activities.  She seems to have learned a good deal from her life experiences.  She understands students.		3		3		I have been impressed with the variety of activities.  On stage, in groups, use of technology, has the ability to approach the subject from multiple strategies.		3		students are involved, on task and responsive to Amber whenever she feels the need to bring someone back to order..		3		Strong listener....really listens to the students. Speaks well.Uses the language well.  Know the vocabulary for the classes she is teaching.		3		Amber and mentor teacher have worked together well to plan and enhance the learning of theater. She is very knowledgeable.		4		Most things are given the on hands approach.  Multiple strategies from pantomine, role playing, small groups, what ever it takes to get students 'on stage' and involved.		3		Works hard, not only at school. but in her outside time , to gain experience and expertise.  Is very involved in community theater.		3		Has a very good professional relationship with mentor.  There is a lot of collaboration. she works well with her university supervisor.  I have not observed her working with parents.		Great growth.  amber is mature, dedicated, and talented.  She is developing her love and respect for theater and children into sound and effective educational strategies.  shge is very good and will get better with experience.

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Theater		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3		Jennifer understands the subject matter she is responsible for teaching.  She creates lessons that are appropriate for the grade level and curricular goals. The lessons she selects are based on principals of effective instruction.		3		Jennifer understands how children learn. She designs lessons that are interesting to students and which keep them engaged.  		3		2		Jennifer understands a variety of instructional techniques which engage first grade students.  As is often true for student teachers, timing or pacing is something that Jennifer is learning, in part as a result of the challenging schedule which includes the specials at the art school. 		3		Jennifer creates a safe learning environment. She is developing the skills to stay within the time frame allotted for instruction.  She is gaining the skills to help student work collaboratively. Jennifer truly likes children. 		3		Jennifer understands what needs to happen and is learning how to tell children so that the steps  required are clear and succinct. 		3		Jennifer is able to create lessons which are at the appropriate level. Although I mentioned this skill earlier, Jennifer takes into account students' interests as she plans.  She uses a variety of activities which impact the benefit of novelty within the lesson.  		3		As ,might be expected, assessment is informal in nature and frequent.  		3		Jennifer is committed to our profession. She practices skills which are congruent with the Idaho Professional Standards.		3		In all relationships, professional behavior is important. Jennifer understands this and acts accordingly.  

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Theater		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		4		Liz has an incredible grasp of subject matter and does not rely on the teacher's edition in each subject. She selects activities which are relevant to the content and to students. Her content reflects the diversity of students within her classroom. 		4		Liz seems to know the heart of each student and how to reach and motivate them  		4		4		Everon now and then, one runs into an intuitive teacher- one who knows each student and who knows how to choose activities, how to motivate and how to question.  Liz is such a teacher.  Her instruction strategies are engaging but also cause students to reflect and expand their thinking.  		4		Management is a given based on the high level of rapport.  Liz takes time to get down to students' eye level, to ask them to do a bit more or to explain what they are doing or have learned.  Resources are always ready. Students are asked to take responsibility for themselves and their work areas.		4		Liz has skill in written and oral communication. Worked turned in is well done and on time. Liz takes time to reflect on her teaching. She is open to ideas and, often,  implements them immediately while one is able to watch. 		3				3				4		As mentioned previously, Liz reflects on her work and is open to ways to improve or stretch herself. She attends school functions and works with her colleagues.		4		She will be missed by her mentor teacher. Liz has added to the class by being a respected professional.  		Liz is one of those rare human beings who is genuine with adults and children and who loves her students and her role as a teacher.  I was fortunate to have seen her progress this year and to have worked with her.  Best of everything Liz! 

		Heritage Middle School		Meridian School District		Theater		SEC - BL 3 (S.T.)		Spring 2011		3				4		Paige is very intuative to student needs and emotions.  She knows their abilities and encourages them to always do their best.		4		4		Paige has participated in a variety of instructional settings.  She has taught individuals, small groups, whole groups, and centers.  She has used different strategies to facilitate learning.  		4		Paige manages to keep a quiet, peaceful environment by modeling quiet behavior to the students.  She manages with a positive controlled manner.  She provides a safe clean learning environment by encouraging and modeling organization.  Students are made to be responsible through jobs within the classroom and managing their own agendas, books and keeping their environment clean.  Students are engaged and working as she monitors the classroom by moving around the room and checking on students.		4		Paige and I collaborate on the needs of the students.  She is very in tune and sensitive to each student as an individual and knows when to help and when to push a child to meet their individual potential.  She responds to student work by writing them messages on their papers so that they have feedback nessesary to help them be more successful.  In my class she works with 2 extended resource students, 2 challenge studets, a student with a hearing impairment, and a student on a behavior intervention plan.  She has worked with students with a variety of abilities.		4		Paige has written individual lessons in detail, has created weekly lesson plans, and has used the yearly curriculum calendar to guide her in writing the weekly lesson plans. She has been able to modify or implement a new plan if what she is doing isn't working, if the class needs more practice, or if the class has finished their work early.   / Goal: Help create a curriculum calandar during student teaching. 		4		Paige uses pre-assessment stategies during reading and vocabulary to check for understanding.  She has working knowledge of formal and informal assessments. She has recorded data and participated in filling out report cards and comments.  During collaboration she worked with the team on grade level expectations. / Goals: Participate in parent / teacher conferences.  Write a weekly classroom newsletter.		4		Paige observes, practices, and reflects on lessons to improve her teaching ability.  She consults with the teacher as well as other grade level teachers on best practices and activities to use while teaching.   / Paige is respectful and honest to her collegues as well as the students.   		4		Attends and builds collaborative relationships with teacher and 3rd grade team.  Helps students with various needs emotional and academic. Works with parent volunteers in classroom and attendend an I.E.P. meeting. Paige has access to academic records and testing information and knows how to keep data private.  		Paige demonstrates skills of a teacher that are beyond that of an intern.  She has a natural talent for being a teacher.  She is an exceptional intern and will be an excellent student teacher / teacher in the future.
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Areas for Improvement related to Standard 4 cited as a result of the last NCATE review:

Section IV: Units with Regular/Continuous Improvement Accreditation Option

C.1. Summarize evidence indicating progress toward target level performance on the standard(s) selected by 
the unit

Teacher Education Unit’s efforts (facilitated by the Teacher Education Team) - Summary 
Overarching Goal: TE quality improvement and assurance; Sub-goals- taken from AACTE’s “An Emerging Picture of the Teacher 
Preparation Pipeline” (2010)
AACTE’S SIX (6) QUALITY INDICATORS TEACHER EDUCATION UNIT’S ACTION STEPS

1. Candidates have limited opportunities to work with peers from diverse populations. (ITP) (ADV)

II.1 Summarize activities, assessments and outcomes toward correcting AFI(s) cited in the last 
Accreditation Action Report, if applicable.
AFI #1
A document outlining the full implementation of the Professional Education Management System (PEMS) (the unit’s
comprehensive data management system) at the advanced level is provided, Table 1 below highlights information from that 
document, including:

• the significant program points common to the unit’s advanced programs with the key assessments completed at each point,
• the number of programs throughout the unit reporting data for each key assessment, and 
• the available or existing data that were present during the NCATE review visit.

Table 1                  Advanced program transition points, key assessments, and data
Advanced program points with key assessments at each point. The percentage of the unit’s advanced programs collecting data 
on each key assessment.
1. Admission.
• B.A.
• Application to Graduate College.
• GPA greater than 3.0. • 100% (14/14)
• 100% (14/14)

• 100% (14/14) • The Graduate Program Report was provided to an NCATE team member upon request 2/2/09. 
• Table I.1 (part of the unit’s electronic exhibit room) illustrated the number of admissions and graduates across all advanced 
programs for 3 years.
• Program coordinators, faculty advisors, and students are notified of admission decisions via letter from the Graduate College. 
2. Entry to Clinical Practice
• Coursework.
• GPA 3.0 or higher. • 100% (14/14)
• 100% (14/14) • Coursework examples from all programs can be made available.  GPA is tracked each semester by the 
Graduate College. Students who fall below 3.0 are put on notice, and receive written notification from the Graduate College. 
Copies are provided to all Graduate Program Coordinators, students, and advisors. 
3. Exit from Clinical Practice
• Exit from clinical practice survey.
• Admission to Candidacy notification to students and advisor. 
• 36% (5/14)

• 100% (14/14) 
• Aggregated and disaggregated data on Exit from Clinical Practice surveys can be provided upon request . (See Exit from Clinical 
Practice:  Preparedness for Admission to Candidacy).  In each advanced program throughout the unit, each candidate completes 
and submits an Admission to Candidacy form. That form, signed and approved by the advisor and graduate program coordinator, 
is forwarded to and approved by the Graduate College, who then returns a copy to the advisor

AFI #2
Nowhere is the College of Education’s commitment to the celebration of human diversity greater than in the college’s sponsorship 
of the Center for Multicultural and Educational Opportunities. Developed in 1991 to encourage and facilitate academic 
achievement and personal growth among traditionally under-represented groups in academic settings, the Center is directed by a 
Professor of Education in the unit’s Department of Curriculum, Instruction (for initial and advanced programs).  Over the past 17 
years the Center has developed and coordinates a wide variety of outreach initiatives that provide support and encouragement to 
diverse students pursuing degrees 
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(1) High admissions standards vs. open admissions • Tightened of admission standards (e.g., all material due except coursework 
by time of application, stricter adherence to admission standards per the PS&AC)
• Implemented more rigorous monitoring (e.g., consistent improvements plans and procedures)
• Used disposition analyses from ED-CIFS 201, 231 for TE admission criteria
• Developed plan to prioritize admissions process for those students with outstanding dispositions
• Implemented of ‘Area of Concern’ form and procedures related admission to TE
(2) High GPA in major • Per catalog, prioritized admission selection given to those with higher GPA in Elementary education
• Implemented more thorough monitoring of TE application numbers, trends (e.g., trends)
• Applied requirement of ‘C’ or better in all endorsement courses for elementary education
(3) Intensive preparation in subject-specific methods • Re-organized TECC governance structure to promote more shared 
leadership and clarified OTE’s identity as a SERVICE UNIT
• Put procedure in place for more careful screening of internship waivers
(4) Extensive practice teaching opportunities • Developed initiatives to streamline Field Experience placements (e.g., PDS sites, 
content-specific supervision responsibility through MOUs, Caldwell District partnership, Meridian District partnership, Idaho Digital 
Learning partnership, Boise School District Partnership- Block I))
• Promoted and monitored university supervisor fidelity to requirements in the Professional Year field guides for university 
supervisors and more thoroughly monitored performance of university supervisors from students and mentor teachers and 
performance of mentor teachers as evaluated by university supervisors 
(5) Semester long or year-long clinical teaching experience • Analyzed COE credit hours committed to Field Experience and plans 
offered by departments to enhance sustainability (proceeding now with requests for 2 FTE clinical supervisors)
• Requested more revenue sharing from the provost’s office to increase FE resources along with increase of student teaching fees
(6) High student satisfaction and employer satisfaction in early career years • Focused on advising per alumni feedback (e.g., 
developed and clarified advising for ALL IP TE programs, developed TE blackboard site, trained peer advisors, revamped 
orientations, gained more resources from the Gateway Center, MOUs with CWI, CSI)
• Focused on working with university supervisors to increase competence for students in the field re: use of school assessment 
data per employer feedback.

 

C.2. Summarize data that demonstrate continuous improvement of candidate performance and program 
quality in the area of content knowledge
: Boise State Teacher Certification Candidates’ Impact on preK-12 Student Achievement and Success

BSU’s College of Education has several public schools with which it has close partnerships. The three schools span the grade 
levels since one is an elementary school, one a middle school, and one a high school. These schools will be employed as research 
sites for several studies exploring the impact of BSU teacher candidate interns on the following student variables:

• Grade point averages
• Attendance
• Homework completion
• Failure rates
• In-class on-task behavior
• ISAT scores
• IRI scores

The specific research hypothesis will be:

The presence of BSU teacher candidate interns in the schools will have no effect on student grade point averages, attendance, 
homework completion, failure rates, in-class on-task behavior, ISAT scores, or IRI scores.

The specific details of the studies are still being worked out but two examples will illustrate the nature of the research to be
undertaken.

Example #1: At the partnering middle school, BSU mathematics teacher candidates operate a math lab for students who are
performing below average in their math class. The lab is held for one period each day and the interns, with the oversight and 
guidance of a certified mathematics teacher, team teach the lab. The interns develop and implement lessons, assessments, and 
handle day-to-day classroom management and discipline. Preliminary results from this program are available and follow:

• All but a few math lab students experience increases in home work completion, quiz scores, and test scores in their regular math
class,
• All but a few math lab students experienced strong increases in ISAT Mathematics Test scores year-over-year, and 
• Regular math class teachers report math lab students being more engaged in class. Evidence for this is increased willingness to 
answer questions in class, ask questions in class, and go to the board to demonstrate how to work problems.

Example #2: At the partnering high school, which is just entering into a close relationship with BSU’s College of Education, they are 



building into their partnership design a specific focus on reducing failure rates in their academic classes. They envision BSU interns
regularly working with small groups of students experiencing failure in classes. This small group work will essentially take the form 
of tutoring sessions focused on needed skills and content area information. The school has a designated block of time during the 
school day for such activities and the principal and vice principal are excited at the prospect of having teacher candidates in the 
building to extend and deepen the amount of help that will be available to the students. 

These are just two examples of the type or research we hope to conduct in our partner schools to show the impact of BSU teacher 
candidate interns on preK-12 student achievement and success. 

Exhibits that support the narrative:  1.3c - Professional Year Assessment  1.3d - Results PY 
Assessment 

Notes on C.2: Standard 1 will be the focus of the 2010-2011 Annual Report. Please submit sample
data/evidence/exhibit(s) - no more than two - that demonstrate continuing to meet standard 1 related to 
content knowledge only. The sample can be from a single program but should be representative of the unit as 
whole. For selection of exhibits, please use NCATE's Exhibit List provided as a guide. 
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